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ABSTRACT
This dissertation broadly seeks to understand the effect different kinematic parameters, external forces, and
dynamic wing conformation have on the fluid dynamics of flapping flight. The primary motivation is to better grasp
the fundamental fluid phenomena driving efficient flapping flight in the Reynolds number regime of birds, bats, and
man made fliers of similar scale. The CFD solver (GenIDLEST) used is a Navier-Stokes solver in a finite volume
formulation on non-staggered structured multiblock meshes. It has the capability for both body-fitted moving grid
simulations and Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) for simulating complex bodies moving within a fluid.
To that purpose we investigate the response of a rigid flapping thin surface planar wing in forward flight, at
Re=10,000, subjected to frontal gusts. Gusts are a common ecological hazard for flapping fliers, especially in
crowded environments. Among the various temporal and spatial scales of gust possible, we look at the phasing and
duration of very large spatial scale gusts and their impact on the unsteady fluid dynamics of flapping within a single
flapping cycle. The gust is characterized by a step function with time scale much smaller than the flapping time
period. Having the advantage of prescribing the motion, as well as the timing and duration of the gust, this allowed
the observation of the effect of angle of attack (AOA) and wing rotation on the evolution of the Leading Edge
Vortex (LEV) and, hence the instantaneous lift and thrust profiles, by varying the parameters. During the
downstroke, frontal gusts accelerated the flow development resulting in early separation of existing LEVs and
formation of new ones on the wing surface which influenced the force generation by increasing the lift and thrust.
These phenomena underscored the importance of the unsteady vortex structures as the primary force generators in
flapping flight.The effect of the gust is observed to be diminished when it occurs during rapid supination of the
wing. Unlike the influence of the vortices during the downstroke, the upstroke primarily reacted to effective AOA
changes.
A key characteristic of the kinematics of fliers in nature is stroke deviation. We investigate this
phenomenon using a similar framework as above on a rigid thin surface flat-plate flapping wing in forward flight.
Stroke deviation happens due to a variety of factors including wing flexion, wing lateral translation, and wing area
change and here we investigate the different stroke deviation trajectories. Various trajectories were analyzed to
assess the different capabilities that such kinematics might offer. The instantaneous lift and thrust profiles were
observed to be influenced by a combination of the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) and the Trailing Edge Vortex (TEV)
structures existing in the flow at any given time. As an index of the cost of performance across all cases, the power
requirements for the different cases, based on the fluid torques, are analyzed. Anti-clockwise figure-of-eight-cycle
deviation is shown to be very complex with high power costs while having better performance. The clockwise
elliptic-cycle held promise in being utilized as a viable stroke deviation trajectory for forward flight over the base
non stroke deviation case.
Armed with insight gained from these simple flapping structures, we are able to conduct the analysis of the
flapping flight data obtained on a fruit bat. Understanding the full complexity of bat ﬂight and the ways in which bat
ﬂight differs from that of other vertebrate flight requires attention to the intricate functional mechanics and
architecture of the wings and the resulting unsteady transient mechanisms of the flow around the wings. We extract
the detailed kinematic motion of the bat wing from the recorded data and then simulate the bat wing motion in the
CFD framework for a range of Reynolds numbers. The Strouhal number calculated from the data is high indicating
that the flow physics is dominated by the oscillatory motion. From the data the bat exhibits fine control of its
mechanics by actively varying wing camber, wing area, torsional rotation of the wing, forward and backward
translational sweep of the wing, and wing conformation to dictate the fluid dynamics. As is common in flapping
flight, the primary force generation is through the attached unsteady vortices on the wing surface. This force output
is modulated by the bat through varying wing camber and the wing area. Proper orthogonal decomposition of the
wing kinematics is undertaken to compile a simpler set of kinematic modes that can approximate the orignial motion
used by the fruit bat. These modes are then analyzed based on aerodynamic performance and power cost for more
efficient flight. Understanding the physics of these modes will help us use them as prescribed kinematics for
mechanical flappers as well as improve upon them from nature.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Understanding the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping flight is critical to the design of
efficient man made fliers. Specifically Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs), which by requirement have
dimensions in the range of 15-20cm, flight speeds of under 20 m/s, and gross takeoff weights of
200g or less. They are comparable to small and medium sized birds and bats and hence we try to
understand what nature has perfected in this Reynolds number regime as a very effectual mode
of transport for a wide range of species. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) framework
provides a unique tool to observe, evaluate, quantify, and simplify what nature has evolved.
Since our interest is from the perspective of robust flapping flight aerodynamic performance, one
should guard against simply mimicking nature. The natural wing conformation and the flight
characteristics of any given flier would have evolved from ecological or other constraints over
hundreds of years. The objective should be to identify the kinematic mechanics creating the
unsteady fluid structures of interest in the flow that enable flapping flight. The kinematics of
wing motion is often a complex combination of translation and rotation in or out of the stroke
plane with significant morphological changes for flow control. Across different fliers, the
Strouhal number and the Reynolds number are used for comparison. The unsteady fluid
dynamics of the impact of frontal gusts during forward flight, stroke deviation in planar flapping
wings, and the analysis of bat flight data for a fruit bat is investigated in the dissertation.
The thesis focuses on understanding the unsteady fluid mechanics of flapping flight in a
high fidelity CFD framework. The work is presented in four stand alone chapters. The
investigation of the impact of frontal gusts on flapping rigid planar wings in forward flight is
presented in the second chapter. This segues into chapter three with analysis of similar gusts
impinging on a flexible membrane wing in forward flight. The fourth chapter presents the results
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of stroke deviation simulations for the rigid planar wings. In the final chapter a kinematic model
of bat flight, extracted from the flight data of a fruit bat, is incorporated into a CFD framework
and the simulation results analyzed in the context of the following areas of interest.
The following are some of the relevant areas of interest for flapping flight that can be
addressed through CFD.
•

Is the structure of the characteristic Leading Edge Vortex (LEV), from the flapping motion,
in highly cambered wings the same as in planar rigid wings? Are there multiple segmented
LEVs or a single LEV? What wing manipulations are used to increase the longevity of the
LEV?
The structure of the LEVs is deduced from the flow visualizations over a flapping cycle for
the bat wing. We visually identify and classify the chronological occurence of the vortex
structures. Here the interest lies in whether the vortices are produced only at the leading
edges or, as in the case of bats, due to the significant wing deformation and segmentation, or
the case of stroke deviating trajectories of planar rigid wings, are they produced elsewhere.
Flow visualization also tells us the temporal history, over the flapping cycle, of each of the
vortex structures and the pattern of shedding. The proximity of the shed vortices to the wing
surface has been shown to be significant and from visualization we can track the progress of
the shed structures and observe if the wing manipulation is tailored to taking advantage of
these shed structures.
The comparison will be done with the flow structures produced by a thin rigid flapping plate
for similar Re and Str number without the wing flexing or out-of-plane deviation and with
continuous rotation as the flapping kinematic. The choice of continuous rotation is based on
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past data for thin rigid surfaces which suggests good average thrust with that kinematic
choice.
•

Is the formation of the wing tip vortex relevant to the stability of LEVs in bat flight?
There is interaction between the wing tip vortex and the LEV for a regular flapping thin
surface rectangular wing. The buildup of the tip vortex interaction is seen to destabilize the
LEV near the wing tip. Is this relevant for the more rounded shape of the bat wing?

•

How do bats actively manage streamwise and spanwise camber to optimize flight conditions?
This will be answered utilizing the mathematical construct of Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD), with the analysis combined with deductions from the anatomical
capabilities of the bat wing structure. Any periodic 'cupping' motion along the spanwise
camber or streamwise camber would indicate active cambering by the bat, and its fluid
dynamics effect can be quantified through CFD.
The follow up question will be to deduce whether the 'cupping' motion or active/passive
camber conformations help flight performance. This can potentially be answered by a
comparison of sythesized bat wing strokes from the lower order modes extracted by the POD
analysis. From the different POD modes extracted from the full bat wing motion data, one
can construct a synthesized stroke from the different combination of the POD modes and
then do a CFD simulation of the bat wing for the synthesized kinematics and determine its
flight performance. Hence by comparing synthesized kinematics with and without the
'cupping' motion, one can deduce its aerodynamic benefits.

•

Do bats use wake capturing and can we isolate the effect in the force history?
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The CFD simulation of the bat wing over multiple cycles and tracking the shed vortex
structures should answer this question. If previously shed vortex structures come in close
proximity to the bat wing surface, wake capturing is probably in effect and if the effect is
significant, it will reflect that in the aerodynamic performance values.
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Chapter 2:

Effect of Frontal Gusts on Forward Flapping Flight

Kamal Viswanath1 and Danesh K. Tafti2
Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA.

The response of a rigid flapping wing in forward flight, at Re=10,000, subjected to frontal
gusts has been investigated. The phasing and duration of the gusts and their impact on the
various unsteady mechanisms are analyzed within a single flapping cycle. The gust is
characterized by a step function with integral length scale much larger than that of the
physical dimension of the MAV and with time scale much smaller than the flapping time
period. The instantaneous lift and thrust profiles were observed to be influenced by a
combination of the effective angle of attack, wing rotation and the Leading Edge Vortex
(LEV) structures existing in the flow at any given time, with the LEVs themselves being
influenced by the duration and magnitude of the change in effective angle of attack. Frontal
gusts applied during the downstroke accelerated the development of the flow resulting in the
formation and detachment of multiple LEVs on the wing surface which increased the lift and
thrust illustrating the importance of the LEV dynamics to force production. The effect of the
gust is observed to be diminished when it occurs during rapid supination of the wing. The lift
and thrust profiles are found to react in a similar fashion for gusts applied during the
downstroke while they experienced opposite effects during the upstroke. During the
upstroke, force characteristics are seen to primarily react to effective AOA changes more
than changes in flow structures.

Nomenclature
i
a

=

Contravariant basis vectors

C

= Airfoil chord length

CL

= Coefficient of lift

Graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-K Randolph Hall, Student
Member AIAA.
2
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-I Randolph Hall, Member AIAA.
1
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CT

= Coefficient of thrust

f

= Frequency of flapping

F x/y

= Force acting on the wing; suffix x, y- direction

ij

g

= Contravariant metric tensor

g
gU

gU

= Jacobian of the transformation

j

= Contravariant flux vector

j
= Contravariant flux due to grid movement
g

J

= Advance ratio; U /Uf ; Ratio of the flight velocity to the flapping velocity

p

= Pressure

R

= Semi-wingspan; distance from flapping axis to wing tip

Re

= Reynolds number; UfC/ν

Ret

= Inverse of the turbulent viscosity

ui

= Cartesian velocity vector

u ig

= Cartesian Grid velocity vector

U

∞

= Free stream velocity; Forward flight velocity

Uf

= Average Flapping velocity of wing tip; 2ΦfR

uf

= Local instantaneous flapping velocity

∞


x


ξ

= Physical space coordinate
= Computational space coordinate

αu/d/eff

= Angle of attack; suffix u-upstroke, d-downstroke, and eff-effective

β

= Stroke plane angle

φ

= Flapping angle

Φ

= Total flapping amplitude (max to min)

ν

= Kinematic viscosity

ρ

= Rotation angle

t*

= Non-dimensional time

ω

= vorticity; suffix – ζ component

ζ

Ω
T

ζ

= Angular velocity of the wing; suffix – ζ component
= Time period of one flapping cycle

2.1 Introduction
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ONE of the requirements for a viable Micro-Air Vehicle (MAV) is the ability to withstand
sudden perturbations in wind speed in the atmospheric boundary layer. Atmospheric turbulence
dictated by terrain and weather conditions can potentially introduce roll, pitch and yaw
disturbances. Insects and birds face a considerable challenge in sudden wind gust situations that
test their capability to maneuver a desired flight path[1]. The sudden change in wing loading
coupled with their inherent small inertia, like in the case of MAVs, can immediately affect flight
stability. Stability in wind gust situations becomes very important, especially when they
constitute a significant percent of the airspeed of the MAV.

Understanding the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping wings is critical to the design of
efficient MAVs. The kinematics of wing motion is often a complex combination of translation
and rotation in the stroke plane with significant morphological changes for optimal flow control.
A number of aerodynamic mechanisms such as clap and fling[2], delayed stall[3], wake
capturing[4], and rotational circulation[4] have been proposed to explain the generation of lift
in birds and insects. While delayed stall explains the lift generated during the translational
kinematics, rotational circulation and wake capture mechanisms are proposed for the high lift
produced during the rotational period. However, the validity of these models is unclear and some
studies [5], [6] have provided alternate reasoning for enhanced force production during the
rotational period. However, since wing translation usually comprises a major part of the
kinematics, the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) dynamics (delayed stall) is one of the most
influential factors affecting overall lift generated by a flapping wing [3].
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Many of the numerical studies involving flapping flight have focused on hovering models [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11]. Previous analysis of forward flight done by Gopalakrishnan and Tafti[12] at
Re=10,000 and at advance ratio, J=0.5, showed the presence of a strong spanwise flow along the
core of the LEV similar to that of flow visualization studies conducted by Ellington[13]. In
addition they found that the LEV became unstable near the wing tip before mid-stroke. The LEV
instability was attributed to the tip vortex blocking the removal of vorticity by impeding the
spanwise flow, leading to vorticity buildup and subsequent instability. Effect of different
Reynolds numbers and tip shapes on force production for flapping flight was also investigated by
Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [14] who found the presence of strong spanwise flow even at Re=100
which was in contrast to previous studies[15]. They also found that the different tip shapes
considered in their study did not substantially affect LEV formation and breakup nor was there
any substantial effect on lift and thrust production during the flapping cycle. Gopalakrishnan and
Tafti [16] investigated the effect of flexible wings, approximated as linear elastic membranes
with different pre-stresses. They found that the aerodynamic force induced camber played a
major role in improving performance by keeping the LEV close to the wing top surface.

Gusts, most commonly, are simulated [17, 18] as sudden velocity increases from the desired
direction of attack onto the wing. When considering frontal gusts and forward flight, increasing
the mean velocity of the airflow incident on the wing is akin to increasing the advance ratio of
the simulation. Ramamurti and Sandberg recently investigated the effect of downward gust on
the hovering Drosophila melanogaster[17]. They found that the rotational forces responsible for
peaks in thrust and drag just before stroke reversal diminished with increasing downward gust
velocity and the wake capture mechanism which facilitates thrust production vanishes when the
gust velocity equals the mean wing-tip velocity. Lian and Shyy[18] examined the effect of a head
8

on gust on a plunging and pitching airfoil with a flapping frequency approximately 7 times the
gust frequency and found that there was a phase lag between the gust variation and the response
from the airfoil. However, neither the effect of the gust on lift and thrust production mechanisms
was explored nor the effect of a gust with a frequency higher than the flapping frequency was
considered. Gopalan and Povitsky[19] investigated gust suppression by flapping airfoils with the
goal of enhancing lift to negotiate the sudden change in flight conditions for MAVs. 2-D rigid
airfoils are taken as prototypes of MAVs and a sinusoidal gust is applied to pure pitch and pure
plunge motions of the airfoil to test their sensitivity. They conclude that the pure pitch motion
smoothes out the freestream disturbance better while the pure plunge motion is able to suppress
the oscillations in the lift forces more effectively. A zero phase lag between the applied gust and
lift/thrust forces is reported.
The flying speed of a MAV is approximately 10-20 m/s and it is expected that it will mostly
fly within 100m from the ground where the atmospheric boundary layer and wakes shed by
ground objects are also anticipated to play a significant role. Free stream disturbances on
flapping flight can be characterized by considering the integral length (λ) and time scale (τ) of
the disturbance with respect to the characteristic length and time scales of the MAV given by the
chord or flapping amplitude (Λ) and the flapping period (Τ), respectively. For example, λ<<Λ
and τ<<Τ asymptotes to disturbances having the characteristics of freestream turbulence. At
these small scales the exact temporal and spatial form of the disturbances may not be that
important – only that the disturbances behave like small scale turbulence and impact the flow
development around the flapping wing throughout the cycle. At the other extreme, a disturbance
with λ>>Λ and τ>>Τ asymptotes to a quasi-steady behavior. For example a sustained (τ>>Τ)
change in free-stream velocity which engulfs (λ>>Λ) a forward moving MAV can be effectively
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analyzed by considering the two advance ratios independently, before and after the disturbance,
once the transient between the two states has passed. In fact, the disturbances analyzed by
Ramamurti and Sandberg [17] and Lian and Shyy [18] fall in this category. Similarly, two other
asymptotic disturbances can be defined: one during which the flapping wing is subjected to
multiple spatially uniform disturbances during a flapping cycle (λ>>Λ and τ<<Τ) and the other
in which the wing is subjected to a temporally invariant but spatially varying disturbance (λ<<Λ
and τ>>Τ). While natural disturbances are infinitely diverse in form and structure, the
investigation of near-asymptotic states allows a systematic evaluation of the dynamics and lends
itself to a better characterization of cause and effect.
It is the objective of this paper to investigate disturbances of type λ>>Λ and τ<Τ by
perturbing the freestream velocity using a square waveform. This is accomplished by changing
the advance ratio J from 0.5 to 1.0 and vice versa, simulating a sudden wind gust for a prescribed
time interval during the cycle. Our intent is to examine the effect of the gust on flow structure in
the vicinity of the wing and the resulting instantaneous effect on lift and thrust profiles. The
effect of varying the timing and duration of the gust and its phasing with respect to the flapping
cycle is analyzed. The kinematic parameters are also varied in order to analyze their effect in
combination with the free-stream disturbances. Table 2.1 shows some of the possible ranges of the
dimensional parameters for the chosen non-dimensional values in this simulation. As can be
seen, a wide range of relevant flapping frequencies and flapping amplitudes are possible within
the given framework.
2.2 Methodology
In the present study, a structured multiblock solver with a boundary fitted dynamic grid is
employed. In this framework the grid deforms with the wing motion. The method of Large-Eddy
10

Simulations (LES) is employed with a subgrid stress model to resolve the turbulence in the flow
field. The governing equations for unsteady incompressible viscous flow in a moving coordinate
system consist of space, mass, and momentum conservation laws. The equations are mapped


from physical (x ) to logical/computational space (ξ ) by a boundary conforming transformation

  

x = x (ξ ) , where x = ( x, y, z ) and ξ = (ξ ,η , ζ ) . The equations are non-dimensionalized by chord

length C, flapping velocity Uf , and a derived characteristic time scale of C/Uf and written in
conservative non-dimensional form as:
Space:
∂
∂t

( g )− ∂ξ∂

⎛ gU j ⎞ = 0
⎜
g ⎟⎠
j ⎝

(2.1)

Mass:
∂ ⎛
j ⎞
⎜ gU ⎟ = 0
⎠
∂ξ j ⎝

(2.2)

Momentum:
∂
∂t

(

)

g ui +

∂
∂ξ j

j
∂ ⎛
⎛ ⎡
j
j ⎤ ⎞
⎞
⎜ ⎢ gU − gU g ⎥ui ⎟ = −
⎜ g (a ) i p ⎟
∂ξ j ⎝
⎦ ⎠
⎠
⎝ ⎣

+

∂ ⎛⎜ ⎛⎜ 1
1
+
∂ξ j ⎜ ⎜ Re Re t
⎝ ⎝


where a i are the contravariant basis vectors,

contravariant metric tensor,

⎞
∂ui
⎟ g g jk
⎟
∂ξ k
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

g is the Jacobian of the transformation, g ij is the


gU j = g a j k u k is the contravariant flux vector,

( )

(2.3)


gU gj = g a j k u kg

( )

is the contravariant flux vector due to grid velocity u g , u i is the Cartesian velocity vector, and p
is the pressure. In the above formulation, the grid velocity u g is not used explicitly. Instead, the
grid contravariant flux vector is employed which is directly computed based on the Space
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Conservation Law (SCL). The Reynolds number is given by UfC/ν. Ret is the inverse of the
subgrid eddy-viscosity which is modeled as
1
= Cs 2 ( g )2 / 3 S
Re t

(2.4)

where S is the magnitude of the strain rate tensor given by S = 2Sik Sik and the Smagorinsky
constant C s 2 is obtained via the dynamic subgrid stress model (Germano et al.[20]).

The equations are formulated in a finite-volume framework using a fractional-step algorithm
for time advancement. Second-order central differences are used for the convective and viscous
terms and a combination of an explicit Adams-Bashforth and implicit Crank-Nicolson
discretizations are used for time advancement. During the start of each time step, the wing is
moved based on the prescribed kinematics, keeping the external boundaries of the computational
domain fixed. The resulting grid movement is carried out at each time step by a combination of a
spring analogy and Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI) on displacements [21] [22]. The SCL
(Eq.2.1) is used to calculate the grid contravariant fluxes [21] [22] which are used in the
momentum equations to account for grid movement.
2.3 Numerical Setup
The study is done for flapping flight at Reynolds number 10,000 with characteristic length
and velocity scales as chord length C and flapping velocity Uf, respectively. An infinitesimally
thin rectangular rigid wing with aspect ratio of 4 as shown in Fig. 2.1 is used for the analysis. A
single wing configuration with a symmetry boundary condition along the flapping axis is
employed in the current study assuming that there is no interference between wings, and between
fuselage and wing. The rotation axis is placed at 1/4 chord length from the leading edge. The
12

downstream boundary is placed at 15 chord lengths from the trailing edge, while 10 chord
lengths are used for other boundaries. Constant velocity boundary condition is applied at all inlet
faces and an outflow boundary condition is specified downstream. A symmetry condition is
applied at the base of the wing. The grid consists of 60 blocks with approximately 6.5 million
cells. The wing is resolved using 80x40 grid points and 80 grid points are used perpendicular to
the wing as shown in Fig. 2.2. At this resolution, one flapping period on 60 processors of
System-X at Virginia Tech consumed a wall-clock time of approximately 20 hours.

A grid refinement study for the current grid has been carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al. [12]
by increasing the number of grid points along the perpendicular direction from 80 to 120. The
comparison of instantaneous lift and thrust forces showed no perceptible change and the mean
values of lift and thrust differed by less than 1%. Validation cases related to the dynamic mesh
capability of the solver in predicting the wake structure and force response of an oscillating
cylinder in cross-flow, and the change from a drag producing to a thrust producing wake in a
heaving airfoil are available in previous studies[23]. In the case of a heaving airfoil, the analysis
was carried out at different plunging velocities to obtain different wake structures, which showed
excellent agreement with the flow visualization experiments of Lai et al. [24] and the
quantitative measurements of lift coefficients and propulsive efficiency by Heathcote et al. [25].
Further, an analysis of hovering fruitfly was also carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al. [26] and
reasonable agreement with the experimental results of Sane and Dickinson [27] were obtained.

The effect of the distance of the domain boundaries from the wing surface on the flow
features resolved was also investigated. Domain boundaries too close to the wing could
potentially adversely influence flow features by forcing free stream conditions at the upper,
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lower, and flanking boundaries thus not allowing unsteady transient flow structures to manifest
correctly. Boundaries too far away from wing surface could potentially lead to unnecessary
computations or an unnecessarily course grid. To this effect, another refinement study is done by
shrinking the domain length in all directions around the wing while keeping the number of grid
points the same and only changing their distribution. The resulting grid distribution is compared
to the original distribution in Fig. 2.3, Fig. 2.4, and Fig. 2.5. The downstream boundary is
shortened to 8 chord lengths (down from 15, Fig. 2.3) and the upstream boundary to 6 chord
lengths (down from 10) while the lower and upper boundaries only extend till 6 chord lengths
(down from 10, Fig. 2.4). The domain length in the spanwise direction is 9 chord lengths (down
from 14, Fig. 2.5). Keeping the number of grid points the same facilitates much denser grid
spacing and more grid points in the close vicinity of the wing surface. A comparison of the
results obtained from the two domain sizes shows good agreement on instantaneous lift and
thrust forces with the mean values differing by less than 1%.

Table 2.2

gives the definition of some of the oft used terms in flapping flight literature and Fig.

2.6 shows their 3D depictions. The flapping cycle typically consists of a translational downstroke
followed by wing rotation (supination), an upstroke, and again wing rotation (pronation) to
complete the cycle. The term continuous rotation is used when the wing rotation is superimposed
on the translational phases of the cycle. The flapping kinematics used in this study involve a
cosine wave form with a stroke plane angle of β=90o. Fig. 2.7(a) shows a two-dimensional
representation of the wing mid-chord motion for one cycle with continuous rotation, and Fig.
2.7(b) shows the variation of the flapping angle and the rotation angle (ρ) or angle of attack
(α=90-ρ) at mid-span during a flapping cycle for different rotational kinematics. The flapping
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angle follows a cosine variation starting at +30o at the beginning of the downstroke to -30o at the
end of the downstroke at t*=0.5. Different rotation kinematics, namely advanced rotation with
duration t*=0.1, and continuous rotation are used to study the effect of gusts. The different
rotational kinematics are characterized by plotting the rotation angle (ρ) in Fig. 2.7; in
continuous rotation, ρ changes continuously during the cycle, whereas in advanced rotation, the
change in ρ occurs at the end of the translational phases but is advanced compared to symmetric
rotation. In all cases, a large ρ is used during the upstroke to reduce the angle of attack (α=90-ρ)
to reduce the downward force on the wing.
2.4 Results
For fixed wings, the angle of attack is constant across the span of the whole wing. For
flapping wings, hinged at the root, the air deflection is different due to a changing effective AOA
(αeff) from root to wing tip. Besides the wing rotation angle, ρ, the effective angle of attack, αeff,
is affected by both the local flapping velocity and free stream velocity as given in Fig. 2.8. Fig.
2.9(a-b) shows the variation of αeff during the flapping cycle for continuous and advanced
rotational kinematics, respectively, at the midspan of the wing for two advance ratios, J=0.5, and
J=1.0 which characterizes the wind gust. For continuous rotation, αeff increases during the
downstroke, reaches a plateau at t*=0.15 and then drops gradually as the motion transitions into
the upstroke. In advanced rotation, αeff increases till t*=0.25, plateaus but then increases again
during the advanced rotation phase before moving into the upstroke. It is noted that the
application of the wind gust is characterized by a sudden drop in αeff during the downstroke
followed by a sudden increase on removal. Conversely, the opposite sequence occurs in an
inverse gust (decreasing velocity). While Fig. 2.9 only shows the time variation at wing midspan,
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αeff also varies along the span from base to tip with a maximum value at the tip due to the
variation of local flapping velocity (uf),. This spanwise variation in αeff introduces threedimensionality into the flow structures in a hinged flapping wing as opposed to the intrinsic twodimensional structures in plunging airfoils. For example, for an advance ratio of J=0.5 during
the downstroke, αeff varies from -20o to 55o from base to tip whereas during the upstroke, the
value of αeff varies from 45o to -30o. The formation and structure of the spiral LEV at the leading
edge during the downstroke follows the trend in αeff of increasing in size from base to tip until it
interacts with the tip vortex. The increasing circulation in the LEV from base to tip generates a
pressure gradient in the core of the vortex which is responsible for the observed spanwise
flow[12].
2.4.1

Base Flows

Different rotation timings and their effect on vortex formation and hence lift and thrust are
summarized by Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [12] for J=0.5. In the paper, advanced, symmetric, and
delayed rotation kinematics are investigated with pure translation during the down- and upstrokes, together with continuous rotation during the full cycle. For the purposes of this paper,
advanced and continuous rotation are considered for their superior lift and thrust production and
also for generating strong vortices during the flapping cycle.
2.4.1.1 Continuous Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=0.5

Fig. 2.10a and Fig. 2.10b show the variation of lift and thrust coefficient. The lift and thrust
profiles during the downstroke are dominated by LEV dynamics. At t*=0.1, a spiral LEV starts
forming near the tip and it is attached to the top surface of the wing. Further along the
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downstroke, the LEV extends across the span with an increase in size from base to tip, with a
strong spanwise velocity through its core. The formation and strengthening of the LEV is
reflected in the increase in lift and thrust till t* = 0.27. Around t*= 0.2, the interaction of the
LEV with the tip vortex destabilizes the LEV and separation begins near the wing tip and by t*=
0.3, the initial LEV has moved downstream close to the wing top surface while secondary LEVs
are just beginning to form which also lift off during the downstroke. Vorticity isosurfaces [Fig.
2.11] show that the LEV near the base is attached for most of the downstroke whereas the part of
the LEV near the tip sheds and dissipates into the flow during the end of the downstroke (t*=0.4
to 0.5). Since there is no well defined supination in continuous rotation and hence no rapid
increase in αeff, (Fig. 2.9a) there is no secondary peak in lift during the downstroke.
During the upstroke, since αeff (as seen in Fig. 2.9a from t*=0.5 to 1.0 at wing midspan) has low
negative values for most of the wing surface, the effective flow is incident on the top surface
resulting in the formation of a small positive vortex on the bottom surface close to the wing tip.
Around t*=0.85, the positive vortex on the bottom surface increases in size and begins to
separate near the wing tip resulting in a peak in negative lift (Fig. 2.10a) and a second positive
thrust peak (Fig. 2.10b).
2.4.1.2 Continuous Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=1.0

For the higher advance ratio, with the rest of the kinematics staying the same, the higher flow
velocity results in a lower αeff during the downstroke, whereas the upstroke has low positive αeff
for the majority of wingspan with low negative values closer to the wingtip. During the
downstroke, this has the effect of slowing down the growth of the LEV, helping it to stay
attached longer and shifting the peak in lift [Fig. 2.10a] and thrust [Fig. 2.10b] further in the time
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cycle. An interesting observation is that, in spite of the lower αeff, the faster flow field combined
with continuous rotation enables higher lift for the higher advance ratio flow.
The change in αeff from low negative to low positive during the upstroke (see Fig. 2.9a) is seen
to be beneficial for lift generation, while it has a detrimental effect on thrust generation. During
upstrokes, this is observed to be the consistent behavior of lift and thrust profiles when reacting
to αeff changes. In the absence of strong persistent LEVs, αeff is seen to be the primary factor
affecting lift and thrust. In essence, the continuous rotation and the lowered αeff help develop
stronger more sustained LEVs for higher velocity flow during the downstroke, while for the
upstroke, the LEVs are not a dominating factor in force production.
2.4.1.3 Advanced Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=0.5

Fig. 2.12(a-b) show the variation of lift and thrust coefficients for advanced rotation for J=0.5
and J=1.0. As seen in Fig. 2.8, for advanced rotation, the supination and pronation are short
duration events at the end of the downstroke and upstroke, respectively. In addition to the change
in αeff in the first half of the downstroke (brought about by acceleration in uf), the supination and
pronation in advanced rotation also result in a rapid change in αeff (see Fig. 2.9b). This in effect
causes a secondary peak in lift and thrust to occur for an advanced rotation flow during
supination and pronation as seen in Fig. 2.12(a-b). The lift profile for the base flow (J=0.5)
shows two peaks in lift during the downstroke, one in the middle of the downstroke and another
during supination. The rapid increase in αeff during supination results in the formation of a vortex
near the base, strengthening the LEV further. This results in a secondary peak in lift. However
due to the rotation, the contribution of the LEV to the thrust drops continuously and results in
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drag during the latter part of supination. The flow structures are similar to continuous flow
except in the timing, development and strength of the LEVs formed.
2.4.1.4 Advanced Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=1.0

As in continuous rotation, an increase in the approach velocity results in a lower αeff during
the downstroke with a corresponding increase from negative to positive values during the
upstroke. Consequently, the variation of lift and thrust during the first half of the downstroke
mimics that of J=0.5, and is similar to the observations made earlier for continuous rotation.
However, during supination and pronation, the relative change in αeff is much larger at the higher
advance ratio of J=1 than it is for J=0.5 as seen in Fig. 2.9b. It is noted that this higher rate of
change of αeff for J=1.0 flow, even with lower absolute αeff values, is seen to drive the secondary
peak in lift well above the value of the lift in J=0.5 flow (see Fig. 2.12a). This also has the effect
of further strengthening the LEV or creating additional vortices on the top surface of the wing
leading to a corresponding sharp decrease in thrust as the wing supinates. It is inferred that, with
wing rotation kinematics remaining constant across different advance ratio flows, the higher
velocity flow, J=1.0, gives better dividends on force production during higher rate of change of
αeff. During the upstroke, the positive αeff contributes to positive lift and negative thrust, till
pronation changes αeff and reverses the contribution to lift and thrust.

2.4.2

Effect of Gusts

The effect of short duration wind gusts of spatial extent much larger than the dimensions of
the MAV are now studied by introducing a spatially uniform square waveform changing from
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J=0.5 to 1.0. The gusts are applied from t*=0.22 till 0.30 during the fourth cycle for both
continuous and advanced rotation during the downstroke. For advanced rotation another gust is
applied from t*=0.34 till 0.5. For the upstroke, a gust is applied from t*=0.74 till 0.88 for
continuous rotation. These particular intervals were chosen to map to corresponding peaks in lift
in the regular flow to quantify the effect of the gust on the maximum instantaneous lift values
and on the mechanisms responsible for the peaks in lift and thrust. To understand the effects of
an inverted gust, free stream velocity changing from J=1.0 to 0.5, we consider the intervals
t*=0.22 to 0.3 in continuous rotation and t*=0.34 till 0.5 in advanced rotation. The timing and
duration of the gusts for different flapping kinematics is summarized in Table 2.3.
As a prelude to the discussion that follows, in our observations, in addition to αeff, the rate of
change (dαeff/dt) is one of the other factors affecting instantaneous lift and thrust in the presence
of LEVs for a hinged flapping wing. Formation, growth and stability of the LEV, and hence lift
and thrust in flapping flight, is influenced by (dαeff/dt) during translation or rotation. In our
observations, a rapid increase in αeff leads to the strengthening of existing or the formation of
new LEVs. Conversely, under the influence of a high velocity gust, the sudden increase in
advance ratio from 0.5 to 1.0 leads to a rapid decrease in αeff. As Thomas et al. [28] have
observed from tethered flow visualizations of dragonfly flight, rapid decreases in αeff can induce
vortex shedding at any stage from the flapping wing affecting lift and thrust.
2.4.2.1 Case A: Continuous rotation, gust between t*=0.22-0.3

Fig. 2.13(a-b) show the lift and thrust profiles, respectively, on gust application and removal
for part of the cycle. On application of the gust at t*=0.22, there is a sharp instantaneous drop in
lift and thrust. As shown in Fig. 2.9a, this is a result of the instantaneous drop in αeff, from
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approximately 38o to about 18o at wing midspan, altering the diversion of air around the wing
surface. For the non-gust case at J=0.5, the attached LEV has begun to shed and has started
travelling downstream close to the wing surface as shown in Fig. 2.14(a-b). On gust application,
the structure of this LEV does not change considerably at t*= 0.23. However, the sudden velocity
increase on both sides of the wing due to the gust diminishes the circulation that contributes to
lift and thrust production on the wing surface. With the application of the gust, the leading edge
of the wing till 22% span has αeff < 0 and the low pressure regions are significantly smaller on
the top surface than without the gust. Thus, the sudden change in αeff induces the existing LEV
to detach and shed, further reducing the circulation around the wing.

After this initial drop, the lift quickly recovers and exceeds the lift of the base case at t*=
0.25. Closer examination of the flow structure shows the formation of a fresh LEV at the leading
edge as the original LEV sheds but remains close to the wing surface as it convects downstream.
Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16 contrast the pressure distribution and vorticity contours between the base
flow and the gust flow at t*=0.29, respectively. In the base flow, we see a vortex core just
separating close to the surface with a secondary vortex just beginning to manifest itself. In the
gust driven case, after the initial drop in circulation and the accelerated separation of the LEV,
the higher velocity flow accelerates the development of the flow. As a result, the secondary LEV
is already well formed at t*= 0.29 while the separated LEV approaches the trailing edge [Fig.
2.17]. The gust can be considered akin to rapidly increasing the advance ratio of the flow field.
As seen in the higher advance ratio flow(see page 17, case 2.4.1.2, the lowered αeff and faster
flow development lends itself to stronger attached LEVs when wing rotation is in effect,
increasing the transient circulatory forces around the wing. The two vortices on the surface of the
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wing eventually cause the lift and thrust profile of the gust driven flow to exceed that of the base
flow. This development emphasizes the impact of the LEV (delayed stall) on the instantaneous
lift and thrust characteristics of the flapping wing during the downstroke.

After the gust is removed at t*=0.3, the lift and thrust values undergo a rapid increase
surpassing not only the base flow at J=0.5 but also the values at J=1.0. On gust mitigation, the
αeff increases rapidly, from ≅18o to 38o at wing midspan and tends to fortify existing LEVs on
the surface thereby increasing and prolonging positive lift. The primary factor here, though, is
the suddenly higher αeff across the wing which ensures that more of the wingspan contributes
towards positive force production. This effect combined with residual vortices, lends itself to a
surfeit of low pressure regions on the wing top surface. The rapid increase in αeff across the wing
leads to a greater volume of air being deflected by the wing which in turn results in a increased
pressure difference between the top and bottom surfaces of the wing thereby increasing lift and
thrust values. The residual separated vortex from gust driven flow, which is almost at the trailing
edge, is observed to suddenly get stronger at t*= 0.31 when the gust is removed and lingers on
the surface with the slower flow. In the base flow (J=0.5), the LEV separates past wing midspan, while in the presence of the gust, it extends till the wing tip staying close to the surface
[Fig. 2.18]. But, since it’s a residual field, and no phenomenon is driving further development,
the flow soon settles back to the base flow on removal of the gust.

2.4.2.2 Case B: Continuous rotation, gust between t*=0.74-0.88

In this case, the gust is applied during the upstroke spanning the time interval when there is a
peak in thrust and a trough in lift. The response of lift and thrust to the gust is shown in Fig.
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2.19(a-b), respectively. As observed earlier in Fig. 2.9a, the application of the gust changes αeff
from a negative to a positive value in which 62% of the wing now has a positive αeff. While the
negative αeff and the bottom surface LEV in the base flow was detrimental to lift production, the
positive αeff contributes to LEV formation on the wing top surface which is conducive to lift but
detrimental to thrust. Again, we find that αeff has a strong impact on the lift and thrust
characteristics of the wing without any phase lag between time of application of gust and its
resultant effect on the wing characteristics.

During the upstroke in the base flow, the contribution of LEV to force production is much less
prominent. Hence with the application of the gust, the lift and thrust characteristics of the wing
respond almost instantaneously to the change in αeff, unlike the downstroke where strong LEVs
are present. Similarly, when the gust is removed at t*= 0.88, the lift and thrust return to their
normal profiles almost instantaneously without showing any phase lag in force production due to
the absence of any prominent flow structures.
2.4.2.3 Case C: Advance rotation, gust between t*=0.22-0.3

This case is similar to Case A, with the only difference being the rotational kinematics. On
application of the gust, αeff drops from 34o to 16 o at the wing midspan, which results in a sharp
drop in lift and thrust. Just like in Case A, the gust initiates the detachment of the existing LEV
on the top surface of the wing with the formation of a secondary LEV. The ensuing dynamics of
the LEVS in the presence of the gust and on gust removal is very similar to Case A and hence is
not repeated again. The behavior of the lift and thrust profiles is shown in Fig. 2.20(a-b).
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2.4.2.4 Case D: Advanced rotation, gust between t*=0.34-0.5

From Fig. 2.7 it can be observed that for advanced rotation, t*= 0.33 is around where
supination starts and the gust is applied spanning the supination till the end of the downstroke
(see Fig. 2.9b). On application of the gust at t*=0.34, only slight losses in lift and thrust are
observed as seen in Fig. 2.21(a-b) while αeff drops sharply across the wing, from around 34o to
14o at wing midspan (see Fig. 2.9b). This behavior is markedly different from what has been
observed thus far wherein the losses in thrust and lift have been more significant. It stands to
reason that supination, which is rapidly increasing the αeff, is able to mitigate the effect of the
gust application. The LEV structure at t*= 0.35 for the non-gust and gust driven flows remains
largely unchanged with the LEV beginning to shed in the gust driven flow.

After the initial drop, the lift is seen to recover quickly and follow the lift profile of the J=1.0
base case. In effect, the gust rapidly transitions the flow from J=0.5 to J=1.0 base flow as far as
the lift and thrust profiles are concerned [Fig. 2.21(a-b)]. However the actual flow structures in
the gust driven case are different from the J=1.0 base flow. The wing rotation combined with the
lowered αeff and faster flow is seen to develop a stronger attached secondary LEV as the original
LEV is convected downstream for the gust driven case.

Originally the secondary peak in lift occurred at t*= 0.42T for the advance ratio of 0.5 flow.
The new peak for gust driven flow is at t*= 0.44. Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 contrast the pressure
distribution and vorticity contours between the base flow and the gust flow at t*=0.44,
respectively. In the base flow (J=0.5), the LEV is shown stretching from root till around midspan at t*= 0.44 [Fig. 2.24a]. After midspan, it is lifted off the surface and interacting with the
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wing tip vortex. In the gust driven case, we have two LEVs [Fig. 2.24b], both very close to the
surface at t*=0.44. The first is the developed secondary LEV and the other is the separated
vortex core approaching the trailing edge. The J=1.0 base flow at t*=0.44 has a single LEV on
the surface, yet the gust driven case and the base case have similar lift and thrust profiles. We
infer that the force production mechanism during supination is less dependent on the transient
LEV dynamics (delayed stall) and is possibly better explained by the rotational circulation
theory.

As soon as the gust is removed at t*= 0.5, coinciding with the start of the upstroke, we see the
lift and thrust profiles drop back to the advance ratio of 0.5 flow curve quite abruptly. At this
point the downstroke LEVs have been shed and the wing is at rest while wing rotation
(supination) is still going on and the slower flow mainly reacts to the change in αeff during the
upstroke as we have seen before. This behavior is quite different from the characteristics of the
flow seen in the removal of gust during the downstroke. In those cases, we found that after the
immediate jump brought about by the rapid αeff change, the transient creation/separation of
LEVs (delayed stall) further sustained the change in lift and thrust profiles. Here, in the absence
of LEVs during the initial part of the upstroke, we see only a reaction to the effective AOA
change.
2.4.2.5 Case E: Continuous rotation, inverted gust between t* = 0.22-0.3

The application of gust, in this case simulated as an inverted square wave which decreases
free stream velocity, drops the advance ratio from 1.0 to 0.5. There is a sharp instantaneous
increase in lift and thrust profile at t*=0.22 as seen in Fig. 2.25(a-b). Similar to case A, this can
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be attributed to the sudden increase in αeff across the wing, from approximately 18o to about 38o
at wing midspan [Fig. 2.9a]. Higher αeff across the wing ensures that more of the wingspan
contributes towards positive force production. A significant difference in this gust scenario is
that since αeff is increasing, there is no immediate LEV shedding into the flow. As a result of this,
combined with the slower velocity in the free stream, the circulation in the vicinity of the wing is
sustained through the gust. Hence lift and thrust profiles greater than the base flow (J=1.0) are
observed until around t*=0.26, when the profiles start falling back to the J=0.5 flow values.

Examination of the flow structures past t*=0.29, shown in Fig. 2.26, reveal the existing LEV still
on the wing top surface but separating close to the wing tip due to the high αeff. In the base flow
(J=1.0) a secondary LEV is beginning to form while the original LEV is increasing in strength
and stretches the full span of the wing due to the prevalent low αeff. The above changes again
exemplify the influence of the ‘delayed stall’ phenomena on lift and thrust profiles due to
changing and sustained LEV structures during the translational part of the downstroke.

On gust mitigation, the αeff again drops back to the base flow values and we see a
corresponding drop in force production. With the sudden decrease in αeff, similar to cases A-D,
the existing LEV is observed to begin shedding and is downstream away from the wing surface
by t*=0.33 while a weaker secondary LEV is beginning to form. In the base flow (J=1.0) the
original vortex is still attached to the leading edge.
2.4.2.6 Case F: Advanced rotation, inverted gust between t*=0.34-0.5
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This case was considered to check the effect of inverted gust on the J=1.0 base flow during
supination. Similar to case D, Fig. 2.27(a-b) show that the lift and thrust profiles are seen to be
less affected by the application of the gust and the flow recovers very quickly and transitions to
the J=0.5 from the base flow of J=1.0. This reinforces our inference that the rotational circulation
phenomena better explains the force production mechanism during supination rather than
transient LEV dynamics.

At t*=0.34 when the gust is initiated, the αeff suddenly increases across the wing, from around
14o to 34o at wing midspan. No immediate shedding of LEV is observed which is consistent with
case E. Similarly, since the flow is slower, the circulation in the vicinity of the wing is not
immediately changed by the gust and this provides better force production initially. By t*=0.4
the gust driven flow has transitioned fully to the J=0.5 flow with similar lift and thrust profiles.
At this point, the LEV dynamics are not seen to affect the force production. At t*=0.5, the
upstroke characteristics takeover similar to case D and we see the force primarily reacting to αeff
change.
2.5 Conclusions

The present study contributes to the understanding of the effect of gusts on transient flow
structures which characterize force production in flapping flight. The effect of timing and
duration of gusts with different wing kinematics and rotation timings are investigated. Two
different gusts, simulated as step functions in freestream velocity, are considered - one doubling
the freestream velocity and the other halving it.
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A key finding in this study is that the instantaneous lift and thrust profiles are influenced by
the effective angle of attack (αeff), which is a function of the local flapping velocity, the approach
freestream velocity and the geometric angle of attack, and the LEV structures existing in the flow
at any given time, with the LEVs themselves being influenced by the magnitude and rate of
change in αeff.
The behavior of lift and thrust are found to follow similar changes in all cases for gusts
applied during the downstroke. For the gust cases where free stream velocity is doubled, initially
a loss in lift and thrust is realized due to the rapid decrease in αeff and the disruption of the
circulation around the wing by the suddenly faster freestream together with separation of the
LEV. Frontal gusts applied during the downstroke are then seen to accelerate the development of
the flow resulting in the formation and detachment of multiple LEVs on the wing surface which
increase the lift and thrust. As the gust driven flow progresses, depending on the wing kinematics
and rotation, we observe the lift profile of the gust driven flow to exceed or lie in-between the
two base flows. Cases with multiple gust induced LEVs on the wing surface illustrate the
importance of LEV dynamics in force production by eventually exceeding the base flow
performance as the flow develops. Contrary to the gust response during the downstroke, the
upstroke lift and thrust profiles react primarily to the changing αeff on gust application with
opposite variations.
Conversely, application of an inverse gust is characterized by an initial increase in lift and
thrust production due to the sudden increase in αeff, with the circulation around the wing
sustained through the gust without LEV separation. But as the slower gust driven flow develops,
the initial strong circulation dies out in the slower free stream and force production falls below
the base flow performance (J=1.0) tending towards the J=0.5 curve.
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It is noted that the effect of gusts on lift and thrust during the downstroke is diminished when
applied during rapid supination. Further, the transient LEV dynamics are seen not to play a major
part in the force production during supination as evidenced by the lack of change seen in lift and
thrust production even with changes in the flow structure. We conclude that rotational
circulation, which is a major contributor for force generation just before stroke changes,
dominates here.
As is evident from the above results, wing kinematics and the timing and duration of gusts
will determine the extent of the changes in the flow structure. For a given wing configuration
(wing shape, stroke plane, rotation axis, flapping amplitude) it might be possible to arrive at
approximate upper and lower bounds for lift and thrust production, in response to gusts, by using
the force profiles of the corresponding advance ratio flows and allowing for an empirically
determined deviation from those. Based on the variations seen within the scope of this paper,
such an approximation should hold well across different wing kinematics and gusts.
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2.7 Figures and Tables

Table 2.1 Range of dimensional parameters for the chosen non-dimensional variables
Wing
Span (m)

Chord
Length (m)

Flapping
Amplitude, Φ (deg)

Average Flapping
Velocity, Uf (m/s)

Free Stream
Velocity, U∞ (m/s)

Frequency
, f (Hz)

0.08

0.02

60o

8

4

48

0.08

0.02

120o

8

4

24

0.1

0.025

120o

6.4

3.2

15

0.16

0.04

60 o

4

2

12

Table 2.2 Kinematic parameters and non-dimensional numbers for flapping flight
Parameters
Stroke plane

Description
The plane defined by three points: wing base (B), and the wingtip at
maximum (TT) and minimum angular position (TB) shown in Fig.

2.6.

During hovering, the stroke plane will be near horizontal and during
forward flight, it will be vertical.
Stroke plane angle, β

Angle between the stroke plane and the horizontal plane. It ranges from
0o for hovering to 90o for forward flight.

Angle of attack, α

Angle between the wing chord (from trailing edge to leading edge) and
the direction of motion.

Wing rotation angle, ρ

Angle between the wing chord and the direction perpendicular to stroke
plane.
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Angle between the leading edge of the wing and the plane perpendicular

Flapping angle, φ

to the stroke plane.
Supination

Rotation of the wing at the end of downstroke preceding upstroke

Pronation

Rotation of the wing at the end of upstroke preceding downstroke

Table 2.3 Parameters used for different cases
Case

Rotation Timing

Gust timing

A

Continuous

0.22 – 0.3

B

Continuous

0.74– 0.88

C

Advanced

0.22 – 0.3

D

Advanced

0.34 – 0.5

E

Continuous, inverted gust

0.22 – 0.3

F

Advanced, inverted gust

0.34 – 0.5

0.5 C

ξ

4C

Roll axis
0.25 C

ζ
Leading edge
Flapping
axis

Flow

Fig. 2.1 Rectangular wing configuration
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.2 Grid distribution (a) wing (b) spanwise plane (c) chordwise plane (every other grid line is shown
for b and c)

Fig. 2.3 Variation of spacing in x* direction
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Fig. 2.4 Variation of spacing in y* direction

Fig. 2.5 Variation of spacing in z* direction
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Stroke Plane
Upstroke
TT

αu
β

Horizontal Plane

αd

B

ρ

ρ

φ

Downstroke

TB

Fig. 2.6 Kinematic parameters

t* =0

t* =1

Downstroke

Upstroke

LE

t* =0.5

t* =0.5

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.7 (a). Representative wing mid-chord motion during one cycle with continuous rotation; (b) Representation
of various wing kinematics in terms of flapping and rotation angle. Shaded region represents downstroke
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During Downstroke

Vrel

uf
ρ

θ

αd

U∞

θ = tan −1 [ u f / U ∞ ]

αeff = θ - ρ

= θ +αd−90ο

Fig. 2.8 Effective angle of attack during downstroke
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.9 (a) Effective angle of attack variation at midspan for continuous rotation. Shaded region shows periods of
gust application (b) Effective angle of attack variation at midspan for advanced rotation. Shaded region shows
periods of gust application
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.10 (a) Lift profile for continuous rotation under different advance ratios (b) Thrust profile for continuous
rotation under different advance ratios
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Fig. 2.11 Vorticity iso-surface for continuous rotation at t* = 0.23
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.12 (a) Lift profile for advanced rotation under different advance ratios (b) Thrust profile for advanced
rotation under different advance ratios
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.13 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo gust (b) Coefficient of thrust, CT,
values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.14 Continuous rotation without gust at t* = 0.23 at location ζ=2.1 (a) showing pressure contours (b)
showing vorticity contours in z

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.15 Continuous rotation without gust at t* = 0.29 at location ζ=2.1 (a) showing pressure contours (b)
showing vorticity contours in z
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.16 Continuous rotation with gust at t* = 0.29 at location ζ=2.1 (a) showing pressure contours (b) showing
vorticity contours in z

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.17 Continuous rotation at t* = 0.29. Showing iso-surface of vorticity in z (a) without gust (b) with gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.18 Continuous rotation at t* = 0.31. Showing iso-surface of vorticity in z (a) without gust (b) with gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.19 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo gust (b) Coefficient of thrust, CT,
values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.20 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo gust (b) Coefficient of thrust, CT,
values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.21 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo gust (b) Coefficient of thrust, CT,
values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.22 Advanced rotation without gust at t* = 0.44 at location ζ=2.1 (a) showing pressure contours (b) showing
vorticity contours in z

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.23 Advanced rotation with gust at t* = 0.44 at location ζ=2.1 (a) showing pressure contours (b) showing
vorticity contours in z
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.24 Advanced rotation at t* = 0.44. Showing iso-surface of vorticity in z (a) without gust (b) with gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.25 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo inverted gust (b) Coefficient of
thrust, CT, values in the case of continuous rotation w/wo inverted gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.26 Continuous rotation at t* = 0.29 for J=1.0 flow. Showing iso-surface of vorticity in z (a) without gust (b)
with inverted gust
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.27 (a) Coefficient of lift, CL, values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo inverted gust (b) Coefficient of
thrust, CT, values in the case of advanced rotation w/wo inverted gust
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Chapter 3:

Effect of Frontal Gusts on Flexible Wings in Forward Flapping Flight

Kamal Viswanath3 and Danesh K. Tafti4
Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA.
40th Fluid Dynamics Conference and Exhibit

The response of a flexible wing and a rigid wing in flapping forward flight, at Re=10,000,
subjected to frontal gusts is investigated. The impact of a gust of chosen phasing and
duration on the various unsteady mechanisms are analyzed within a single flapping cycle.
The gust is characterized by a step function with integral length scale much larger than that
of the physical dimension of the MAV and with time scale much smaller than the flapping
time period. The instantaneous lift and thrust were observed to be influenced by a
combination of the effective angle of attack, chosen kinematics, transient Leading Edge
Vortex(LEV) structures, and the dynamic cambering in the case of the membrane wing. The
effect of the gust on the lift profile is observed to have opposite effects for the rigid vs.
flexible case while the thrust behaves in a similar profile.

Nomenclature
C

= Airfoil chord length

CL

= Coefficient of lift

CT

= Coefficient of thrust

h

= wing thickness

J

= Advance ratio; U /Uf ; Ratio of the flight velocity to the flapping velocity

Nx

= pre-stress along the chord

Nz

= pre-stress along the span

Nxz

= pre-stress in shear

p

= Pressure

Re

= Reynolds number; UfC/n

Ret

= Inverse of the turbulent viscosity

∞

Graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-K Randolph Hall, Student
Member AIAA.
4
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-I Randolph Hall, Member AIAA.
3
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U

∞

= Free stream velocity; Forward flight velocity

Uf

= Flapping velocity; 2ΦfR

w

= Out of plane deformation


x


= Physical space coordinate

ξ

= Computational space coordinate

αu/d/eff

= Angle of attack; suffix u-upstroke, d-downstroke, and eff-effective

Φ

= Total flapping amplitude (max to min)

n

= Kinematic viscosity

ρa

= density of air

ρw

= density of wing

τ

= Shear stress on the surface of the wing

3.1 Introduction

O

NE of the requirements for a viable Micro-Air Vehicle (MAV) is the ability to

withstand sudden perturbations in wind speed in the atmospheric boundary layer. Atmospheric
turbulence dictated by terrain and weather conditions can potentially introduce roll, pitch and
yaw disturbances. Insects and birds face a considerable challenge in sudden wind gust situations
that tests their capability to maneuver a desired flight path[1]. The sudden change in wing loading
coupled with their inherent small inertia, like in the case of MAVs, can immediately affect flight
stability. Stability in wind gust situations becomes very important, especially when they
constitute a significant percent of the airspeed of the MAV.
Understanding the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping wings is critical to the design of
efficient MAVs. The kinematics of wing motion is often a complex combination of translation
and rotation in the stroke plane with significant morphological changes for optimal flow control.
A number of aerodynamic mechanisms such as clap and fling

[2]

, delayed stall[3], wake

capturing[4], and rotational circulation[4] have been proposed to explain the generation of lift in
birds and insects. While delayed stall explains the lift generated during the translational
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kinematics, rotational circulation and wake capture mechanisms are proposed for the high lift
produced during the rotational period. However, the validity of these models is unclear and some
studies [5, 6] have provided alternate reasoning for enhanced force production during the rotational
period. However, since wing translation usually comprises a major part of the kinematics, the
Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) dynamics (delayed stall) is one of the most influential factors
affecting overall lift generated by a flapping wing [3].
In addition to simple kinematics, birds and insects employ large-scale deformation of
their wing geometries to improve the aerodynamic efficiency. The geometric variation comes
through neuromuscular control and/or due to aeroelasticity of flexible wings. Wang et.al.[7]
measured the kinematics of dragonfly flight for forward and maneuvering flight conditions.
Their results showed that the camber varies significantly from -0.1 to 0.12 due to wing flexibility
during a flapping cycle. They also conducted flow analysis of a 2D dragonfly model with and
without camber variation and showed that camber significantly affects the lift production. The
study on hovering of a hummingbird by Warrick et.al.[8] showed the importance of camber on lift
generation. Despite the kinematic symmetry of upstroke and downstroke, the humming bird
generates 75% of lift during the downstroke due to a positive camber and generates only 25% of
lift during the upstroke as it does not reverse the camber (into negative). Liu et al.[7] measured
the wing geometry and kinematics of seagull, merganster, teal and owl and they observed that
the wing sections are highly cambered (0.085C) and are similar to low Reynolds number airfoils
S1223. Similarly bats[9] have highly flexible wings and can introduce a large streamwise and
spanwise wing camber during flight. In our previous work

[10]

we have investigated the elastic

response of a membrane wing to the unsteady aerodynamic forces during the flapping cycle. This
was accomplished by coupling a linear elastic membrane solver to the unsteady LES code. Three
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cases with membrane wings with streamwise and spanwise pre-stresses of 8, 4, and 2 N/m at Re
=10,000 were investigated for forward flight. The key finding from this study was that the
aerodynamic forces on the wing induced streamwise and spanwise cambering which is similar to
the cambering used by bats. An additional significant result was that the cambering led to
enhanced aerodynamic performance by influencing the trajectory of the LEV, which stayed close
to the cambered surface over most of the wing increasing lift by 20% and thrust by 40%.
Gusts, most commonly, are simulated [11, 12] as sudden velocity increases from the desired
direction of attack onto the wing. When considering frontal gusts and forward flight, increasing
the mean velocity of the airflow incident on the wing is akin to increasing the advance ratio of
the simulation. Ramamurti and Sandberg recently investigated the effect of downward gust on
the hovering Drosophila melanogaster[11]. They found that the rotational forces responsible for
peaks in thrust and drag just before stroke reversal diminished with increasing downward gust
velocity and the wake capture mechanism which facilitates thrust production vanishes when the
gust velocity equals the mean wing-tip velocity. Lian and Shyy[12] examined the effect of a head
on gust on a plunging and pitching airfoil with a flapping frequency approximately 7 times the
gust frequency and found that there was a phase lag between the gust variation and the response
from the airfoil. However, neither the effect of the gust on lift and thrust production mechanisms
was explored nor the effect of a gust with a frequency higher than the flapping frequency was
considered. Gopalan and Povitsky[13] investigated gust suppression by flapping airfoils with the
goal of enhancing lift to negotiate the sudden change in flight conditions for MAVs. 2-D rigid
airfoils are taken as prototypes of MAVs and a sinusoidal gust is applied to pure pitch and pure
plunge motions of the airfoil to test their sensitivity. They conclude that the pure pitch motion
smoothes out the freestream disturbance better while the pure plunge motion is able to suppress
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the oscillations in the lift forces more effectively. A zero phase lag between the applied gust and
lift/thrust forces is reported. In our previous work[14] we have investigated the effects of frontal
gusts on the unsteady mechanisms of flapping flight and the resulting influence on the
instantaneous lift and thrust profiles for a rigid flapping wing. The effective angle of attack, wing
rotation kinematics and the LEV structures in the flow at any given time were all found to play a
significant role in determining the rigid wing performance under gust conditions. Gusts applied
during the downstroke resulted in an immediate loss in the force production(loss of lift and
thrust) but the faster flow accelerated the development of the subsequent flow field leading to
multiple detached LEVs on the wing top surface which increased the lift and thrust. When rapid
wing rotation coincided with gust application, the immediate effect of the gust was observed to
be diminished.
The present study seeks to compare the effects of frontal gusts on a low pre-stress
flexible wing versus a rigid wing in forward flapping flight. A low pre-stress wing is chosen to
investigate the effects when large aerodynamic cambering is possible.
3.2 Methodology
In the present study, a structured multiblock solver with a boundary fitted dynamic grid is
employed. In this framework the grid deforms with the wing motion. The method of Large-Eddy
Simulations (LES) is employed with a subgrid stress model to resolve the turbulence in the flow
field. The governing equations for unsteady incompressible viscous flow on moving coordinate
system consist of space, mass, and momentum conservation laws. The equations are mapped


from physical (x ) to logical/computational space (ξ ) by a boundary conforming transformation
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x = x (ξ ) , where x = ( x, y, z ) and ξ = (ξ ,η , ζ ) . The equations are non-dimensionalized by chord

length C and flapping velocity Uf.
3.3 Elastic Membrane Model
The flexible wing is modeled as a linear elastic membrane structure which is pre-stressed
by stretching at its boundaries. The out of plane deformation is computed using the nondimensional dynamic membrane equation[15] in the wing reference coordinate

Nξ

∂2w
∂2w
∂2w
∂2w
+
2
N
+
N
+
p
=
ρ
h
ξζ
ζ
w w
∂ξ 2
∂ξ∂ζ
∂ζ 2
∂t 2

(1)

where, w is out of plane displacement, p is the applied aerodynamic differential pressure across
the wing, ρw is density of the wing, hw is thickness of the wing, and N , N and N are in-plane
ξ

ζ

ξζ

pre-stresses along the chordwise, spanwise, and in shear, respectively. The equation is nondimensionalized with the same characteristic parameters, chord length and flapping velocity used
for the flow solver. The pre-stresses are normalized by ρu 2f C and ρ w hw is normalized by ρ a C . In
practice, the linearity assumption employed in Eq.1 is strictly valid only if the strain accumulated
by the deformation is small in comparison to the pre-strain in the membrane. However, for
simplification the present study employs a linear assumption for all the prestress values studied.
Further, the inertial forces due to flapping are not considered in the current study and the wing
membrane has a pre-stress of 2 N/m.
3.4 Numerical Setup
The study is done for flapping flight at Reynolds number 10,000 with characteristic
length and velocity scales as chord length C and flapping velocity Uf, respectively. An
infinitesimally thin rectangular rigid wing with aspect ratio of 4 as shown in Fig. 3.1 is used for
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the analysis.

A single wing configuration with a symmetry boundary condition along the

flapping axis is employed in the current study assuming that there is no interference between
wings, and between fuselage and wing. The rotation axis is placed at 1/4 chord length from the
leading edge. The downstream boundary is placed at 15 chord lengths from the trailing edge,
while 10 chord lengths are used for other boundaries. Constant velocity boundary condition is
applied at all inlet faces and an outflow boundary condition is specified downstream. A
symmetry condition is applied at the base of the wing. The grid consists of 60 blocks with
approximately 6.5 million cells. The wing is resolved using 80x40 grid points and 80 grid points
are used perpendicular to the wing. At this resolution, one flapping period on 60 processors of
System-X at Virginia Tech consumed a wall-clock time of approximately 20 hours.
A grid refinement study for the current grid has been carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al.
[16]

by increasing the number of grid points along the perpendicular direction from 80 to 120. The

comparison of instantaneous lift and thrust forces showed no perceptible change and the mean
values of lift and thrust differed by less than 1%. Validation cases related to the dynamic mesh
capability of the solver in predicting the wake structure and force response of an oscillating
cylinder in cross-flow, and the change from a drag producing to a thrust producing wake in a
heaving airfoil are available in previous studies [17]. In the case of a heaving airfoil, the analysis
was carried out at different plunging velocities to obtain different wake structures, which showed
excellent agreement with the flow visualization experiments of Lai et al. [18] and the quantitative
measurements of lift coefficients and propulsive efficiency by Heathcote et al.
analysis of hovering fruitfly was also carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al.

[19]

[20]

agreement with the experimental results of Sane and Dickinson [21] were obtained.
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. Further, an

and reasonable

Table 3.1 gives the definition of some of the oft-used terms in flapping flight literature
and Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 shows their 3D depictions. The flapping cycle typically consists of a
translational downstroke followed by wing rotation (supination), an upstroke, and again wing
rotation (pronation) to complete the cycle. The term continuous rotation is used when the wing
rotation is superimposed on the translational phases of the cycle. The flapping kinematics used in
this study involve a cosine wave form with a stroke plane angle of β=90o. Fig. 3.4(a) shows a
two-dimensional representation of the wing mid-chord motion for one cycle with continuous
rotation, and 4(b) shows the variation of the flapping angle and the rotation angle (ρ) or angle of
attack (α=90-ρ) at mid-span during a flapping cycle for different rotational kinematics. The
flapping angle follows a cosine variation starting at +30o at the beginning of the downstroke to 30o at the end of the downstroke at t*=0.5. From the different rotation kinematics shown in Fig.
3.4(b), continuous rotation is chosen for the present study for its higher thrust production [16, 20]. A
large ρ is used during the upstroke to reduce the angle of attack (α=90-ρ) and the downward
force on the wing.
3.5 Results
3.5.1

Base Flow : Continuous Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=0.5
The lift and thrust, shown in Fig. 3.5, for the rigid wing during the downstroke are

dominated by the LEV dynamics. At t*=0.1, a spiral LEV starts forming near the tip and it is
attached to the top surface of the wing. Further along the downstroke, the LEV extends across
the span with an increase in size from base to tip, with a strong spanwise velocity through its
core. The formation and strengthening of the LEV is reflected in the increase in lift and thrust till
t* = 0.27. Around t*= 0.2, the interaction of the LEV with the tip vortex destabilizes the LEV
and separation begins near the wing tip and by t*= 0.3, the initial LEV has moved downstream
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close to the wing top surface while secondary LEVs are just beginning to form which also lift off
during the downstroke. The LEV near the base is attached for most of the downstroke whereas
the part of the LEV near the tip sheds and dissipates into the flow during the end of the
downstroke (t*=0.4 to 0.5). Since there is no well defined supination in continuous rotation and
hence no rapid increase in αeff, there is no secondary peak in lift during the downstroke.
During the upstroke, αeff has low negative values for most of the wing surface, the
effective flow is incident on the top surface resulting in the formation of a small positive vortex
on the bottom surface close to the wing tip. Around t*=0.85, the positive vortex on the bottom
surface increases in size and begins to separate near the wing tip resulting in a peak in negative
lift (Fig. 3.5a) and a second positive thrust peak (Fig. 3.5b).
For the flexible wing, at the start of the downstroke, the introduction of aerodynamic
camber reduces the effective angle of attack and hence delays the formation of the LEV. This
effect is prominent for our case of low pre-stress of 2 N/m, where the formation of the LEV is
not continuous at time t*=0.1 across the span. During the first part of the downstroke, the LEV
grows and, due to the introduction of the camber, the LEV does not separate from the wing,
instead it glides over the camber at t* of 0.15. The location of the maximum camber is near the
center of the LEV. We found that the isosurface of vorticity contours also reflect this phenomena
where the negative vorticity covers most of the wing top surface. This gliding of the LEV due to
the aerodynamic forces actively changing the camber increases the pressure difference across the
wing top and bottom surface and results in high force production. In addition, due to the
formation of a camber the resultant force direction shifts toward the forward direction resulting
in high thrust to lift ratio. At t* of 0.35, the LEV starts separating from the wing and the camber
decreases with the location of maximum camber moving towards the trailing edge. During t* =
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0.4 to 0.5 the LEVs dissipate into the flow and only a small portion of the LEV is attached near
the base.
During the upstroke, the flexible wing introduces negative camber and the value of
camber is high for low pre-stress. During the first half, a small LEV forms near the tip and glides
along the camber during the second half. At the end of the upstroke the vortex on the bottom
surface sheds and dissipates into the flow.
3.5.2

Gust between t*=0.22-0.3, Effect on Flow Structure and Force Production
Fig. 3.6 (a-b) shows the lift and thrust profiles, respectively, on gust application and

removal for part of the cycle. On application of the gust at t*=0.22, there is a sharp instantaneous
drop in lift and thrust for the rigid wing. This is a result of the instantaneous drop in αeff, from
approximately 38o to about 18o at wing midspan, altering the diversion of air around the wing
surface. For the non-gust case at J=0.5, the attached LEV has begun to shed and has started
travelling downstream close to the wing surface. On gust application, the structure of this LEV
does not change considerably at t*= 0.23. However, the sudden velocity increase on both sides of
the wing due to the gust diminishes the circulation that contributes to lift and thrust production
on the wing surface. With the application of the gust, the leading edge of the wing till 22% span
has αeff < 0 and the low pressure regions are significantly smaller on the top surface than without
the gust. The sudden change in αeff induces the existing LEV to detach and shed, further reducing
the circulation around the wing as seen in our previous studies of gusts and rigid wings with
varying kinematics[14].
After this initial drop, the rigid wing lift quickly recovers and exceeds the lift of the base
case at t*= 0.25. Closer examination of the flow structure shows the formation of a fresh LEV at
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the leading edge as the original LEV sheds but remains close to the wing surface as it convects
downstream. The two vortices on the surface of the wing eventually cause the lift and thrust
profile of the gust driven flow to exceed that of the base flow. This development emphasizes the
impact of the LEV (delayed stall) on the instantaneous lift and thrust characteristics of the
flapping wing during the downstroke.
After the gust is removed at t*=0.3, the lift and thrust values undergo a rapid increase
surpassing not only the base flow at J=0.5 but also the values at J=1.0. On gust mitigation, the
αeff increases rapidly, from ≅18o to 38o at wing midspan and tends to fortify existing LEVs on the
surface thereby increasing and prolonging positive lift. The primary factor here, though, is the
suddenly higher αeff across the wing which ensures that more of the wingspan contributes
towards positive force production. This effect combined with residual vortices, lends itself to a
surfeit of low pressure regions on the wing top surface. The rapid increase in αeff across the wing
leads to a greater volume of air being deflected by the wing which in turn results in an increased
pressure difference between the top and bottom surfaces of the wing thereby increasing lift and
thrust values. The residual separated vortex from gust driven flow, which is almost at the trailing
edge, is observed to suddenly get stronger at t*= 0.31 when the gust is removed and lingers on
the surface with the slower flow. In the base rigid wing flow (J=0.5), the LEV separates past
wing mid-span, while in the presence of the gust, it extends till the wing tip staying close to the
surface. But, since it’s a residual field, and no phenomenon is driving further development, the
flow soon settles back to the base flow on removal of the gust.
For the flexible wing on application of gust at t*=0.22, no immediate loss in lift is
observed [Fig. 3.6(a)] as opposed to the rigid wing case while the thrust [Fig. 3.6(b)] drops
following a trend similar to the rigid wing. For the low pre-stress wing in the absence of gust, the
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high cambering of the wing lends itself to the LEV being stretched out on the wing top surface. It
follows the camber in the chordwise direction covering a greater portion of the wing and staying
closer to the surface than the rigid wing, as shown in Fig. 3.7(top half), enabling higher force
production. With the low pre-stress membrane, on application of gust, neither the existent
camber nor the LEV is seen to be affected immediately [Fig. 3.7, t* = 0.23]. The gust also
suddenly reduces the effective angle of attack which leads to separation of the existing LEV and
the start of the formation of a secondary LEV similar to the rigid wing case[Fig. 3.7, t* = 0.25].
In the immediate aftermath of the gust application, the circulation around the wing is modified in
such a way that the lift increases which runs counter to what is seen in the rigid wing case. Upon
closer examination, we believe it is the combination of the reduced angle of attack combined
with the cambering of the flexible wing which leads to this scenario. The higher flow velocity
due to gust is also seen to spread the lower pressure region over a larger portion of the wing top
surface. As a result, the force production is modified in such a way that the lift is augmented
even while the thrust is reduced. As the flow developed, the subsequent formation of a secondary
LEV along with the presence of the previously shed vortex downstream, approaching the trailing
edge of the wing [Fig. 3.7, t* = 0.29], contributes towards the enhanced lift seen during the gust
duration. The thrust is also seen to recover during this period. This development further
emphasizes the importance of the generated LEVs to force production in flapping flight. Such
capability, where there is no loss of lift, through wind gusts will be a definite advantage for
flexible wings if the appropriate requisite kinematics and wing characteristics are better
understood.
On removal of the gust at t*=0.3, the lift for the flexible wing shows a rapid decrease,
which is again different from the rigid wing, whereas the thrust experiences an increase due to
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the effective angle of attack increase. Past the removal of gust, the flow tends back towards the
base flow profile. However since the gust is an impulse function applied to the membrane, the
effects of it are felt past t*=0.3 in the form of waves perpetuating across the cambered membrane
surface and reflecting off the zero deformation boundary conditions. For the low pre-stress
membrane the wave propagation is slow and this is reflected in the lift/thrust response showing
gentle oscillations while following the base flow curve. For high pre-stress membranes, we have
observed oscillations of much higher frequency past the impulse duration.
3.6 Conclusion
The present study contributes towards better understanding the differences in the
unsteady aerodynamic response of a rigid wing vs. a flexible wing in the context of wing gusts.
A gust of specific timing and duration is chosen and applied to both the rigid and flexible wing
with the resulting response curves analyzed. A point of emphasis during the analysis is the
correlation of the transient flow structures and the instantaneous effective angle of attack to the
lift and thrust response at any given point in time.
The reactive cambering of the membrane wing is seen to hold promise in partially
reducing the effects of a sudden gust for the given combination of kinematics, gust timing, and
duration. A key difference is that the lift response is reversed in the case of the flexible wing
while the thrust follows a similar trend as the rigid wing. While this behavior might not
necessarily be a desirable one, it is still a difference that can possibly be adapted and optimized
with respect to wing cambering and kinematics to suit the needs of a MAV in certain flight
conditions. A more comprehensive study of gust response of membrane wings with gusts of
variable duration and phase combined with different kinematics is needed to better understand
benefits of wing flexibility.
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Comparison studies such as the present one will shed light on optimal wing cambering
for various flight conditions and the gust response capabilities of flexible wings. An initial study
in this direction will lay the groundwork for understanding material properties required to
construct wings for appropriate flight needs.
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3.8 Figures and Tables
Table 3.1 Kinematic parameters and non-dimensional numbers for flapping flight

Parameters
Stroke plane

Description
The plane defined by three points: wing base (B), and the
wingtip at maximum (TT) and minimum angular position
(TB) shown in Fig. 3.3. During hovering, the stroke plane
will be near horizontal and during forward flight, it will be
vertical.

Stroke plane angle, β

Angle between the stroke plane and the horizontal plane. It
ranges from 0o for hovering to 90o for forward flight.

Angle of attack, α

Angle between the wing chord (from trailing edge to leading
edge) and the direction of motion.

Wing rotation angle, ρ

Angle between the wing chord and the direction
perpendicular to stroke plane.

Flapping angle, φ

Angle between the leading edge of the wing and the plane
perpendicular to the stroke plane.

Supination

Rotation of the wing at the end of downstroke preceding
upstroke

Pronation

Rotation of the wing at the end of upstroke preceding
downstroke
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Fig. 3.1 Rectangular wing configuration
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Fig. 3.2 Kinematic Parameters
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Fig. 3.3 Effective angle of attack during downstroke

t* =0

t* =1
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.4 (a). Representative wing mid-chord motion during one cycle with continuous rotation; (b)
Representation of various wing kinematics in terms of flapping and rotation angle. Shaded region
represents downstroke
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.5 (a) Lift profile for continuous rotation for flexible vs. rigid wing (b) Thrust profile for continuous
rotation for flexible vs. rigid wing
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.6 (a) Lift profile w/wo gust for rigid and flexible wings (b) Thrust profile w/wo gust for rigid and
flexible wings
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Fig. 3.7 Time history of coherent vortex structures over the period of gust application for the flexible
membrane wing
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Chapter 4:

Effect of Stroke Deviation on Forward Flapping Flight

Kamal Viswanath5 and Danesh K. Tafti6
Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061, USA.

The performance of a rigid thin surface flat-plate flapping wing in forward flight, at
Re=10,000, using different stroke deviation trajectories has been investigated to assess the
different capabilities that such kinematics might offer. The instantaneous lift and thrust
profiles were observed to be influenced by a combination of the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV)
and the Trailing Edge Vortex (TEV) structures existing in the flow at any given time. Unlike
regular no-deviation flapping cycles, the TEV is shown to be significant for out-of-plane
trajectories. Both clockwise and anticlockwise variations for trajectory choice are analyzed
for their efficacy as an improved kinematic choice over a no-deviation base case. The power
requirements for the different cases, based on the fluid torques, are used as an index of the
cost of performance across all cases. The anti-clockwise 8-cycle deviation is shown to be very
complex with high power costs albeit having better performance. The clockwise O-cycle
holds promise in being utilized as a viable stroke deviation trajectory for forward flight over
the base case.

Nomenclature
i
a

=

Contravariant basis vectors

C

= Airfoil chord length

CL

= Coefficient of lift

CT

= Coefficient of thrust

f

= Frequency of flapping

F x/y

= Force acting on the wing; suffix x, y- direction

g

ij

= Contravariant metric tensor

Graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-K Randolph Hall, Student
Member AIAA.
6
Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 114-I Randolph Hall, Member AIAA.
5
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g
gU

gU

= Jacobian of the transformation
j

= Contravariant flux vector

j
= Contravariant flux due to grid movement
g

J

= Advance ratio; U /Uf ; Ratio of the flight velocity to the average tip flapping velocity

p

= Pressure

τ

= Shear stress

R

= Semi-wingspan; distance from flapping axis to wing tip

Re

= Reynolds number; UfC/ν

Ret

= Inverse of the turbulent viscosity

ui

= Cartesian velocity vector

u ig

= Cartesian Grid velocity vector

U

= Free stream velocity; Forward flight velocity

∞

∞

Uf

= Average Flapping velocity; 2ΦfR

uf

= Local instantaneous flapping velocity


x


ξ

= Physical space coordinate
= Computational space coordinate

αu/d/eff

= Angle of attack; suffix u-upstroke, d-downstroke, and eff-effective

β

= Stroke plane angle

φ

= Flapping amplitude

Φ

= Total flapping amplitude (max to min)

ν

= Kinematic viscosity

ρ

= Rotation angle

ω

ζ

Ω

ζ

= vorticity; suffix – ζ component
= Angular velocity of the wing; suffix – ζ component

T

= Time period of one flapping cycle

P

= Power for one flapping cycle

4.1 Introduction
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THE avian wing stroke is actively studied by biologists from the point of view of
understanding the evolution of flight while engineers interested in Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV)
design look at the existing wing strokes in nature as a prototype for future MAV platforms. In
nature, the different wing stroke kinematics seen across birds, bats and insects are a function of
ecological considerations, anatomy, evolutionary history, biological materials as well as the
locomotion modes(cruising, maneuvering, hovering, wing assisted incline ascend and descend
etc). Biologists[1] have endeavored to classify the kinematics of the wing stroke according to the
wing shape and as a function of flight speed. From a fluid dynamics perspective, it is a necessary
and worthwhile exercise to understand the aerodynamic benefits of different wing stroke
kinematics seen in nature on their own merit, decoupled from the ecological and morphological
instances they are prevalent in, to shed light on the unsteady transient flow physics
characterizing each distinct wing stroke.
Understanding the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping wings is critical to the design of
efficient MAVs. The kinematics of wing motion is often a complex combination of translation
and rotation in the stroke plane with significant morphological changes for optimal flow control.
A number of aerodynamic mechanisms such as clap and fling [2], delayed stall [3], wake
capturing [4], and rotational circulation [4] have been proposed to explain the generation of lift
in birds and insects. While delayed stall explains the lift generated during the translational
kinematics, rotational circulation and wake capture mechanisms are proposed for the high lift
produced during the rotational period. However, the validity of these models is unclear and some
studies [5], [6] have provided alternate reasoning for enhanced force production during the
rotational period. However, since wing translation usually comprises a major part of the
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kinematics, the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) dynamics (delayed stall) is one of the most
influential factors affecting overall lift generated by a flapping wing [7].
The current study focuses on the role of the out-of-stroke-plane displacement of the wing, or
stroke deviation, which define some of the common wing trajectories seen in nature as mapped
out by a point near the wing tip. The kinematic trajectories investigated are primarily derived
from that seen in birds, ranging from tiny hummingbirds to condors. Typical trajectories include
the flat stroke, the oval stroke and the figure-of-eight stroke with the latter two shown in Fig. 4.1.
The flat stroke could be considered the base stroke or “canonical” case with the flat rigid wing
having zero deviation from the stroke plane for a given wing aspect ratio and flapping
kinematics. The figure-of-eight trajectory is commonly seen in nature employed by birds, such as
hummingbirds[8, 9] at slow flight speeds, and by insects. The oval stroke, on the other hand, is
seen to materialize when the flight speeds go up[9] such as in cruising forward flight.
A brief overview of the literature concerning aspects of flapping flight is appropriate as a
preface for discussing the fluid mechanics of wing stroke with stroke deviation. Many of the
numerical studies involving flapping flight have focused on hovering models [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]. Previous analysis of forward flight done by Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [15] at
Re=10,000 and at advance ratio(defined in Table 4.1), J=0.5, showed the presence of a strong
spanwise flow along the core of the LEV similar to that of flow visualization studies conducted
by Ellington[16] and Swanton[8]. In addition they found that the LEV became unstable near the
wing tip before mid-stroke. The LEV instability was attributed to the tip vortex blocking the
removal of vorticity by impeding the spanwise flow, leading to vorticity buildup and subsequent
instability. Effect of different Reynolds numbers and tip shapes on force production for flapping
flight was also investigated by Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [17] who found the presence of strong
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spanwise flow even at Re=100 which was in contrast to previous studies[18]. They also found
that the different tip shapes considered in their study did not substantially affect LEV formation
and breakup nor was there any substantial effect on lift and thrust production during the flapping
cycle. Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [19] investigated the effect of flexible wings, approximated as
linear elastic membranes with different pre-stresses. They found that the aerodynamic force
induced camber played a major role in improving performance by keeping the LEV close to the
wing top surface. Viswanath and Tafti [20] examined the benefits of flapping flight in the
context of wind gusts, of length scale much bigger than an MAV and time scale smaller than the
flapping stroke period, for a rigid wing. They noted the disruption of the circulation around the
wing by the suddenly faster freestream flow that led to early separation of the LEV on
application of gusts. Cases with multiple gust induced LEVs on the wing surface illustrated the
importance of LEV dynamics in force production by eventually exceeding the base flow
performance as the flow developed, with the wing able to recover from the initial loss in lift and
thrust. Later the coping mechanism of flexible membrane wings when faced with similar gusts
was also examined [21]. The passive flexibility of the membrane wings afforded them the ability
to convert the gust and LEV effect on them into strain energy through out-of-plane membrane
deformation.
Table 4.1 Kinematic parameters and non-dimensional numbers for flapping flight
Parameters
Stroke Plane

Stroke plane angle, β
Angle of attack, α
Torsional angle, ρ

Description
The plane defined by three points: wing base (B), and the wingtip at
maximum (TT) and minimum angular position (TB) as shown in Fig. 4.4.
During hovering the stroke plane will be near horizontal and during
forward flight, it will be vertical.
Angle between the stroke plane and the horizontal plane. It ranges from 0o
for hovering to 90o for forward flight
Angle between the wing chord (from trailing edge to leading edge) and the
direction of motion.
Angle between the wing chord and the direction perpendicular to stroke
plane.
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Angle between spanwise axis of the wing and the plane perpendicular to
the stroke plane.

Flapping angle, φ
Deviation angle, γ
Reynolds number,

Advance ratio,

U∞ c
ν

J=

U∞
Uf

The angle between the rotation axis of the wing and the stroke plane.
Defined based on mid-span chord length, C and flapping velocity, Uf =
2ΦRf
where Φ - total flapping amplitude (max to min)
R - semi wing-span (length wing)
f - frequency of flapping
Ratio of the flight velocity to the flapping velocity

With the large parameter space and the obvious subtle complexities characterizing flapping
flight there is a lot of literature on various aspects of it. Some of the more recent experimental
and numerical studies in flapping flight specifically studying wing stroke deviation are discussed
below. Benjamin et al.[22] have done experimental studies with a MAV actuation and
transmission devise that permitted flapping kinematics with stroke deviation which allowed them
to explore its benefits and potential power efficiency over flat stroke kinematics. Their
preliminary investigation, specifically targeted for the Harvard Microbiotic Fly, did not arrive at
any specific trajectory type that was more efficient than the others. Yang et al.[23] employed a
figure-of-eight flapping trajectory in their “Golden Snitch” MAV with flexible wings. The
biomimetic figure-of-eight was induced by the flexible nature of wing frame and its aero-elastic
interaction. Unlike the conventional continuous thrust production[15] during one flapping cycle
(the flapping wing should generate thrust two times per cycle, both in upstroke and downstroke)
Yang et al. observed only a single thrust signal using the figure-of-eight mechanics. On the
numerical side Zheng et al.[24] used a low-fidelity method (blade element approach) to explore
the wing kinematics parameter space of the hawkmoth to arrive at a potential wing trajectory that
could outperform the wing stroke used in nature by the insect. A high-fidelity method (immersed
boundary) was then used to evaluate the optimality of the synthesized wing trajectory. Power
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loading (the ratio of lift to power) was used by the authors as an index of efficient hovering and
an interesting outcome was that the synthesized stroke trajectory outperformed the natural stroke
of the flyer.
It is the objective of this paper to investigate the conceptual model of the fluid mechanics
associated with different stroke deviations for a rigid thin surface flat plate. Of specific focus will
be the growth and shedding of the coherent vortex structures characterizing each flow and how
they correlate with the lift and thrust curve profiles. Both clockwise and anti-clockwise
variations of the two common stroke deviation trajectories (figure-of-eight and oval shape) are
examined to understand their niche in the scheme of possible wing strokes for a particular flight
maneuver (such as boost in lift, sudden braking or more drag while sustaining lift, etc). Sections
4.2 and 4.3 explain the methodology and the numerical framework for the current simulations.
Section 4.4 describes the flow features for the different stroke deviation trajectories while
Section 4.5 investigates the power requirements for each. Section 4.6 reviews the different stroke
deviations from the point of view of performance and lower power requirements. The focus is on
identifying a pool of possible trajectories for this geometry conducive to steady forward flight
and analyzing those in order of suitability. The trajectories that do not fall into the above
category are examined for relevance to other specialized maneuvers. Expanding the
understanding of these basic wing stroke deviations lays the groundwork for spawning predictive
wing kinematic models that can synthesize the required wing strokes in the future.
4.2 Methodology
In the present study, a structured multiblock solver with a boundary fitted dynamic grid is
employed. The performance of the code has been validated in forced transverse oscillations of a
cylinder in cross flow, a heaving airfoil, and hovering of a fruitfly [25]. In this framework the
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grid deforms with the wing motion. The flow is non-dimensionalized using the chord length C*
and the average tip flapping velocity Uf * and the time is non-dimensionalized by C*/ Uf*.The
method of Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) is employed with a subgrid stress model to resolve the
turbulence in the flow field. The governing equations for unsteady incompressible viscous flow
in a moving coordinate system consist of space, mass, and momentum conservation laws. The


equations are mapped from physical (x ) to logical/computational space (ξ ) by a boundary

  
conforming transformation x = x (ξ ) , where x = ( x, y, z ) and ξ = (ξ ,η , ζ ) . The equations are written

in conservative non-dimensional form as:
Space:

∂
∂t

( g )− ∂ξ∂

⎛ gU j ⎞ = 0
⎜
g ⎟⎠
⎝
j

(2.1)

Mass:

∂ ⎛
j ⎞
⎜ gU ⎟ = 0
∂ξ ⎝
⎠
j

(2.2)

Momentum

∂
∂t

( gui )+ ∂ξ∂

j
∂ ⎛
⎛ ⎡
j
j ⎤ ⎞
⎞
⎜ ⎢ gU − gU g ⎥ui ⎟ = −
⎜ g (a )i p ⎟
∂
ξ
⎣
⎦
⎝
⎠
⎠
j ⎝
j

+

∂ ⎛⎜ ⎛⎜ 1
1
+
∂ξ ⎜⎜ ⎜ Re Re
j ⎝ ⎝
t


where a i are the contravariant basis vectors,
contravariant

metric

tensor,

j

⎞
∂u ⎞
⎟ g g jk i ⎟
⎟
∂ξ ⎟⎟
k ⎠
⎠

(2.3)

g is the Jacobian of the transformation,

( ) u

gU = g a

j
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k

k

is

the

contravariant

flux

g

ij is the
vector,

j

( ) u

gU g = g a

j

k

g
k

is the contravariant flux vector due to grid velocity u g , u i is the Cartesian

velocity vector, and p is the pressure. In the above formulation, the grid velocity u g is not used
explicitly. Instead, the grid contravariant flux vector is employed which is directly computed
based on the Space Conservation Law (SCL). The non-dimensional time used is t*Uf*/C* and
the Reynolds number is given by Uf*C*/ν. Ret is the inverse of the subgrid eddy-viscosity which
is modeled as
1
2
= Cs ( g ) 2 / 3 S
Ret

(2.4)

where S is the magnitude of the strain rate tensor given by S = 2 S ik S ik and the Smagorinsky
constant C s 2 is obtained via the dynamic subgrid stress model [26].
The equations are formulated in a finite-volume framework using a fractional-step algorithm
for time advancement. Second-order central differences are used for the convective and viscous
terms and a combination of an explicit Adams-Bashforth and implicit Crank-Nicolson
discretizations are used for time advancement. During the start of each time step, the wing is
moved based on the prescribed kinematics, keeping the external boundaries of the computational
domain fixed. The resulting grid movement is carried out at each time step by a combination of a
spring analogy and Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI) on displacements [27] [28]. The SCL
(Eq.2.1) is used to calculate the grid contravariant fluxes [27] [28] which are used in the
momentum equations to account for grid movement.
4.3 Numerical Setup
The study is done for flapping flight at Reynolds number 10,000 with characteristic length
and velocity scales as chord length C* and flapping velocity Uf*. An infinitesimally thin
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rectangular rigid wing with aspect ratio of 3.5 as shown in Fig. 4.2 is used for the analysis. A
single wing configuration with a symmetry boundary condition along the flapping axis is
employed in the current study assuming that there is no interference between wings, and between
fuselage and wing. The rotation axis is placed at 1/4 chord length from the leading edge. The
downstream boundary is placed at 15 chord lengths from the trailing edge, while 10 chord
lengths are used for other boundaries. Constant velocity boundary condition is applied at all inlet
faces and a zero gradient outflow boundary condition is specified downstream. The wing is
resolved using 80x40 grid points and 80 grid points are used perpendicular to the wing. The grid
consists of 60 blocks with approximately 6.5 million cells. The wing and the spanwise and lateral
view of the domain are shown in Fig. 4.3.
A grid refinement study for the current grid has been carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al. [15]
by increasing the number of grid points along the perpendicular direction from 80 to 120. The
comparisons of instantaneous lift and thrust forces showed no perceptible change and the mean
values of lift and thrust differed by less than 1%. More validation studies such as forced
oscillation of a cylinder and a heaving airfoil related to the dynamic mesh capability of the solver
are available in previous studies[25]. In the case of a heaving airfoil, the analysis was carried out
at different plunging velocities to obtain different wake structures, which showed excellent
agreement with the flow visualization experiments of Lai et al. [29] and the measurements of lift
coefficients and propulsive efficiency by Heathcote et al. [30]. Further, an analysis of hovering
fruitfly was also carried out by Gopalakrishnan et al. [31] and reasonable agreement with the
experimental results of Sane and Dickinson [32] were obtained.
The effect of the distance of the domain boundaries from the wing surface on the resolved
flow features was investigated by Viswanath and Tafti [20] by shrinking the domain length in all
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directions around the wing while keeping the number of grid points the same and only changing
their distribution. The resultant grid placed the downstream boundary 8 chord lengths away from
the wing with upstream boundary, lower, and upper boundaries at 6 chord length distance. In the
spanwise direction the boundary was 9 chord lengths from the tip. A comparison of the results
from the resultant finer grid distribution to the original grid distribution yielded good agreement
on the instantaneous lift and thrust forces with the mean values differing by less than 1%.
Table 4.1 gives the definition of some of the oft-used terms in flapping flight literature and
Fig. 4.4 shows their 3D depictions. The flapping cycle typically consists of a translational
downstroke followed by wing rotation (supination), an upstroke, and again wing rotation
(pronation) to complete the cycle. The term continuous rotation is used when the wing rotation is
superimposed on the translational phases of the cycle. The flapping kinematics used in this study
involve a cosine waveform with a vertical stroke plane angle of β=90o. Fig. 4.5 shows the
variation of the flapping angle (φ) and the rotation angle (ρ) or angle of attack (α=90-ρ) at midspan during a flapping cycle. The flapping angle follows a cosine variation starting at +30o at the
beginning of the downstroke to -30o at the end of the downstroke at t*=0.5. Different rotation
kinematics, such as advanced rotation or continuous rotation are possible choices to study the
effect of stroke deviation. The rotational kinematics are characterized by plotting the rotation
angle (ρ) in Fig. 4.5; in continuous rotation, ρ changes continuously during the cycle. For the
current study, continuous rotation is chosen since for a flat stroke it offers high average thrust
and good lift production to compare against[15]. A large ρ is used during the upstroke to reduce
the angle of attack (α=90-ρ) to reduce the downward force on the wing.
The out-of-plane stroke deviation angles are varied in a sinusoidal manner to achieve the
required trajectory such as the 8-cycle or the O-cycle with the requisite deviation amplitudes.
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The stroke deviation angle is plotted in Fig. 4.5 for 10o amplitude showing the clockwise and
anti-clockwise variation for the different cases. For the 8-cycle trajectory, the sinusoidal
variation is specified to have twice the frequency of the flapping wing.
4.4 Results
4.4.1

Base Flow Case: Continuous Rotation with Advance Ratio, J=0.5

For fixed wings, the angle of attack is constant across the span of the whole wing. At the
wingtip, the air curls around the tip and forms the tip vortex which interferes with the lift
production [33]. For flapping wings, hinged at the root, the air deflection is different due to a
changing effective AOA (αeff) from root to wing tip. Besides the wing rotation angle, ρ, the
effective angle of attack, αeff, is affected by both the local flapping velocity and free stream
velocity as given in Fig. 4.6. αeff varies along the span from base to tip with a maximum value at
the tip due to the variation of local flapping velocity (uf). This spanwise variation in αeff
introduces three-dimensionality into the flow structures in a hinged flapping wing as opposed to
the intrinsic two-dimensional structures in plunging airfoils. For example, for an advance ratio
of J=0.5 during the downstroke, αeff varies from -20o to 55o from base to tip whereas during the
upstroke, the value of αeff varies from 45o to -30o. The formation and structure of the spiral
leading edge vortex (LEV) at the leading edge during the downstroke follows the trend in αeff of
increasing in size from base to tip until it interacts with the tip vortex. The increasing circulation
in the LEV from base to tip generates a pressure gradient in the core of the vortex which is
responsible for the observed spanwise flow[15].
Fig. 4.7 shows the variations of lift and thrust coefficient. The lift and thrust profiles during
the downstroke are dominated by LEV dynamics. At t*=0.1, a spiral LEV starts forming near the
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tip and it is attached to the top surface of the wing. Further along the downstroke, the LEV
extends across the span with an increase in size from base to tip, with a strong spanwise velocity
through its core. The formation and strengthening of the LEV is reflected in the increase in lift
and thrust till t* = 0.27. Around t*= 0.2, the interaction of the LEV with the tip vortex
destabilizes the LEV and breakdown begins near the wing tip and by t*= 0.3, the initial LEV has
moved downstream close to the wing top surface while secondary LEVs are just beginning to
form which also lift off during the downstroke. Vorticity isosurfaces [34] show that the LEV
near the base is attached for most of the downstroke whereas the part of the LEV near the tip
sheds and dissipates into the flow during the end of the downstroke (t*=0.4 to 0.5). Since the
supination in continuous rotation is gradual there is no secondary peak in lift during the
downstroke.
During the upstroke, since αeff [20] has low negative values for most of the wing surface, the
effective flow is incident on the top surface resulting in the formation of a small positive vortex
on the bottom surface close to the wing tip. Around t*=0.85, the positive vortex on the bottom
surface increases in size and begins to separate near the wing tip resulting in a peak in negative
lift and a second positive thrust peak.

4.4.2

Effect of Stroke Deviation

The effects of stroke deviations of various trajectories, in the plane perpendicular to the
spanwise direction at mid-downstroke, are now studied by a sinusoidal variation of the deviation
angle to replicate figure-of-8 and O-shaped motions of the wing for varying deviation angles.
The two deviation angles chosen are 100 and 200 and both clockwise and anticlockwise deviation
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cycles are studied to examine their effect on the formation of the vortex structures on the wing.
The angles chosen are similar to that seen in nature such as in hummingbirds. We are examining
the viability of these motions in the context of constant velocity forward flight of an MAV
platform and ideally looking for cycles for which there is continuous steady thrust production in
both downstroke and upstroke and high average lift at the lowest power cost. Such a force profile
for lift and thrust is advantageous to an MAV being used as a stable, extended duration
reconnaissance or other precise route traversing platform. The current observations are for a
fixed aspect ratio wing and fixed advance ratio kinematics. The deviation and trajectory of the
movement of the wing chord in the streamwise plane for different stroke deviations are shown in
Fig. 4.8.
4.4.2.1 Case A: Anti-clockwise figure-of-8

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 show the lift and the thrust profiles respectively for the deviation angle
of 100, and 200 for anti-clockwise figure-of-8 motion. At the beginning of the downstroke an
attached leading edge vortex (LEV) begins to form on the wing top surface, Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig.
4.10(a), and grow in strength until the middle of the downstroke at which point separation of the
LEV starts close to the wing tip. This point of maximum LEV influence on the circulation
around the wing, shown in Fig. 4.9(b) and Fig. 4.10(b), represents the first peak in the lift and
thrust curves. Past this point, from t*=0.25 till about t*=0.35, part of the LEV is attached to the
wing, close to the wing root, while the other end close to the wing tip is progressively separated
in the spanwise direction while interacting with the wing tip vortex. Around t*=0.5 this LEV is
completely shed into the wake just before the start of the upstroke. One of the primary
differences between the no deviation flow and anti-clockwise figure-of-8 flow is the relative
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importance of the trailing edge vortex (TEV) for the deviation case. Unlike the no deviation
flow, the trailing edge vortex structure curls up on the surface of the wing at the trailing edge
instead of in the wake due to the relative backward movement of the wing from t*=0.15 till
t*=0.4 bringing the TEV near the wing surface. Flow visualization suggests that the first peak in
lift also corresponds to the closest proximity of the TEV, Fig. 4.9(b) and Fig. 4.10(b), to the wing
surface. Past the first peak in lift, the TEV is seen to progressively move away from the wing
surface into the wake until it is shed before the end of the downstroke as seen in Fig. 4.9(c) and
Fig. 4.10(c). Compared to the no deviation case, the first peak in the lift and thrust curves is
influenced by the presence of both the LEV and the TEV structures close to the wing surface
instead of just the LEV.
Towards the end of the downstroke, at the bottom part of the anti-clockwise figure-of-8 path,
due to the forward motion of the wing, a secondary leading edge vortex is seen to form after the
first one is shed. The build up of this secondary LEV, as shown in Fig. 4.9(d) and Fig. 4.10(d),
continues through the change from downstroke to upstroke and is seen to correlate with the
second peak in the lift curve while the thrust is negatively affected due to the simultaneous
rotation of the wing decreasing the force component in the forward flight direction. This LEV is
shed in the early part of the upstroke.
The upstroke wing orientation is different from the downstroke due to the specified
kinematics with the wing oriented in such a way that incident flow forms vortex structures on the
bottom surface of the wing at both the leading and trailing edges as seen in Fig. 4.9(e) and Fig.
4.10(e). This orientation keeps the upstroke active in thrust production but it contributes
negatively towards lift throughout most of the upstroke. Unlike the no deviation case, the LEV
and the TEV formed during the upstroke do seem to play a greater role in the force production.
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Albeit similar to the downstroke mechanics, during the upstroke, relatively weaker TEV and
LEV form on the wing bottom close to the surface and the respective peaks in lift and thrust
correspond to the growth and proximity of these vortex structures with the peak occurring before
the structures move away from the surface. Both the vortex structures are shed towards the end
of the upstroke. Unlike the downstroke, the forward motion of the wing towards the end of the
upstroke does not create any secondary LEV on either surface due to the difference in the wing
orientation, and hence no secondary force peak is produced. At the end of the upstroke, the wing
rotation and movement is such that the wing is oriented almost parallel to the flow with the
effective angle of attack close to zero. While at the end of the downstroke, the wing is oriented
so that the effective angle of attack is sufficient to enable generation of the secondary LEV.
The above describes the general sequence of events when the wing undergoes an anticlockwise figure-of-8 motion. There are marked differences in the strength of the vortices and
the force production between the 100 and the 200 deviation case. During the downstroke, flow
visualization shows the TEV growth to be stronger and covering a greater area of the wing
surface for the 200 deviation case in Fig. 4.10(c) compared to Fig. 4.9(c). The strength of the
vortices formed, and hence their influence, are also greater for the 200 deviation case and this is
reflected in the lift and thrust curves which have markedly higher peaks compared to the 100
deviation case. Similarly during the upstroke, a much stronger TEV is seen to form on the wing
bottom surface for the 200 deviation case in Fig. 4.10(e) vs. Fig. 4.9(e), leading to an increase in
the positive thrust peak value and negative lift value. The second peak at the end of downstroke
also corresponds to a secondary LEV that is stronger and remains attached longer in the 200
deviation case, thereby causing a slight phase shift in the peak compared to the 100 deviation
case.
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4.4.2.2 Case B: Clockwise figure-of-8

For clockwise figure-of-8 kinematics, shown in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, the structures formed
around the wing surface are a lot more complex and transient. Looking at the lift and thrust
profiles in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 it is clear that both downstroke and upstroke contribute
towards lift while the thrust production suffers during the upstroke. Also compared to other
deviation trajectories, this particular case is seen to have multiple thrust and lift peaks with a lot
more transient phenomena occurring throughout the cycle.
The wing starts out moving backwards relative to the forward flight direction and then sweeps
forward through the majority of the downstroke before moving backwards again at the end of the
downstroke. The initial backward movement creates a weak TEV along with the LEV on the
wing top surface leading to the initial small peak in lift while thrust is not affected due to wing
orientation, as seen in Fig. 4.11(a) and Fig. 4.12(a). This LEV and TEV quickly separate with the
forward motion of the wing starting around t*=0.1.
The subsequent forward sweep of the wing during the downstroke creates a secondary LEV
which builds in strength and remains attached leading to the second peak in lift and thrust around
t*=0.33, as seen in Fig. 4.11(c) and Fig. 4.12(c). In the events leading up to this, multiple smaller
vortex structures are seen to form and convect on the wing top surface (Fig. 4.11(b) and Fig.
4.12(b)) unlike the no deviation case.
Past this point, the wing again starts moving backward, at the end of the downstroke leading
into the upstroke, changing orientation such that the previous vortex structures on the top surface
are shed and new vortex structures form on the wing bottom surface. Visualization (Fig. 4.11(d)
and Fig. 4.12(d)) shows the presence of LEV and TEV formation at the beginning of the
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upstroke on the bottom surface corresponding to the positive peak in thrust and negative peak in
lift. Past t*=0.6, these structures are also shed into the wake and the wing starts moving forward
again through the upstroke. This part again mimics the downstroke with the formation of a
leading edge vortex on the top surface (Fig. 4.11(e) and Fig. 4.12(e)), unlike the no deviation
case. The buildup of this LEV and the subsequent shedding corresponds to the peak in lift and
negative peak in thrust, around t*=0.75, and the ensuing fall in lift and gain in thrust following
the peaks. What is noticeable during the middle portion of both the downstroke and the upstroke
is the diminished importance of the TEV. It is a role reversal from the anti-clockwise figure-of-8
trajectories where the TEV is relevant during the middle of the stroke whereas here it plays a role
at the beginning and the end of the stroke.
Around t*=0.8, approaching the end of the upstroke, the wing again sweeps backwards
changing its orientation in preparation for the downstroke and this leads to weak LEV and TEV
formation on the bottom surface, similar to the end of the downstroke. This leads to a small
positive peak in thrust and negative peak in lift, at t*=0.9, and both vortex structures are shed
before the end of the upstroke is reached.
Unlike the no deviation case, the LEV and TEV are again both present and play a role in the
force production for clockwise figure-of-8 kinematics with the LEV having a larger influence on
the force profiles. The differences between the 100 deviation case and the 200 deviation are
noticeable in the upstroke more so than the downstroke for this case. During the upstroke for the
200 deviation case, the LEV formed during mid-stroke (Fig. 4.12(e)) is significantly stronger, as
seen through flow visualization, than the 100 deviation case and this is reflected in the magnitude
of the peaks of the force curves at t*=0.75. This makes a significant difference in the average
force production values between the two deviation cases. For the downstroke, the most notable
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transient phenomenon is the LEV (Fig. 4.11(b) and Fig. 4.12(b)) which seems to be of
comparable strength in both cases and the force curves reinforce this by being close in value.
4.4.2.3 Case C: Anti-clockwise O-cycle

The lift and thrust profiles for the anti-clockwise O-cycle have relatively smaller number and
smaller magnitude of peaks during the up-and-down strokes than the previous figure-of-8 cases.
The force production appears to follow a pattern similar to the no deviation case with a peak in
lift and thrust during the downstroke followed by opposing peaks during the upstroke. The
majority of the lift production happens during the downstroke while there is thrust produced
throughout the cycle.
With the simpler kinematics, the flow structures dominating the anti-clockwise O-cycle are
also straightforward. At the beginning of the downstroke, the wing starts out sweeping forward
which continues till mid-downstroke. This immediately leads to the quick formation of a strong
leading edge vortex, on the top surface as seen in Fig. 4.13(a, b) and Fig. 4.14(a, b), that builds
up in strength until the the mid-point of the downstroke and this corresponds with the peak in the
lift and thrust profiles. Past the mid-downstroke point, the wing starts its backward sweep motion
and the existing vortex structures on the top surface are shed into the wake (Fig. 4.13(c) and Fig.
4.14(c)) before the beginning of the upstroke. The backward motion and the wing orientation
towards the end of the downstroke enables the formation of a LEV and TEV attached on the
wing bottom surface seen in Fig. 4.13(d) and Fig. 4.14(d). Their growth corresponds to the lift
and thrust peaks in the early part of the upstroke. These are again shed as the wing moves past
mid-upstroke and starts sweeping forward again. There is the formation of weaker LEVs, as seen
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in Fig. 4.13(e, f) and Fig. 4.14(e, f), that stay attached on the wing bottom surface which are shed
going into the downstroke.
From the flow visualizations it is apparent that for the anti-clockwise O-cycle, the role of the
TEV is diminished with it playing a role only at the beginning of the upstroke whereas the LEV
growth and separation govern most of the force production.
Between the 100 deviation case and the 200 deviation case for the anticlockwise O-cycle, in
the force curves, the downstroke does not show much difference while for the upstroke there is a
slight difference in the values of the peaks. In terms of the dominant LEV dynamics, this would
point to similar strength LEVs during the downstroke in both instances.
4.4.2.4 Case D: Clockwise O-cycle

The more straightforward force curves, shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16, for the clockwise Ocycle again reflect the simpler flow structures governing the force production through the cycle.
The sustained lift curve during the downstroke with a gentle peak immediately stands out as
being different from all the other lift profiles considered so far. The upstroke lift profile follows
the oft seen behavior with a negative peak in lift. There is positive thrust generation during the
entire cycle with a brief period of negative thrust or drag at the beginning of the upstroke.
For the whole cycle, the wing is generally sweeping backwards from the mid-point of the
upstroke till the mid-point of the downstroke and for the other half it is sweeping forward. Hence
at the beginning of the downstroke, the backward sweep immediately creates a TEV along with
the typical LEV on the wing top surface, as seen in Fig. 4.15(a) and Fig. 4.16(a). These suction
vortex structures enhance and sustain the lift until they separate and shed by the mid-point of the
downstroke (Fig. 4.15(b) and Fig. 4.16(b)). Unlike other cases, the shedding does not lead to an
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immediate decline in the lift production. Past t*=0.25, the wing begins its forward sweep and this
immediately starts a secondary leading edge vortex which grows in strength and allows the lift to
be sustained through the change in orientation and flow structure till the end of the downstroke
(Fig. 4.15(c) and Fig. 4.16(c)). The secondary vortex separates from the top surface a bit past the
start of the upstroke.
As the wing approaches the mid-point of the upstroke, a leading edge vortex forms on the
bottom surface of the wing, as shown in Fig. 4.15(e) and Fig. 4.16(e), and the growth of this
LEV leads to the negative lift peak and positive thrust peak during the upstroke at around
t*=0.85. Past the peak, the wing is again sweeping backwards in preparation for the downstroke
and the bottom surface vortex structures are shed (Fig. 4.15(f) and Fig. 4.16(f)). Leading into the
beginning of the downstroke, once again a LEV and a TEV are seen to begin to grow.
Similar to the anti-clockwise O-cycle, the TEV does not play a big role in the force
production for the clockwise case. It is seen to have an effect only at the beginning of the
downstroke while the rest of the cycle is dominated by LEV dynamics. From the flow
visualizations and the force curves, similar to the anti-clockwise O-cycle, the 100 deviation case
and the 200 deviation case also do not seem to differ significantly in terms of the LEV dynamics
or the force production unlike the figure-8 cases.
4.5 Power Requirement
The power required for flapping are computed based on the torque generated by the fluid
forces on the wing and the angular velocity of the wing:

Τ = ∫ r × ( p + τ )dx
P = Τ⋅Ω
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where r is the radius from the axis, p is the pressure, τ is the shear stress and Ω is the angular
velocity of the wing. When the calculated power is negative (applied torque from the fluid is
opposite to the motion of the wing), the fluid is extracting power from the wing and when the
power is positive, the fluid is inputting power into the wing motion. This instantaneous power
(normalized based on fluid density, average wing tip velocity, and chord length, ρUf3C2) is
shown in Fig. 4.17 for the different deviation cases. In all the cases, for the majority of the cycle,
the power is negative implying the wing is expending power working against the fluid forces to
impose the required kinematic motion. The 3D motion of the wing has coupled rotation,
translation, and stroke deviation motion and it is not easy to separate the power requirement for
each motion from the total power each instant. It is possible that the fluid torque is working
against two these motions while aiding the third or any other combination of opposition and
abetting. This will be reflected in the total power but we are not able to isolate the effects.
As an alternative, we decided to compare the cases based on an upper bound of the required
power. The work done by the fluid forces on the system, which is the wing, is taken to be equal
to the work that the power source on the wing has to provide to overcome these same forces. By
not taking the sign into account, we can define an upper bound of the power requirement for such
a motion. The wing is assumed to always work against the fluid forces and hence the absolute
values of instantaneous power about each axis are used. By such a definition we can gauge the
maximum power requirements for the chosen motion. A plot of this definition of the upper
bound of the instantaneous power requirement (normalized based on fluid density, average wing
tip velocity, and chord length, ρUf3C2) for the different deviation cases is shown in Fig. 4.18.
The inertial acceleration of the wing is neglected under the assumption of membrane flapping
wings which typically have very low mass. For all the cases, the peak power matches the lift and
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thrust peaks of the respective kinematics and the power curve trends in a manner similar to the
force curves. This definition will disadvantage a motion that has power input to the wing from
the fluid along any axis a significant portion of the cycle. Comparing with Fig. 4.17 it is clear
that this is not the case, with the upper bound of power mirroring the actual power curve, in all of
the cases except the clockwise 8-cycle cases. For all further analysis ‘power’ will refer to the
curve in Fig. 4.18 showing the upper bound of the power.
The 8-cycle cases show a marked difference in the power required for 100 deviation versus
200 deviation. The larger deviation of 200 has higher lift and thrust peaks and their power
requirements also reflect this with peaks of 13.7 (downstroke) and 16.3 (upstroke) for the anticlockwise case, and peaks of 9.2 (downstroke) and 13.8 (upstroke) for the clockwise case. For
the 100 case the corresponding peaks are 6.7 (downstroke) and 6 (upstroke) for anti-clockwise
and 6.7 (downstroke) and 3.2 (maximum of peaks in upstroke) for clockwise. In both instances,
the upstroke for the larger deviation is seen to require higher power. Furthermore, the upstrokes
are not fully productive (both lift and thrust generation positive) since for the anti-clockwise
case, lift is negative while for the clockwise case thrust is negative, diminishing the overall
output of each over the cycle. Hence for the higher deviation 8-cycles a lot of work goes into
overcoming the fluid forces.
For the O-cycle cases, on the other hand, the power curves for 100 and 200 deviations are not
very different following a similar trend as the force curves. For both the anti-clockwise and
clockwise instances, the larger 200 deviations have a slightly higher peak on the upstroke than
the 100 cases signifying higher power draw even though the force peaks on the upstroke are not
significantly different between the two deviations. Across all cases, the larger deviation
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trajectories do show higher power requirements without necessarily a corresponding increase in
average positive lift and thrust output over the cycle.

4.6 Discussion
Having gained an insight into the instantaneous flow structures and forces created in each of
the stroke deviation cases, the average force profiles and the average power requirements for
each are examined. Any of the current stroke deviation trajectories might have a useful
application under certain scenarios based on their force output and power consumption. The
different trajectories are first grouped based on the characteristics of the average force output
well suited for a constant velocity forward flight and then their power requirements are used to
identify suitable candidates to replace the base flow kinematics. Possible application scenarios
are also discussed for the stroke deviation trajectories not falling in the above categorization.
For the base flow with no deviation, the average coefficient of lift is 0.55 and average
coefficient of thrust is 0.36 with a cycle averaged power of 1.72. The average non-dimensional
power per unit non-dimensional thrust for the base case has a value of 4.78. In Table 4.2 below,
each column gives the cycle averaged value of the parameter and that value normalized using the
base flow value for the different stroke deviations. A normalized CL or CT or (CL / CT) value > 1
is good while normalized power and power per unit thrust less than or close to one is optimal.

Table 4.2 Averages of parameters for the different stroke deviation cycles and their normalized values.
(value/normalized value)

Base Flow	
  
Deviation	
  
CL	
  

00	
  
0.55/1.0	
  

8-cycle,	
  
AC,	
  
100
200	
  
0.59/1.07	
   0.82/1.49	
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100

8-cycle, 	
  
C, 	
  

0.68/1.24	
  

200	
  

0.81/1.47	
  

CT	
  

0.36/1.0	
  

0.44/1.22	
   0.63/1.75	
  

0.24/0.68	
  

-0.08/NA	
  

Power	
  
CL / CT	
  

1.72/1.0	
  
1.53/1.0	
  

2.3/1.34	
   4.36/2.53	
  
1.34/0.88	
   1.3/0.85	
  

2.52/1.46	
  
2.77/1.82	
  

4.19/2.43	
  
-	
  

Power /Thrust	
  

4.78/1.0	
  

5.22/1.09	
   6.92/1.45	
  

10.28/2.15	
   -	
  

Deviation	
  
CL	
  
CT	
  
Power	
  
CL / CT	
  
Power/Thrust	
  
4.6.1

100

O-cycle, 	
  
AC, 	
  
200	
  

0.45/0.81	
  
0.37/1.03	
  
1.84/1.07	
  
1.22/0.8	
  
4.97/1.04	
  

O-cycle, 	
  
C,
0
10
200	
  

0.38/0.69	
  
0.39/1.08	
  
2.19/1.27	
  
0.97/0.64	
  
5.62/1.17	
  

0.70/1.27	
  
0.35/0.97	
  
2.0/1.16	
  
2.0/1.31	
  
5.71/1.2	
  

0.88/1.6	
  
0.32/0.89	
  
2.46/1.43	
  
2.75/1.8	
  
7.69/1.61	
  

Examining the average force output

In the majority of the cases (from Table 4.2), the average lift for the stroke deviation cases
exceeds the base flow average while the average thrust has mixed results. All the different
trajectories are being examined in the context of steady forward flight, and one would ideally
like continuous positive thrust production in both the upstroke and downstroke with high average
lift and minimum excursion between the peaks for both lift and thrust. Force profiles with large
variations will result in ‘convulsive’ motion with periods of extreme acceleration interspersed
with zero acceleration zones characterizing the flight over a flapping cycle.
From the force curves for the different deviation cases, positive thrust during both strokes is
present for anticlockwise 8-cycle, anticlockwise O-cycle, and clockwise O-cycle.
Examining the first case, the anticlockwise 8-cycle, it is noted that it has above average mean
lift and thrust for both 100 deviation and 200 deviation which could make it a good kinematic
choice from a pure performance perspective. Also it has a marked increase in performance from
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the 100 deviation to the 200 deviation. But as can be seen from the force curves (Fig. 4.9 and Fig.
4.10) the anticlockwise 8-cycle has multiple force peaks during the cycle with the peak values
increasing for the 200 deviation case which results in intermittent power delivery during the
cycle. The trajectory’s transient flow features are complex with multiple instances of LEV and
TEV formation and shedding throughout the flapping cycle, and such complex flow mechanics
might not be the most desirable in terms of steady forward flight. In the context of synthesizing a
wing kinematic stroke utilizing out-of-plane displacement it is worthwhile to consider if the anticlockwise 8-cycle has a compelling advantage in performance, that offsets the additional
complexity of its combined LEV and TEV dynamics, and lends itself to usage in certain specific
situations.
The anticlockwise O-cycles return below average lift, almost 20% less than the base flow,
most of it produced during the downstroke, while the thrust is on par with the base case for both
deviation angles. It has the worst CL / CT ratio across all the cases due to the below par lift
generation. The only useful feature of the force profiles is the lack of too many peaks and the
small variation between them. Unlike the other cases, there is a performance penalty on lift going
from 100 to 200 deviation, which makes this anti-clockwise O-cycle less scalable if this trend
continues with a further increase in deviation.
The clockwise O-cycle on the other hand has good average lift suitable for big payload flight
requirements, 27% improved from the base case for 100 deviation and 60% for 200 deviation, but
slightly below par thrust production with the CL / CT ratio improved over the base case. An even
more attractive aspect is that similar to the anticlockwise case, the lift and thrust profiles have
only gentle gradients with very little variation for the two different deviation angles. This also
reflects the simplicity of the transient flow structures produced over a cycle with this trajectory.
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Based purely on force output averages and the nature of the force profiles, this identifies the
clockwise O-cycle as a good candidate to substitute the base flow kinematics for forward flight
at constant velocity.
The outlier case of the clockwise 8-cycle has a negative thrust peak during the upstroke and
this is reflected in the average thrust values shown in Table 4.2. So even though the clockwise 8cycle trajectory has above average lift production, it has significantly poorer thrust generation,
almost 30% less, and in the higher deviation case generates drag instead of thrust such that it is
not viable as a forward flight kinematics choice. A possible use for this trajectory could be as a
‘braking’ stroke since it does have the advantage of being able to support big payloads with the
high CL values and such a stroke could be employed to slow down an MAV platform while still
sustaining lift.
4.6.2

Examining the power requirements

Power requirements are a critical bottleneck, especially for small platforms such as MAVs
that have very limited payload capabilities and have to minimize the space and weight of the
power unit. For the kinematic cases with positive thrust in both downstroke and upstroke, the
viability of their power consumption for a small mobile platform is examined.
Based on average power, the anti-clockwise 8-cycle with 200 deviation has a high energy
cost for the performance benefit with a power requirement of 4.36 which is the highest across all
cases and a power per unit thrust value of 6.92 which is on the higher end compared to the base
case value of 4.78. The lower deviation case of 100 offers higher average thrust over a cycle, for
comparable lift and power per unit thrust, than the base case but with the caveat of ‘intermittent’
power delivery. The normalized power requirement is almost doubled from 100 to 200 deviation,
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while the power per unit thrust increases by 34% over the 100 case. In the pool of choices for
constant velocity forward flight kinematics, from the consideration of force outputs in the
previous section, the anti-clockwise 8-cycle was not an attractive choice and its power
requirements do not make it any more compelling.
The anti-clockwise and clockwise O-cycles both have force output, average CL and CT, that
are lower than the comparable anti-clockwise 8-cycle, but they have the advantage of lower
average power requirements as well.
From the normalized power for the anti-clockwise O-cycle, it is seen that for the largest
deviation, it needs 27% more power than the base flow which is still less than the lowest power
requirement for the anti-clockwise 8-cycle cases. But the normalized power per unit thrust is
higher with this stroke deviation trajectory with only marginal gain in thrust and almost 20% loss
in lift in the best case. Hence even though the power delivery of this trajectory might be
relatively uniform without sharp peaks, this is only viable for cases where high lift is not
required.
The clockwise O-cycle emerged as a feasible candidate to replace the base flow kinematics
based on the force output analysis in the previous section. Looking at the total power
requirement for the trajectory, from the normalized values, it is 16% and 43% higher than the
base case for the 100 and 200 deviations, respectively, while the normalized power per unit thrust
values are similarly 20% and 61% more. Hence on a unit thrust basis, the clockwise O-cycle is
more expensive, but it does deliver a better CL / CT that is 31% and 80% over the base case. So
even with the higher power consumption there is good return in the form of heavier payload
capacity for comparable thrust requirements from the base case. From Fig. 4.18, the power
profiles for the two different clockwise O-cycle deviation cases are seen to be similar with the
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peaks being slightly different in the upstroke. This makes the trajectory a good candidate for
further scalability studies since the power does not increase drastically. The above paired with
the flatter force profile for the clockwise O-cycle, again makes it a good candidate to replace the
base case kinematics.
The clockwise 8-cycle was the outlier case from the point of view of force profiles and for
power consumption it is no exception. Its normalized power per unit thrust requirement is the
highest among all the cases, 115% more than the base case for the lower deviation. From Fig.
4.18, looking at the power profile for the clockwise 8-cycle, one can see the large jump in the
peak values from one deviation angle to the next. Hence other than possible application under
certain other specific scenarios, the clockwise 8-cycle in the framework of the other specified
kinematics is quite unsuitable for steady forward flight.
4.7 Conclusions
The present study contributes to the understanding of the effect of stroke deviation on
transient flow structures that characterize force production in flapping flight for a rigid thin
surface flat plate. The observations are for a fixed aspect ratio wing and fixed advance ratio
kinematics. The relative effectiveness of the various stroke deviation kinematics for forward
flight are discussed from the perspective of its advantages or additional capabilities over the base
case.
The flow structures for the different stroke deviation trajectories have shown that trailing edge
vortices (TEVs) have a key role in out-of-stroke-plane trajectories. For the cases examined,
TEVs play a big role for both the clockwise and anticlockwise 8-cycle with the TEV at times
dominating the instantaneous force production. They have a diminished role for all the O-cycles.
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Based on the variations seen within the scope of this paper, the large deviation clockwise 8cycle could be used for short duration deceleration with high lift for maneuvers. The anticlockwise 8-cycle could be used as a counter to balance against wind gusts or for rapid forward
and upward maneuvers with its boost in force production at the cost of increased power.
Similarly the clockwise O-cycle was inferred as a suitable candidate for steady forward flight,
with better payload capabilities for a very tractable power input and similar thrust output as the
base case.
Combining the different conceptual models should provide a background for future low
fidelity or analytical models that can predict the macro quantities such as lift and thrust quickly
allowing for the exploration of the stroke deviation parameter space for a given set of wing
kinematics.
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4.9 Figures and Tables

Bird flight

A

6 m s–1

10 m s–1

16 m s–1

Fig. 4.1 Birds with pointed, high-aspect ratio wings such as the pigeon, Columba livia, transition from tipreversal upstrokes, figure-of-8, during slow flight to feathered upstrokes at intermediate speeds and a
swept-wing upstroke, O-cycle, during fast flight. Courtesy [35]
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Fig.·3. Wing kinematics differ depending upon a bird’s wing design and flight
speed. (A) Birds with pointed, high-aspect ratio wings such as the pigeon
Columba livia transition from tip-reversal upstrokes during slow flight to
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flight. (B) Birds with rounded, low-aspect ratio wings such as the black-billed
magpie Pica hudsonica use a flexed upstroke at all flight speeds. Shown are
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Fig. 4.5 Various kinematics. Shaded region represents downstroke
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Fig. 4.7 Time history of coherent vortex formation around a root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, d) and shaded light for bottom view(e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.8 Mid-chord path for the different stroke deviation trajectories. In all cases flow direction is from
left to right. Top left: anticlockwise 8-cycle, Top right: clockwise 8-cycle, Bottom left: anticlockwise Ocycle, Bottom right: clockwise O-cycle
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Fig. 4.9 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, d) and shaded light for bottom view(e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.10 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, d) and shaded light for bottom view(e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.11 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view (a, b, c, e) and shaded light for bottom view(d, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.12 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, e, f) and shaded light for bottom view(d). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.13 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c) and shaded light for bottom view(d, e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.14 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c) and shaded light for bottom view(d, e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.15 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, d) and shaded light for bottom view(e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.16 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the root flapping wing. The wing surface is
shaded dark for top view(a, b, c, d) and shaded light for bottom view(e, f). Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
8.
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Fig. 4.17 Power required for the various deviation kinematics
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Fig. 4.18 Upper bound of power required for the various deviation kinematics
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Chapter 5:

Deconstructing Bat Flight Aerodynamics by Synthesizing Low Order
Kinematics
5.1 Motivation and Objectives

Bats have successfully mastered flight in the low Reynolds number regime
(Re<100,000). At these low Reynolds numbers, the aerodynamic efficiency (lift to drag ratio) of
conventional fixed airfoils rapidly deteriorates. This is a result of the boundary layer remaining in
a laminar state downstream of the location of minimum pressure, which makes the airfoil very
susceptible to flow separation as the angle of attack increases resulting in an early onset of
stall[1]. Bats and birds use flapping wings to provide both lift and thrust to overcome the
deteriorating performance of fixed wings. They do this by taking advantage of unsteady force
producing mechanisms.
There are over 1000 bat species worldwide with a wide range of wing morphologies
favoring specific evolutionary flight tasks. Bat wing motion is characterized by an active
adaptive three-dimensional highly deformable wing surface which is distinctive in its complex
kinematics facilitated by the skeletal and skin membrane manipulation, large deviations from the
stroke plane, and large wing cambers. Across species, significant differences in wing
morphology and other flight parameters can be found. The range of some flight parameters for
bats is given in Table 5.1[2–7].

Table 5.1 Range of relevant flight parameters for bats
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Mass,	
  kg	
  

Flight	
  
speed,	
  m/s	
  

Wingbeat	
  
Flapping	
  
Advance	
  
frequency,Hz	
   Amplitude,deg	
   ratio,	
  (J)	
  

Reynolds	
  
number	
  

Aspect	
  
Ratio,span2/area	
  

0.01	
  –	
  1	
  

1	
  -‐	
  11	
  

4	
  -‐	
  23	
  

60o	
  –	
  150o	
  

103	
  –	
  105	
  

4	
  -‐	
  9	
  

0.5	
  -‐	
  10	
  

	
  

Some of these differences correlate with various ecological factors[8]. Example of factors
that are known to correlate with differences in the flight apparatus are whether a bat flies in open
or constrained air spaces, whether it carries large prey items, whether it commutes over large
distances or migrates seasonally. For example, bats that catch insects in the open airspace are
likely adapted for agile, high-speed, efficient flight, while on the other end of the spectrum, bats
that catch insects among vegetation need to achieve a high level of maneuverability at low flight
speed. Fish-eating bats that trawl over water surfaces have wing shapes that could help in
achieving slow, economic flight in open spaces and may also allow the bats to take advantage of
the ground effect.
Bat flight has been studied extensively in the biological sciences[2], [8–13] and is an
active area of current research[3], [4], [14–18]. The general layout of the flight appendages in all
bats is the same (flight membranes subtended by elongated fingers as shown in Figure 5.1). The
segmented membrane wing abuts the full body starting at the shoulder joint and extending all the
way to the tail and hind legs (Figure 5.1). Their unique features[2], [14], [19–22] include a
specialized skeletal anatomy, excellent muscular control over wing conformation, and highly
deformable wing membrane skin. This allows them the ability to effect large changes in wing
geometry within and between wing beat cycles. Recently more detailed measurements of the bat
wing have been undertaken to show that the wing attributes enable the bat to fly with varying
angles of attack across the wing span, dynamically change the wing camber and create a complex
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3D wing topology to achieve necessary flight goals. The various biological and structural
attributes of the bat wing, which separates them from birds and insects, are:
Existence of independently controllable joints numbering more than two dozen[14].

•

Norberg[2] and later Swartz et al.[14] have observed that different span-wise segments of the
wing achieved maximal excursions in the vertical, span-wise and fore aft directions in a
wingbeat cycle at different times and the phasing between the anatomical landmarks changed
with flight speed. For example, at slow speeds, Swartz et al. recorded that the
metacarpophalangeal joint of the third digit (third digit ‘knuckle’ or MCP III, Figure 5.1)
lagged behind the wingtip in reaching the end of its downstroke, while the wrist lagged still
further to reach its nadir.
•

The ability of the wing bones to deform adaptively during a wingbeat cycle[14], [20], [22].

•

The wing membrane skin with anisotropic properties capable of adjusting stiffness across the
wing[14], [21]. Observed skin membrane deformation[14] showed a variable stretching in
different directions correlating with flight speed and phases of the wingbeat cycle. Swartz et
al.[14] also notes that the hind limbs of the observed bats showed movement corresponding
to specific phases of the wingbeat cycle further affecting the mechanical properties of the
wing membrane.
Skin sensory organs distributed over the wing providing feedback regarding flow over the

•

wing surfaces.
Different studies have been undertaken to capture and analyze the complex bat wing
kinematics. The kinematics typically has large sweeping motions or stroke plane deviations[4],
[23] during the wing beat cycle. Tian et al.[4] record trajectories for the wing tip from high-speed
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video camera images and, as seen from the side, the wingtip follows an ellipsoid with the
downstroke path posterior to that of the upstroke. During the downstroke, the wing tip is moved
downward and forward relative to the center of the body. For slow forward flight and hovering
the stroke plane is inclined at very small angles or even aligned with the horizontal. As the flight
speed increases, this angle is observed to increase until it is almost perpendicular which is very
similar to the kinematics seen in birds and insects. Hedenstrom et al.[23] also record a backward
flick of the wing during the upstroke at slow flight speeds which is analogous to the supination
phase in insects and birds. They hypothesize that at the slower speeds, the sudden wing rotation,
more pronounced at the outer wing, may serve an aerodynamic purpose contributing to force
generation. They also report the span ratio R = bu /bd, where bu is the wingspan during midupstroke and bd is wingspan during mid-downstroke. R can be considered a measure of the
flexing of the wing during upstroke and downstroke that is further taken as an indicator for
asymmetry in force production between the two phases. For the observed bat G. soricina, R is
reported between 0.6-0.7 with negligible variation across flight speeds.
Hubel et al.[24] captured the wing kinematics and wake structure by using multiple
camera high speed videography synchronized with time-resolved particle image velocimetry
(PIV). They used multiple specimens of the lesser dog-faced fruit bat, Cynopterus brachyotis and
observed the dominance of closed loop vortex structures in the wake at relatively slow forward
flight speeds(3.5 – 5.5 m/s), and evidence of additional smaller vortex structures shed from other
appendages.
Hedenstrom et al.[16] have estimated lift coefficients for bats (G. soricina) in flight by
measuring the circulation in the wake vortices. Their results confirm the theory of high-lift
mechanisms existing at slow flight speeds with a measured lift coefficient of 2 for speeds of 1-3
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m/s. Tian et al.[4] did similar kinematic studies combining DPIV and high speed camera images
to capture both wake shedding and wing kinematics for the lesser short-nosed fruit bats,
Cynopterus brachyotis in the average flight speed range of 2-3 m/s. Their studies showed that the
bats flew, not at a constant speed, but with their flight velocity varying in a periodic fashion for
level flight with the variation tightly synchronized with the wing motion. The lift calculations
from the image data were in the neighborhood of the measured mass of the bats without
accounting for viscous effects. Muijres et al.[17] roughly quantified the contribution of the LEV
to the total lift to be 40%, by measuring the vorticity using the DPIV method. The measured bat
species was Glossophaga soricina flying at a speed of 1 m/s with Re = 5,000 and advance ratio
J= 0.7.
Recently the power requirements for bat flight are estimated by Bahlman et al.[25] by
constructing a robotic, multi-articulated bat wing modeled after the lesser dog-faced fruit bat,
Cynopterus brachyotis. They were able to measure the power input and force output
simultaneously, for a range of kinematic parameters. The kinematics used is in the median range
for forward flight of the fruit bat. With an approximate wing beat frequency of 8 Hz, 77◦
wingbeat amplitude, 61◦ stroke plane, 0.48 downstroke ratio, and 5 m/s wind speed they
measured returns of 0.246 N of net lift, and 0.011 N of net thrust from the robotic wing at an
average aerodynamic power cost of 0.8 W. The cost due to inertia and robotic mechanisms are
excluded.
Flapping flight in general is characterized by unsteady vortex dynamics. One of the most
prominent vortex structures on a flapping wing is the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) which has a
large impact on lift and thrust generation[26–32]. The LEV is omnipresent and exists on insect
wings[27] as well as on large birds [33], [34]. Our previous work on simple flapping wing
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structures over a Reynolds number range of 100 to 100,000 for different wing kinematics has
shown that the control and behavior of the LEV is a key ingredient to the execution of efficient
controlled flight[35]. However, detailed experimental measurements of the velocity field in close
proximity to a translating deforming rapidly moving surface are challenging, and scarce
quantitative space-time experimental data is available in the immediate vicinity of a bat wing.
Progress has been made in the fundamental understanding of the unsteady vortex dominated flow
field mostly by far wake, and more recently, by near wake measurements[16], [18], [36] and
using quasi-steady aerodynamic theory to deduce the unsteady dynamics of force generation by
the flapping wing. These methods are largely insensitive to the subtleties of wing morphological
changes for optimal flight and control. In the same way, computations of bat flight have been
hampered by insufficient knowledge of the detailed space-time wing kinematics and the
challenge of resolving a highly deformable surface at relatively high Reynolds numbers ranging
anywhere from 5,000-100,000. Understanding the full complexity of bat ﬂight and the ways in
which bat ﬂight differs from that of other vertebrate flight requires attention to the intricate
functional mechanics and architecture of wings and the resulting unsteady transient mechanisms
of the flow around the wings.
In the present study we extract a representative forward flight stroke from measured
flight data of a fruit bat, Cynopterus brachyotis, and build the kinematic model of the flapping
wing for use in a CFD framework. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition(POD) is used on the
kinematic model data to produce simpler reduced order modes of the native bat kinematics which
are further analyzed in the CFD framework. We are interested in understanding how the fruit bat
is using wing flexibility[37](variation of camber and area), stroke deviation[38], and the
evolution of the vortex dynamics to its advantage. Does the active chord-wise and span-wise
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cambering seen in the fruit bat affect the LEV dynamics? With the observed large wing flexion
creating complex wing surfaces, can the aerodynamic benefits or penalties be isolated and
quantified in the force profiles or through the deconstructed modes? These queries are tackled in
the context of known flapping flight phenomena based on the results from the CFD simulations
of the native bat kinematics and the various cumulative modes. As well as known parameters, we
seek to derive understanding of any new mechanisms bat flight might have uniquely perfected.
5.2 Background of Flapping Flight
5.2.1

Canonical Description of Flapping Flight
A three-dimensional flapping wing is described by a flapping axis about which the wing

flaps at a frequency f by subtending an arc of

± Φ / 2,

where

Φ

- total flapping amplitude (max. to

min.). The mean flapping velocity is then defined as U f = 2Φfb , where b is the length from wing
base to tip. The Reynolds number can be defined either in terms of mean wing tip velocity as
Re = U f c / ν or in terms of the free stream velocity 𝑅𝑒 =    𝑈!   c/ν, where c is the characteristic

chord length. The advance ratio is defined as J = U ∞ / U f . The canonical description of wing
kinematics divides the wing stroke into four portions: two translational phases (upstroke and
downstroke) with high angles of attack (αu and αd), and two rotational phases (pronation and
supination), during which the wing rapidly rotates and reverses its direction (Figure 5.2). During
hovering, bats and birds have a stroke plane that is nearly horizontal (stroke plane angle, β~0o),
whereas in forward flight, the stroke plane is near vertical (β~90o). Typically most natural flight
deviates from the stroke plane and flap in an elliptical trajectory. During rotation the wing
changes the torsional angle (ρ, measured from plane normal to stroke plane) by rotating the wing
about a span-wise axis (into the page in Figure 5.2).
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In the current research, since the bat wing changes area throughout the wing beat,
Reynolds number is always based on the free stream velocity. The canonical descriptors are used
to attempt to comprehensively explain and categorize the bat wing kinematics.
5.2.2

Force Generation in Flapping Flight
A number of unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms such as clap and fling[39], delayed

stall[26], [27], wake capturing[29], and, rotational circulation[29] have been proposed to explain
the generation of lift in birds, bats, and insects. The clap and fling is used by small insects whose
flight regime ranges from Reynolds number of 10-100. This mechanism loses its lift producing
effectiveness at higher Reynolds number (Re>200)[40–42].
Delayed stall is commonly the primary mechanism for high force production during
flapping flight. During the downstroke of the wing, due to high angles of attack, air swirls
around the leading edge, separates and forms a Leading Edge Vortex (LEV). Similarly for
flapping kinematics with stroke deviation[38], where due to the trajectory there is incident flow
on the trailing edge, a Trailing Edge Vortex (TEV) is formed. The formation of these coherent
vortices on insect wings[27] and birds[33] and specifically on bat wings[17] has been
established.
Our prior research[35] and past work by others has established that the LEV behaves very
differently in a flapping wing than it would in a fixed wing at a high angle of attack. While on a
fixed airfoil, the formation of the LEV leads to dynamic stall (with subsequent loss of lift) very
quickly, in flapping flight the LEV is stable and attached to the wing surface for most of the
downstroke. We attribute this difference to the nature of flapping. For a fixed wing and for a
heaving-plunging airfoil, the effective angle of attack (AOA) is constant across the span of the
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wing. In a flapping wing however, which is hinged at the root, the air deflection is different due
to a changing effective AOA from root to wing tip which is brought about by span-wise variation
in the flapping velocity.

This span-wise variation in effective AOA introduces three-

dimensionality into the LEV structure as opposed to the intrinsic two-dimensional LEVs in fixed
or plunging-heaving airfoils. The formation and structure of the spiral LEV at the leading edge
during the downstroke follows the trend in effective AOA of increasing in size from base to tip
until it interacts with the tip vortex [43]. The increasing circulation in the LEV from base to tip
generates a pressure gradient in the core of the vortex that is responsible for a strong span-wise
flow in the core of LEV. The strong span-wise flow has been hypothesized to remove vorticity
from the core and in keeping the LEV stable[30], [44]. We have observed the span-wise flow at
Re=100, 10,000 and 100,000 and that it gets stronger as the flight Reynolds number
increases[45]. From our observation of planar flapping wings the instantaneous force generation
profile over a flapping cycle is highly correlated with the evolution and separation of the LEVs
and TEVs.
5.3 Research Approach and Methods
5.3.1

Constructing the digital model of the bat flight from measured kinematics
For the current research bat wing kinematics data obtained on a fruit bat (C.

brachyotis)[7], [24] at Brown University is used (Figure 5.1). The kinematic data traces 49
markers on the bat wing through approximately 4 wing beat cycles for a total of 541 data points
(x,y,z) for each marker location (Figure 5.3).
The markers are placed on the left wing of the bat. Progressing from motion capture data
to building a mathematical model for the wing kinematics and a 3D mesh for the wing for use in
a computational fluid dynamics simulation poses a number of challenges. Typically the recorded
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field data contains a number of data inconsistencies due to difficulties with capturing and post
processing the photogrammetry data. These inconsistencies are in the form of occlusions
(missing data) and discontinuities or jitter in recorded data that need to be conditioned. Since the
focus of this paper is on analysis of a straight-line forward flight typical wing beat cycle, then
identifying a representative wing beat cycle and imposing periodicity on the motion are other
challenges that need to be surmounted. Finally, spatio-temporal surface meshes need to be
constructed on a much finer spatial and temporal resolution than that available from the
measured data. The temporal specification of the mesh coordinates have to be general such that a
mesh of given density can be readily generated at any time. The following steps describe the
framework developed to analyze the motion capture data and build the 3D digital kinematic
model of the flapping wing.
1. Identify the time segments of interest by breaking down the flight data time history into
straight-line motion and maneuvering segments. For this purpose it is necessary to identify
certain reference points close to the body of the bat that can be used as an index of the
movement of the body attached frame of reference with respect to the inertial frame. The
orientation and rate of change of the velocity vectors of these points are taken as the
reference for the orientation and movement of the body attached frame and based on these,
the time segments are grouped accordingly. For the given data, point number 34(Figure
5.3(b)) is taken as the reference point which corresponds with the anterior sternum marker().
Figure 5.4 shows the trajectory of the reference point bracketed into segments of interest.
From the trajectory it is clear that in the given data the bat is ascending vertically while in
straight-line flight for a few flapping cycles and then banking into a turn. There is no data for
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level flight, which would have been ideal as a representative flapping stroke in forward
flight. The angle of ascend from the x-axis is 21o.
2. To address the gaps in the time history of various data points, the practical assumption can be
made that the missing data should continue on the same trajectory as the recorded data. For
continuous gaps in data with sufficient recorded information at the end points, piecewise
cubic splines are used. They take into account the trajectory of the data while interpolating it
and continue the logical path of the data. For gaps with insufficient sporadic data or for
smoothing the trajectory of the points that have outliers in them, a higher-order over
constrained polynomial fit is used.
3. For designing a CFD grid domain, it is more tractable if the principal motion for the flight is
aligned along a convenient axis. The principal motion is identified as the dominant vector
trajectory of the body frame reference point. Realignment of the data in the inertial frame is
done by using the body frame orientation information from the reference point to rotate and
align the recorded movement of interest along a convenient axis using spherical coordinate
transformation. This allows for definite bounds of motion in the CFD domain to create
appropriate grids. In the given data, the straight-line flight vector of the reference point 34 is
rotated until it is aligned with the x-axis.
4. From the chosen time segments it is necessary to extract a representative set of flapping
cycles, characterizing the segment, which can be simulated in a CFD framework. A key
criterion for an extracted set would be that the wing shape/spatial orientation at the beginning
phase of the maneuver closely matches the shape at the ending phase, such that we have a
continuous repeatable set of representative flapping motions for exploring that maneuver in a
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simulation. It is very unlikely that the recorded field data will contain clearly demarcated
time segments of various maneuvers and straight-line motion. Even after identifying the best
possible similar beginning and ending phases for a segment using least squares, the wing
orientation and shape could be non-matching between the two phases. This is likely the most
common scenario. A smoothening of the wing shape transitions through the time history for
that particular sequence of flapping cycles is done to bring the beginning and ending phases
identical in orientation and shape. For the given data set, one representative flapping cycle is
extracted for the straight-line segment.
5. The next challenge is to do surface meshing on the data for a 3D thin surface wing. 3D
Delaunay triangulation is undesirable since it creates 3D volumes from the original wing
marker points when it should simply be a surface mesh. Since the order of the markers on the
wing is fixed with respect to each other, it is only necessary to obtain a triangulated mesh for
any one phase of the wing in the entire time history. For this purpose, a phase where the wing
is completely stretched out is identified and its projection onto a parallel plane is obtained.
Through 2D Delaunay triangulation applied to the markers on this projected surface with a
constraint matrix specifying the boundary points a connectivity matrix is obtained, that can
be now used to generate the 3D surface mesh from the markers for all phases. This provides
an initial coarse meshing of the wing from the original data points.
6. For use in a CFD simulation, one requires the mesh to have sufficient spatial resolution and
this necessitates wing mesh refinement from the initial meshing. Midpoint subdivision on the
original triangulation to a sufficient depth level is done to obtain finer meshes (Figure 5.5).
During this process, it is ascertained that the mesh quality is maintained.
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7. Then the series of meshed wing surfaces from the original data is obtained for the requisite
number of phases over a cycle. To arrive at a digital model of the wing surface, the
information from this sequence of meshes over a cycle is used to create a data fitted Fourier
series of 8 harmonics describing the spatial position of each wing surface mesh point over
time.
The culmination of the techniques outlined above results in a refined 3D mesh surface for
the wing and Fourier series equations for each mesh point describing its trajectory in time
capturing the overall kinematics of the wing and providing a complete digital model of the
flapping suitable for input into a CFD framework.
5.3.2

Wing Configuration and Kinematics
For the given fruit bat data, Figure 5.3 shows the bracketing of the marker points on the

left wing of the bat, as seen from below, based on areas of interest from an anatomical and
aerodynamic point of view. The wing has an approximate semi-span of 0.17 m (single wing).
The maximum wing area at full extension during downstroke is measured to be 0.013 m2, which
gives the average chord length to be 0.07 m. These values are in line with measured values from
different specimens of the fruit bat[24]. The set of points comprising the root of the wing are
marked “body” for being closest to the body and we take our direction vector for the flight of the
bat from reference point 34 amongst these set of points. The major membranes spanning the
wing are marked as “front”, “outer”, and “main” membranes. The set of points marked “Main
Finger” correspond to the thumb at the leading edge through the wrist joint till the end of the
digit V finger, of the bat wing anatomy, at the wing trailing edge. The surface length of the
“Main Finger” was chosen as the characteristic length of the wing since in our observation of the
wing motion, the span-wise or chord-wise cambering of the wing happened with the thumb and
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the little finger playing a significant role. The “Main Finger”, which is the combined length of
digit I and digit V (Figure 5.1), has a chord-wise length of 0.09 m. Figure 5.5 shows a meshed
version of the normalized bat wing used in the computational grid. Interaction between the bat
wing and the body of the bat is not considered in the present study.
Data fitted Fourier series describe the movement of each vertex on the bat wing surface
mesh. Four reference marker points are used to describe the kinematics of the wing in further
discussion. These points are shown in as points a, e, h, and n. Point ‘a’ corresponds to the
anterior sternum or the body reference point number 34. Point ‘e’ is a point on the leading edge
of the wing close to the wrist and corresponds to point number 24. Point ‘h’ is the wing tip with
number 27 and ‘n’ is a point on the trailing edge and the tip of the fifth digit with number 31.
The movement of the wing is continuous and smooth throughout the flapping cycle. It is
not readily apparent how to breakdown the kinematics using canonical descriptors such as
translational, rotational, and stroke deviation phases. Both span-wise and chord-wise cambering
are present during the flapping, which are difficult to isolate as separate events without using
other methods. This point will be revisited in the results section while discussing the different
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) modes. In general, the motion comprises of a
downstroke and an upstroke with stroke reversal, supination and pronation respectively, at the
end of each. The transitions between the stroke reversals happen through advanced rotation[46].
During the downstroke, the wing is stretched out for the majority of the motion while for the
upstroke there is significant cambering in the span-wise direction causing the wing surface to
fold in closer to the body. Detailed description of the kinematics is presented in the results
section while discussing each half-stroke.
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5.3.3

Deconstructing Bat Wing Kinematics(POD)
For the given flight data, identifying and categorizing the wing motion into various

flapping modes is important to understand the fundamental primary mechanisms used to generate
lift and thrust. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)[47] is used to investigate the
complexity of the native kinematics used by the bat during a representative flapping cycle. The
key idea of the POD is to extract low dimensional descriptions of the flapping model from the
representative flight data that capture much of the phenomena of interest. It provides an
orthogonal basis set of modal kinematic components of the representative cycle with the
normalized eigenvalues of each mode characterizing their percent contribution to the wing
motion. The extracted modes are still a linear projection of the actual motion and hence any
nonlinear phenomena analyzed using POD will have limitations. Since this is a discrete data set,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used which has the added advantage of separating the
spatial modes and their time modulation. For the measured kinematics, Figure 5.6 shows that the
first five modes capture 93% of the flapping energy. The modes have the characteristic that the
first mode describes the greatest possible proportion of the movement in the subspace. The
second mode is orthogonal to the first, and describes the greatest possible proportion of the
movement that remains, and so on.
Any given mode can be isolated by setting the eigenvalues of all the other modes to zero
and recalculating the original matrix. Similarly any combination of modes can be analyzed by
keeping only their eigenvalues non-zero. Hence we can quantify the efficacy of these extracted
kinematic modes by incremental comparison against the aerodynamic performance of the fullfledged motion. The computational simulations of the different kinematic modes will shed light
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on the many functional details and specific adaptations that are together responsible for the
performance of bat flight.
5.4 Computational Modeling
The large wing movement and deformation intrinsic to bat flight lends itself well to being
modeled by a sharp interface Immersed Boundary Method (IBM). IBM offers the versatility
suitable for simulating flow around moving and deforming bodies with complex geometries on a
background stationary mesh. The IBM is encapsulated within the framework of an
incompressible Navier-Stokes code, GenIDLEST[48], [49], which has been developed over a
period of 15 years. It is a structured multiblock generalized coordinate solver with a full range of
boundary conditions, and range of numerical approximations capable of simulating flows with
temperature dependent property variations. The program uses state-of-the-art linear solvers,
specifically designed for modern hierarchical memory sub-systems, based on Krylov solvers
(CG,

BICGSTAB

and

GMRES)

with

multi-level

additive/multiplicative

Schwarz

preconditioners. The code is highly parallel and scalable for high fidelity simulations with quick
throughput times.
The governing Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids with temperature
dependent property variation based on Sutherland’s law are written as follows in nondimensional form using index notation:
Mass conservation :

𝜕𝜌
𝜕
+
𝜌𝑢! = 0  
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥!
Momentum conservation :
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(1)

𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑃
1 𝜕
𝜕𝑢! 𝜕𝑢!
2 𝜕𝑢!
𝜌𝑢! +
𝜌𝑢! 𝑢! = −
+
𝜇
+
− 𝜇
𝛿   
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥!
𝜕𝑥! 𝑅𝑒 𝜕𝑥!
𝜕𝑥! 𝜕𝑥!
3 𝜕𝑥! !"

(2)

	
  
∗
∗
where the non-dimensionalizations are given by 𝜌 = 𝜌∗ /𝜌!"#
, 𝑡 = 𝑡 ∗ 𝑈!"#
∕ 𝐿∗!"# ,
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝑥! = 𝑥!∗ ∕ 𝐿∗!"# , 𝑢 = 𝑢 ∗ ∕ 𝑈!"#
, 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌!"#
𝑈!"#
𝐿∗!"# ∕ 𝜇!"#
, 𝑃 = 𝑃 ∗ − 𝑃!"#
∕ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑈!"#

!

and 𝜇 = 𝜇 ∗ ∕

∗
𝜇!"#
. For the current study, density and other properties are constant. The equations are non-

dimensionalized by the characteristic chord-wise length of 0.09 m of the bat wing and the
forward flight velocity of the bat.
The equations are formulated in a finite-volume framework on a non-staggered
grid topology. Second order central differences are used for the convective and viscous terms
and a combination of an explicit Adams-Bashforth and implicit Crank-Nicolson discretizations
are used for time advancement. At every time step the wing surface is moved, based on
prescribed kinematics, within the stationary background mesh.
For aerodynamic performance comparisons, the coefficients of lift and thrust are defined
!

!

∗
∗! ∗
∗
∗! ∗
as 𝐶! = 𝐹!∗ /(! 𝜌!"#
𝑈!"#
𝐴!"# ) and 𝐶! = 𝐹!∗ /( 𝜌!"#
𝑈!"#
𝐴!"# ), where 𝐴∗!"# is the maximum area of
!

the bat wing during the flapping cycle for each case considered. 𝐹!∗ and 𝐹!∗ , and hence 𝐶! and 𝐶! ,
are in the frame of reference of the simulation for all cases presented in the current study. The
trim condition for the flight of the bat is calculated in the original frame of reference, from the
data, where the bat is flying at 21o ascend angle. The instantaneous power is normalized based on
the fluid density, forward flight velocity and the maximal area of the wing during the flapping
∗! ∗
∗
cycle (𝜌!"#
𝑈!"#
𝐴!"# ).
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5.4.1

Essentials of Immersed Boundary Method (IBM)
The IBM is based on a scheme proposed by Gilmanov and Sotiropoulos[50] and has been

modified suitably to conform with the non-staggered generalized coordinate framework of
GenIDLEST. It is an indirect forcing sharp interface approach capable of handling complex 3D
surfaces. In our implementation, the 3D surface is defined by unstructured triangular surface
elements. In the case of the bat wing, which is modeled as an infinitesimally thin surface, the
grid nodes that lie adjacent to the wing surface are defined as IB nodes on either side (Figure
5.7). The essence of our method is that no direct calculations are performed on the IB nodes, the
values of which are obtained by applying the appropriate boundary condition at the wing surface.
To achieve this, every IB node is associated with a probe that is located approximately one cell
distance from the IB node in a direction along the surface normal as shown in Figure 5.7. A trilinear interpolation scheme is used to determine the value of the desired flow variable at the
probe from the surrounding fluid nodes. The value so obtained at the probe is then utilized in the
computation of the value at the IB node satisfying the appropriate boundary condition at the IB
surface.
The IBM has been validated extensively [51] in flows over stationary cylinders,
oscillating cylinders, flows in resolved porous media, and has been shown to converge with
second-order accuracy. Figure 5.8 shows mean thrust results exemplifying the generation of
thrust by the Knoller-Betz effect for a plunging NACA 0012 airfoil at Re=20,000 at different
plunge velocities compared to the experimental results of Heathcote et al.[52], body-fitted CFD
results of Gopalakrishnan and Tafti[48] and from inviscid theory[53]. Excellent agreement is
observed with the available experiments and body-fitted computations.
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For flapping flight simulations, the IBM results were compared to our prior results of
rectangular thin surface flapping plates at Re = 10,000 at an advance ratio J = 0.5[54] in a bodyfitted moving grid framework. The IBM simulations were done on the medium grid (explained in
the following section) with approximately 25 million grid points. Figure 5.9 shows the excellent
agreement of the IBM force calculation with the body-fitted moving grid results for both lift and
thrust for the thin surface rigid flapping wing.
5.5 Results
5.5.1

Computational Grid
The computational grid is comprised of 60 blocks with approximately 25 million grid

points. The flow domain boundaries extend 6 chord lengths upstream of the wing leading edge
and 8 chord lengths downstream of the wing. The span-wise direction boundary extends 9 chord
lengths. In the direction normal to the wing surface (vertical) the boundaries extend 4 chord
lengths above and below the wing. A symmetric boundary condition is applied at the domain
boundary near the wing root. A constant velocity boundary condition is applied at all inlet faces
and a zero-gradient outflow condition is specified downstream. The grid distribution spacing is
shown in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, and Figure 5.12 for the whole domain.
To arrive at the above setup, a grid refinement study was carried out for the current
simulation by using four different Cartesian grids. A coarse grid of 9 million grid points, medium
grid A of 25 million grid points, medium grid B of 32 million grid points (with number of points
in the vertical direction increased extending the boundary) and a fine grid of approximately 66.7
million grid points. For each finer level of grid, the central zone encompassing the movement of
the bat wing and the wake is progressively refined in all directions. For all the grids the flow
domain boundaries extend from 6 chord lengths upstream of the wing leading edge to 8 chord
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lengths downstream of the leading edge. In the span-wise direction the boundary extends 9 chord
lengths. In the direction normal to the wing surface(vertical) the boundary distance was tested for
6 chord lengths for the coarse grid, 8 chord lengths for the medium grid B, and 4 chord lengths
for the medium grid A and the fine grid, above and below the wing. The comparisons of
instantaneous lift and thrust forces showed very close agreement between the medium grids A
and B, and the fine grid with the cycle averaged mean value of lift differing by less than 1% and
the thrust by less than 2%. The mean values of lift and thrust for the coarse grid differed by more
than 12%. The distance of the domain boundaries from the wing surface were chosen based on
test runs to ensure the generated flow structures were not convecting into the boundaries and that
the force profiles are not changed while maximizing the grid density in the central zone. These
studies were done for a Reynolds number of 5625 and based on the results, the medium grid A
was chosen for all the calculations.
The bat wing is a 3D infinitesimally thin surface mesh defined by unstructured triangular
surface elements. Three different surface mesh densities were tested on the medium and fine
grids. Surface meshes of 2400 grid points, 9400 grid points, and half a million points were tried.
The difference in the cycle averaged values for the force between all cases were less than 1%.
This meant, for the given kinematics the wing is well resolved and all calculations were done
with the medium density surface mesh of 9400 points.
All simulations are carried out for four flapping cycles using 60 processors on
Hokiespeed at Virginia Tech. One flapping cycle took a wall clock time of approximately 13
hours. Comparison of lift and thrust forces between the third and fourth cycles confirmed that the
flow had attained repeatability and hence the results from the fourth cycle are used for the
analysis.
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5.5.2

Reynolds Number and Strouhal Number
For this study, the spatial data of the movement of the bat in the test setup was given

without any temporal data. Hence the actual flight velocity and the flapping frequency of the bat
is unknown. When constructing the digital model, after identifying a representative flapping
cycle and aligning the primary flight direction of the bat with the x-axis, this setup now provides
an easy platform to calculate the Strouhal number (St). For cruising flapping flight in nature it
has been documented that the typical St ranges between 0.2 - 0.4. By definition St = (f L)/U,
where f is the flapping frequency, L is the amplitude in the vertical plane that the wing tip
traverses or maximum wing tip excursion, and U is the straight-line velocity of the flier.

𝑆𝑡 =

𝑓𝐿
𝐿
𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑖𝑛  𝑎  𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
0.22  𝑚
=
=
=
= 2.86	
  
𝑈
𝑈
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑  𝑏𝑦  𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟  𝑖𝑛  𝑎  𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 0.077  𝑚
𝑓

In the given data, the vertical amplitude is calculated for wing tip point number 27(Figure
5.3) and for point number 49 very close to the wing tip. The vertical amplitude of 0.22 m is the
average of the two values, 0.2267 m and 0.2147 m, for the two points respectively. The distance
travelled by the flier is calculated from the x-axis displacement of the body reference point
number 34 during the representative flapping cycle. Hence for the kinematic data under
consideration, the St = 2.86 which is clearly not in the cruising flight regime. This is not
unexpected since from the data it is known that the bat is not in level flight, and is climbing in a
straight line, for the kinematics being analyzed. As such, the flapping frequency and stroke
kinematics themselves are possibly very different from that utilized in level flight. Nevertheless,
it is data for straight-line flight by the bat and, as such, there is a lot that can be understood about
the flow mechanics around the wing during the flapping by analyzing it in a CFD framework.
The high St number implies that the oscillation of the wing is dominating the fluid flow field.
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Table 5.2 Physical characteristics of the current specimen
Individual	
  

Mass	
  (kg)	
  

Average	
  
chord	
  (m)	
  

Maximum	
  
span	
  (m)	
  

0.033	
  
0.029	
  
0.030	
  
unknown	
  

0.061	
  
0.059	
  
0.058	
  
0.07	
  

0.406	
  
0.376	
  
0.399	
  
0.34	
  

	
  
Bat	
  1	
  
Bat	
  2	
  
Bat	
  3	
  
Current	
  
specimen	
  

Maximum	
  
wing	
  area	
  
(m2)	
  
0.025	
  
0.022	
  
0.023	
  
0.026	
  

Aspect	
  Ratio	
  
(span2/area)	
  
6.59	
  
6.43	
  
6.92	
  
4.44	
  

Wing	
  
loading	
  
(N/m2)	
  
13.20	
  
13.18	
  
13.04	
  
unknown	
  

Without the time scale for the data, the question then becomes, what is a realistic
Reynolds number for the simulation. Table 5.2 contrasts the measured biological statistics of the
current specimen when compared with other specimens of the fruit bat in the study by Hubel et.
al[24]. The current specimen has a higher wing area and a larger average chord length. It has a
lower aspect ratio than the other specimens and the least maximum span. So a realistic Reynolds
number would be one at which the force calculation from the simulation will be able to satisfy
the assumed trim condition of supporting a weight in the ballpark of 0.03 kg. Knowing the St
number and the wing tip excursion amplitude, we have a relationship between the flapping
frequency and the forward flight speed.
𝑓
= 13	
  
𝑈

If we assume a minimum forward flight velocity of 1 m/s, then the flapping frequency is
fixed at 13 Hz. The other specimens had flight velocities ranging from 4 m/s – 7 m/s and
frequencies below 10Hz. So the velocity likely is higher for a cruising flight condition than 1 m/s
and the frequency lower than 13Hz, but since this is a climbing case, these are reasonable first
guesses. With these values, the Reynolds number, based on forward flight velocity and
characteristic wing chord length of 0.09 m, comes out to be 5625. Figure 5.13 shows the
coefficient of lift values for the bat wing kinematics when simulated at this Re. The cycle
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averaged lift coefficient is 10 and from the same solution the cycle average coefficient of thrust
is 7.5. Since in the field data, the bat is flying at an ascend angle of 21o from the x-axis, the
actual lift will be a combination of the thrust and lift from the simulation. Calculation of the
weight returns a value of 0.02 kg at this assumed forward flight speed. The corresponding wing
loading is 7.6 N/m2. These values are below the expected mark for a specimen of this size. Hence
the initial guesses have to be adjusted. By increasing the flight speed to 1.2 m/s and using a
corresponding frequency of 15.6Hz, the weight that can be supported is 0.028 kg and the wing
loading is 10.6 N/m2. These values are now comparable to the other specimens and the Re =
6750 is a realistic regime for the bat to be flying in. But since this is a forced oscillation
dominated flow with a high St, this begs the question, how sensitive is the fluid flow to the Re
number? To answer this, we assumed a frequency of 1Hz and a corresponding flight velocity of
0.08 m/s that gives a Re = 433. Figure 5.13 shows the lift calculation for both Re numbers
plotted together. The results are almost identical and the cycle averaged values differ by less than
2%. Flow simulation with Reynolds numbers corresponding to frequencies of 3Hz, 5Hz, and 9Hz
were also carried out with similar results. This implies that the unsteady flow field, created by
the flapping of the bat wing, along with the associated unsteady flow structures dominates the
low-speed steady flow forward movement of the wing. This corroborates the high St number for
the given data.
The research interests in this paper are concerned with the fluid mechanics of the
unsteady flow field around the flapping bat wing and the unsteady mechanisms used by the bat to
generate lift and thrust. Since the formation, evolution and phasing of the unsteady flow
structures are independent of the Re at this high St, the visualizations of the flow field in this
paper are shown for a Re =433. At the higher Re number, a larger range of scales are present
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making the iso-surface visualizations of the coherent structures in the flow very discontinuous
and non-smooth. As it is, describing the complexity of the bat wing kinematics and the resulting
unsteady flow field is very difficult in a 2D format. By using the lower Re, the iso-surfaces and
other plots are smoother and clearly understood. Hence, the results presented here are valid in
both Re regimes.
5.6 Analysis of Bat Kinematics
The flapping kinematics for the given bat flight data is very complex. Figure 5.14 shows
snapshots of the wing conformation through the flapping cycle. The wing changes shape
continuously and the joints of the wing dynamically change the area and cambering of the wing
throughout the wing beat cycle and different sections of the wing are out of phase with others.
The flapping stroke comprises of translational motion, span-wise axis wing rotation, dynamic
span-wise and chord-wise cambering, stroke deviation, and active change in the surface area of
the wing effected by the bat. Through these mechanisms the bat is able to generate attached
vortex structures on the wing surfaces, which create low pressure regions, that enhance the force
generation throughout the flapping motion. The capability of the bat to manipulate the cambering
and angle of attack in the span-wise and chord-wise direction allow the bat a high degree of
control over the pressure distribution around the wing and the resultant force generation.
Furthermore, by appropriately changing the surface area of the wing throughout the flapping
cycle, the bat is able to maximize the effect of the favorable forces such as positive lift and
thrust.
5.6.1

During Upstroke
The upstroke is characterized by extreme camber of the bat wing in the span-wise

direction as a result of the wing tip being brought close to the body. In layman's terms, the bat is
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folding in the wing close to the body, with it resembling an arc in front view (t*=0.1-0.2, Figure
5.14), during the upstroke as compared to the fully extended wing during the majority of the
downstroke. At the beginning of the upstroke, t* = 0, the wing has already completed advanced
rotation along a span-wise axis during the downstroke such that the wing is supinated(leading
edge leading the trailing edge in the vertical direction) with the bottom of the wing exposed to
the incoming flow and the folding in process well under way. From t*=0 to 0.1, the wing tip
continues its trajectory towards the body increasing the camber. Past t* = 0.1, the wing tip is
visibly sweeping back for the majority of the upstroke. Viewed in the XY-plane (Figure 5.15),
the trajectory of the back sweep of the wing tip lies above the forward sweep trajectory during
the downstroke and hence the stroke plane deviation the wing tip is traversing is an anticlockwise closed curve viewed from the wing root side. From visual inspection and from the
projection in the XY-plane, it is also seen that towards the end of the upstroke, past t* = 0.4, the
portion of the bat wing near the wing tip under goes a flicking motion with the trailing edge
moving up rapidly enhancing the advanced rotation already in effect. Visualizing the similar
trajectory for a point near the bat wing wrist at the leading edge, the XY curve is more oval with
the trajectory aligned closer to the vertical than the wing tip. The same is true for the point on the
trailing edge where the fifth digit ends. Since both these points can be considered to be close to
mid-span of the bat wing, this indicates that past mid-span there is a lot more movement taking
place during the flapping cycle. The three trajectories together clearly show advanced rotation
about a span-wise axis throughout the upstroke such that pronation is complete by the end of the
stroke.
Viewing the trajectories in the horizontal plane (XZ, Figure 5.16), for both the wing tip
and the point on the leading edge, the upstroke begins with movement towards the body and then
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away from the body in the horizontal plane with the points being further away from the body at
the end of the stroke than at the start. The movement of both points are out of phase with each
other. After a certain point in the upstroke, the wing tip has begun to move away from the body
while the leading edge point is still coming in. Similarly, the trailing edge point also follows a
similar pattern. What is notable is that the trajectory of the trailing edge point indicates it to be
coming in towards the body for the majority of the upstroke and then moving away only towards
the tail end of it. Furthermore, unlike the other two points, the trailing edge point is closer to the
body at the end of the stroke than at the start. This yawing motion of the bat wing in the
horizontal projection is an indication of the forward and backward sweep of the wing during the
flapping. Trajectory of the wing tip in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 are similar to that seen by
Tian et al.[4].
5.6.1.1 Formation of Flow Structures
The upstroke is typically associated with the non-productive part of the flapping cycle.
The force generated has a component in the negative lift direction and thrust could be positive or
negative depending on the wing orientation. For a lot of fliers, upstroke is just a necessary evil to
get back to the downstroke which produces flight enabling positive lift and thrust. The flow
structures are created on the bottom surface of the wing and hence the suction surface of the
wing is the bottom surface which leads to forces directed downwards.
At the start of the upstroke (Figure 5.17), t*=0, the residual interacting vortex structures
near the wing tip on the top surface, from the downstroke, have not completely shed into the
wake. At the same time, the wing is highly cambered with the wing tip surface perpendicular to
the z-axis instead of the vertical axis and hence there isn't any significant force contribution
towards lift. By t*=0.1, a small LEV is seen to form on the bottom surface close to the wing root.
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At t*=0.2, the LEV has grown in strength and now stretches from the root till the wing tip.
During this time, a TEV is also visible attached along the whole span. The LEV and TEV both
remain attached and grow in the span-wise direction. Instead of remaining as distinct vortex
structures that interact at the wing tip, by t*=0.3, they have both grown large enough to meet at
the center of the bottom surface past mid-span all the way till the wing tip. This creates a low
pressure zone spanning a significant portion of the bottom surface of the wing. This interaction
becomes unstable as the upstroke continues with separation beginning at the wing tip and both
the edges. When t*=0.4 is reached, the vortex centers of the LEV and TEV has moved away
from the bottom surface but at the same time the wing is rapidly rotating due to advanced
rotation. A combination of the wing cambering and movement creates effective angles of attack
at both the leading and trailing edges such that towards the end of the upstroke, by t*=0.5, there
is a weak TEV and LEV being formed on the wing top surface.
5.6.1.2 Variation of Camber
At mid-stroke of the downstroke, the bat wing is fully extended in the span-wise
direction. Three cut planes normal to the span-wise direction (z-axis) are chosen at distances of
0.25 (Figure 5.18), 0.37(Figure 5.19), and 0.5(Figure 5.20) of the maximum span-wise extension
from the wing root. These planes are fixed in the inertial frame and hence the bat wing passes in
and out of these planes throughout the cycle and the incident flow is from left to right. Each of
these planes shows the instantaneous chord-wise camber of the wing and the pressure
distribution around it. When compared with each other, it illustrates how the cambering varies
along the span, how different span-wise locations move out-of-phase with each other(different
phases of span-wise rotation or different cambering in the chord-wise direction), and the 3dimensionality of the resultant flow field.
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From figures(Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20), at t*=0.1 during the upstroke, the
wing is highly cambered in the span such that it is cutting only the first plane at
z*=0.25*maxspan while the other two planes show wake information. The first plane shows low
pressure distribution above and below the wing and significant cambering in the chord-wise
direction. There are no pockets of very low pressure zones around the wing in that plane to
generate significant forces. By t*=0.2, the wing has started extending in the span-wise direction
away from the body so that the first two cut planes have the wing cutting through. The chordwise cambering is different in both the planes. The cut profile of the wing clearly shows the two
different span-wise locations to be at different phases of the upstroke movement and the
advanced rotation. The vortices at the leading and trailing edges have started forming and the
pressure distributions in both planes reflect this. As the upstroke progresses the wing tip
continues its trajectory away from the bat body, in the horizontal plane, such that at t*=0.3 the
wing is cutting through all three planes. This timestamp is when the vortex structures on the
wing bottom attain maximum strength and interact and this is seen in all three planes in the
pressure distribution. Up till now the low pressure regions have been on the bottom surface of
the wing created through a combination of the flow over the wing at that angle of attack, vortex
structures generated and wing conformation. Past this point the vortices begin separating. At
t*=0.4, all three planes show the vortices leaving the bottom surface but now there are low
pressure regions on the wing top surface which decrease the pressure drop across the bat wing
surface and hence force generation. These low pressure regions arise from the flow being
incident on the leading edge with the appropriate angle of attack and accelerating over the
cambered top surface similar to lift generation in airfoils. The angle of attack at any span-wise
location is a function of the wing kinematics, chord-wise camber and forward flight velocity and
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the bat is able to actively control these parameters for a favorable pressure distribution. At the
end of the upstroke, the low pressure zones due to the presence of new LEV and TEV being
formed, are only on the wing top surface and the bat is already generating positive lift and thrust
before the downstroke starts.
5.6.1.3 Variation of Surface Area
Figure 5.21 shows the variation of the surface area of the bat wing throughout a cycle.
Ideally the bat would like to minimize the energy expended during the non-productive part of the
upstroke by decreasing the total force acting on the wing. It is able to accomplish this by actively
controlling the total surface area of the wing. From the beginning of the upstroke till past midstroke, the wing surface area progressively decreases as the flapping cycle advances. Past midstroke, it starts increasing all the way till the end of the upstroke. As described earlier, the vortex
structures on the wing bottom surface achieve maximum strength around t*=0.3 (Figure 5.17)
and the wing surface has minimum surface area during the upstroke at the same time. With this
measure, the bat is actively reducing the impact of the forces generated, which include a negative
lift component. The minimum surface area peak has a value of 0.97 which is a 23% reduction
from the cycle averaged area of 1.3.
5.6.2

During Downstroke
The downward translational motion component occurs from t* = 0.5 till t* = 0.9 past

which the span-wise cambering becomes dominant and the wing tip is brought close to the body
in the horizontal plane. Advanced rotation happens during the upstroke such that at the beginning
of the downstroke, t* = 0.5, the wing is already pronated with the top surface exposed to the
incoming flow and this orientation has an effective angle of attack that creates leading edge and
trailing edge vortex structures on the top surface of the wing. Additionally during the
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downstroke, the wing is again undergoing advanced rotation about a span-wise axis such that at
the end of the stroke it has finished supination. This continuous span-wise rotation, where the
leading edge is flipping up while the trailing edge flips down, plays a critical role in the
formation and separation of the vortex structures. Due to the shape of the bat wing, the leading
edge and trailing edge meet at a point instead of a wing tip edge. Hence for the bat wing, there is
no wing tip edge vortex structure. The LEV and TEV interact with each other converging at the
wing tip. This is different from the rectangular plate thin surface cases where the interaction with
the wing tip vortex structure affects the stability of the LEV [45].
Viewing the trajectories in the vertical plane (Figure 5.15) it is clear that the leading edge
and trailing edge points are sweeping forward throughout the downstroke. The downstroke loci
of both points are posterior of their upstroke loci and their trajectories are aligned closer to the
vertical than the wing tip. The wing tip starts the downstroke sweeping backward before
sweeping forward at higher angle (with vertical) than the other two points. From the locus of the
three points at the start of the downstroke, the pronated orientation of the wing can be easily
seen. The horizontal projection of the trajectories (Figure 5.16) clearly shows the initial
backward sweep of the wing tip, and then a lateral transition into the forward sweep. The leading
edge and trailing edge points are seen to have forward sweeping motion past mid-stroke when
viewed in the horizontal plane. In all cases, for approximately the first half of the downstroke, all
points are moving outward away from the body. Past mid-stroke, all points are sweeping forward
and moving closer to the body in the XZ plane. At the start of downstroke, with the wing in the
pronated orientation, the XZ plane shows the trailing edge point closer to the body than the
leading edge. And at the end of the downstroke, the trailing edge point is further away from the
body than the leading edge. This underscores how out-of-phase different segments of the bat
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wing are at any given time during flapping as well as the amount of flexion the wing is
undergoing.
5.6.2.1 Formation of Flow Structures
Immediately at the start of the downward motion (Figure 5.17), t* = 0.5, there is a welldefined TEV structure, which grows rapidly in strength, and a smaller leading edge vortex, both
of which interact at the wing tip. The TEV is attached to the trailing edge from the wing root till
the wing tip. The weaker LEV does not form near the wing root and is seen to gain strength only
past quarter span and until the wing tip on the leading edge. As is seen typically in flapping wing
cases, due to the changing effective angle of attack from the wing root to the wing tip from the
wing motion, both the trailing and leading edge vortex size grows from the root to the tip in a
spiral shape[35]. The interaction of the larger TEV with the LEV at the wing tip and the
changing angle of attack leads to the beginning of the early separation of the TEV near the wing
tip. By t* = 0.6 the TEV has progressively separated and risen from the wing surface in the span
wise direction for much of the trailing edge, except for a portion of the edge close to the wing
root. In this period the weaker LEV has also grown in strength and it remains attached around the
curved leading edge till the wing tip point, where it is still interacting with the separated TEV
above the wing surface.
By t* = 0.7, with the wing approaching the mid-point of the downstroke, more of the
TEV has separated from the trailing edge near the wing root and the separated spiral structure is
still interacting with the LEV near the wing tip above the surface. The wing also begins to sweep
forward, when viewed in the horizontal plane, into incoming flow all the way till the end of the
downstroke. At this point, the initial LEV begins to separate from the leading edge for much of
the span near the wing tip. Unlike the TEV that immediately gained vertical separation from the
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wing surface, the separated LEV is seen to roll along the wing surface towards the trailing edge
with only part of the structure near the wing tip rising from the surface. This is similar to what
was observed by Gopalakrishnan and Tafti[37] for a deforming membrane wing, in which the
chordwise camber resulting from aerodynamic forces led to the LEV gliding along the suction
surface leading to a large gain in lift force. At t* = 0.75 a secondary LEV has already formed,
and this time it extends from wing root till the wing tip, while there is no secondary TEV
forming and the initial LEV is still convecting downstream close to the wing surface. The
secondary LEV grows in strength till around t* = 0.85 at which point it starts separating close to
the wing tip. The initial LEV has mixed into the wake above the wing. By t* = 0.95 the wing tip
is already moving horizontally inward towards the body of the bat and the secondary LEV
becomes completely separated from the leading edge and is shed into the wake above the
surface. At the end of the downstroke, the TEV has convected downstream with one end still
attached at the root of the trailing edge and the other interacting with the shed LEVs in the wake.
5.6.2.2 Variation of Camber
At t*=0.6, each of the cut planes (Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, and Figure 5.20) have a
different chord-wise camber. The pressure distribution around them is dominated by the vortex
structures on the wing top surface. It is clear that the leading edge and trailing edge vortex
structures are developing and getting stronger in the span-wise direction and eventually
interacting as they near the wing tip. The cambering and the resultant angle of attack from the
wing kinematics play a role in the rate of formation and strength of these vortices. From t*=0.7
to 0.8 the TEV has separated and is shed into the wake at mid-span (z*=0.5*maxspan). It has
begun separation at z* = 0.37*maxspan while it remains attached closer to the root.
Simultaneously, starting at t*= 0.82, a low pressure region forms on the bottom surface of the
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wing in the central region away from the leading and trailing edge. Unlike the sustained low
pressure regions created on the top surface through the attached LEV and TEV structures, this
low pressure zone is posited to be created by the cambering action of the wing resulting in a
concavity in the central part of the bottom surface. This low pressure region deriving from the
wing conformation exists till the end of the downstroke. By t*=0.9, the TEV has shed into the
wake at all span-wise locations and the low pressure region on the wing bottom surface has
reached the trailing edge for span-wise locations closer to the wing root. At t*=1.0, the pressure
distribution around the wing in planes z*=0.25*maxspan and 0.37*maxspan are determined by
the wing camber and angle of attack since the vortex structures have convected away while plane
z*=0.5*maxspan still shows a vortex structure near the wing tip on the top surface.
5.6.2.3 Variation of Surface Area
The downstroke is the principal force generating stroke for positive lift and thrust
typically in most fliers. The bat is able to increase the surface area of the wing during this stroke
and further enhance the forces generated (Figure 5.21). From the beginning of the downstroke till
t*=0.7, the surface area increases gradually. Then as the wing approaches mid-stroke, the area
sharply increases with a peak between t*=0.7 and 0.85. Past this, the area decreases almost
linearly all the way till the end of the downstroke. The peak during the downstroke is 1.65.
Compared to the cycle averaged area of the bat wing, 1.3, the peak is a 27% increase. The
increasing profile of the surface area correlates very well with the forces generated as shown
later in the discussion.
5.6.3

Lift and Thrust Production
The instantaneous lift, thrust, and z-force coefficients over a cycle are shown in Figure

5.17. What is remarkable is that even with such complex kinematics employed and fluid
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structures generated during the flapping cycle, the force profiles are relatively uncomplicated
with a single dominant peak in each of upstroke and downstroke. An immediately noticeable
aspect is the difference in the transitions between upstroke to downstroke and downstroke to
upstroke. After the peak during the downstroke the force generation declines rapidly between
t*=0.75 and t*=0.85. The transition time frame from t*=0.85 till t*=1.1, of the following
upstroke, is a period of "quiescence" where there is barely any lift or thrust production.
Considering the continuous smooth flapping kinematics of the bat stroke, it is unexpected for one
fourth of the wing beat cycle to not produce significant forces. On the other hand, the transition
from the peak of upstroke to downstroke is a relatively less steep gradient with continuous
production of forces. For the purposes of this study, we assume the kinematics of this left wing
to be symmetric with the unmeasured right wing and that the z-forces cancel each other.
The cycle averaged coefficients (normalized based on the forward flight velocity and
planform area) of lift and thrust are 10 and 7.5. The maximum coefficient of lift of a twodimensional thin plate under steady state condition is 0.75. From our previous research of a
rectangular plate thin surface flapping at Reynolds number of 5000 with continuous rotation, the
maximum coefficient of lift is 2.5. The average lift coefficient of the bat is exceptional when
compared to the maximum values of the previous cases and for a forward flight velocity of 1.2
m/s; this translates to a lift of 0.23 N and a thrust of 0.17 N. There is positive thrust generation
throughout the flapping cycle with its peaks coinciding with the lift peaks. This is similar to what
was observed for rectangular plate thin surface flapping cases[35]. As inferred from the results
below, the bat is using the generated vortex structures, dynamic wing cambering, and the wing
area to control the force generation.
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During the first half of the upstroke, past the quiescent period, the lift decreases and
reaches a minimum at approximately t*=0.27(maxima in negative lift) with the coefficient of lift
approximately equal to -16. The magnitude of the peak value is less than that during the
downstroke. From Figure 5.17(b) it is clear that this negative peak in force is due to the effect of
the suction vortices on the wing bottom surface evolving in strength and having maximum effect
by t*=0.27. Unlike the downstroke, the high span-wise camber around mid-upstroke decreases
the vertical force contribution due to the pressure drop across the wing. Simultaneously, Figure
5.21 shows that the bat is continually decreasing the wing surface area from the beginning of the
upstroke till t*=0.27 when the area is minimum. Hence even though there is a large pressure
difference across the wing during the upstroke at this time, its effect is mitigated by the bat by
decreasing the surface area across which it is acting as well as by manipulating the wing camber
to decrease the vertical contribution. Past t*=0.3 and till the end of the upstroke, the lift steadily
increases crossing into the positive lift region for the last one third time segment of the upstroke.
Since the bottom surface vortices are shed after the minima in lift and the pressure difference
across the wing is decreasing, it is intuitive that the lift should start increasing after that. But for
positive lift to be generated for one third of the upstroke is unusual. From Figure 5.17(c) it is
clear that there are no vortex structures on the wing top surface yet which are creating the
positive lift. As discussed before, the cut planes (Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, and Figure 5.20), at
t*=0.4 show low pressure zones on the wing top surface created through a combination of the
angle of attack and cambering of the wing surface. Due to these low pressure zones, the lift is
able to increase even in the absence of attached vortices while the wing is still completing the
upstroke. Simultaneously, from Figure 5.21 , the bat is also increasing the wing surface area till
the end of the upstroke enhancing the positive lift forces.
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Going into the downstroke, starting vortices are already present on the wing top surface
creating positive lift and thrust. We see the force generation steadily increase till there is a peak
at t*=0.75 with a coefficient of lift value of 56. This peak happens at mid-downstroke and
coincides with the evolution of the leading and trailing edge vortices as described earlier and
shown in Figure 5.17(e). The cut planes also show low pressure zones, only on the wing top
surface at t*=0.7 primarily due to the suction effect of the vortices. As inferred from the variation
of the surface area profile, the surface area rapidly increases past t*=0.65 and peaks around
t*=0.75 coinciding with the peaks in force generated. Hence with a mechanism similar to the
upstroke but opposite in execution, the bat is able to enhance the force output by maximizing the
area across which there is a pressure difference. Since it is mid-downstroke, the wing is fully
extended with minimal span-wise cambering increasing the force component in the vertical
direction.
After the peak in the downstroke, the forces decline rapidly and then enters the quiescent
period past t*=0.85. The wing surface area also decreases past the peak point helping to partially
explain the phenomenon. From the previous discussion on the evolution of the vortices, Figure
5.17(f), there are vortices present on the wing top surface past the peak point and so it stands to
reason the forces should not be declining rapidly until the vortices have completely shed. But as
inferred from the cut planes at t*=0.9, even with the vortices on the top surface, low pressure
regions are created on the wing bottom close to the wing root due to the angle of attack and wing
camber as the downstroke progresses. This development decreases the pressure difference across
the wing surface and explains the decline of the forces. During the quiescent period, all vortices
have separated and shed for the majority of the wing top surface and low pressure zones
encompass the wing above and below decreasing the pressure difference across the wing.
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Simultaneously the span-wise cambering is again increasing with the bat folding-in the wing in
preparation for the upstroke and this further decreases the vertical component of forces
generated.
Figure 5.22 shows a qualitative comparison of the instantaneous velocity field around the
left wing of the bat from the current study compared with velocity field measured by
Hedenstrom et al.[16]. Both images show the vortices at the wing tip and the wing root and the
downwash of the flow in the central part of the wing at the trailing edge at mid-downstroke. The
bat species from the experiment is a small nectar-feeding phyllostomid species, Glossophaga
soricina. Even with the difference in the species the velocity fields look qualitatively similar.
5.7 Mode 1 Analysis
From POD analysis of the bat kinematics, in the body-attached frame of reference, the
first mode returned is primarily a translational motion combined with span-wise axis rotation to
effect changes in the angle of attack during the cycle. This result is fairly intuitive since the first
mode, with the highest eigenvalue, contributes the most to the wing motion that in the case of
flapping flight is usually the primary translational motion of root hinged flapping. From the
cumulative plot of the normalized eigenvalues (Figure 5.6) mode 1 contributes approximately
57% to the full wing motion. Figure 5.23 shows snapshots of mode 1 during the cycle. It is clear
that a significant portion of the cambering motion is absent in the first mode when compared to
the native bat kinematics. From visual inspection, the advanced rotation about span-wise axis is
also readily discernible since in each of upstroke and downstroke, the end of the stroke exposes
the opposite surface of the wing to the incoming flow than from which it started. In spite of lack
of cambering, the wing does appear to change in size hinting at changes in surface area over the
course of the mode 1 cycle. Now since this is a linear deconstruction of the original kinematics,
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the area change might be an artifact of the linear projection. Nevertheless, mode 1 does simplify
the original kinematics to two easily replicated phenomena, from a mechanical viewpoint, of
translation and rotation.
5.7.1

During Upstroke
Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 shows the vertical plane (XY) and the horizontal plane (XZ)

projection of the trajectory of the three reference points – wing tip, wrist on the leading edge, and
tip of digit V on the trailing edge. In both projections, the locus of each point, over a cycle, lie on
a straight line and overlap between upstroke and downstroke. This straight-line loci implies the
absence of any stroke deviation in the first mode. Hence in the vertical plane projection (Figure
5.24) each of these trajectories represent the intersection between the ‘stroke plane’ (plane
defined by the two extrema locations of the point, at the end of downstroke and upstroke, and the
body reference point number 34) of each point and the XY-plane. The wingtip stroke plane is
typically characterized as the representative stroke plane for the whole wing kinematics and for
forward flight is generally observed to be close to the vertical as is the case here. All three
trajectories show an incline with the vertical implying forward and backward sweeping motion
of the wing during the cycle with the backward sweep happening during the upstroke. The
rotation about a span-wise axis is also evident from the loci of the leading edge and trailing edge
markers in the XY-plane. At the beginning of the upstroke, the tip of digit V is below the wrist
point with the bottom of the wing surface facing the incoming flow. At the end of the upstroke,
advanced rotation has completed and the tip of digit V is above the wrist point with the top
surface facing the incoming flow.
In the horizontal XZ-plane (Figure 5.25), unlike the native kinematics, the wingtip and
the wrist point do not have significant displacement in the z-direction. In fact, their straight-line
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trajectories almost lie in a plane parallel to the XY-plane with primarily x-displacement
indicating forward and backward sweep. Now if the span-wise length of the wing was constant
during the cycle, such loci are not possible for the two points. From this it infers that the wing is
stretching and contracting in the span-wise direction throughout the mode 1 cycle. Since the
vertical translational motion is already known, this constrains the maximum stretching at the
beginning and end of the upstroke and the maximum contraction at mid-upstroke for the two
points to lie on the loci in Figure 5.25. This implies a corresponding change in the wing surface
area. This can be seen in Figure 5.23 where the wing appears to shrink at t*=0.3 and stretch out
at t*=0.1 and 0.5. The trailing edge point on the other hand has a large displacement in the zdirection and some in the x-direction. The x-direction again indicates the backward sweep during
the upstroke. What is interesting, and similar to the native kinematics, is the trailing edge point is
further away from the body at the start of upstroke and close to the body at the end of the stroke
in the horizontal plane. We infer from this that at the beginning of the upstroke with the wingtip
sweeping forward the bat is pulling the trailing edge point away from the body to accommodate
this sweep. Similarly, at the end of the upstroke with the wingtip swept back, the trailing edge
point is pushed back towards the body. Unlike the other two points, the locus of motion of the
trailing edge point does not lie in a plane parallel to the XY-plane.
5.7.1.1 Formation of Flow Structures
At the start of the upstroke (Figure 5.26), there is less span-wise camber, than the native
kinematics (Figure 5.17), with the wing extended in the z-direction. This results in more force
contribution towards lift from the very beginning. At t*=0, the residual interacting vortices near
the wing tip on the top surface are shedding into the wake. At t*=0.1 (Figure 5.26(a)) leading
edge and trailing edge vortices are already formed and attached along most of the span. The
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formation of these vortices are ahead of phase compared to the native kinematics (Figure
5.17(a)). They increase in strength and, as the upstroke progresses, interact at the center of the
wing bottom surface all along the span. By t*=0.25, the attached vortices have created a low
pressure zone for the whole of the bottom surface and their interaction near the wing tip has
begun to separate them from the surface (Figure 5.26(b)). Following this, the TEV starts
separating first, close to the wing tip, followed by the LEV. The separation progressively extends
towards the wing root. When t*=0.4 is reached, the vortex centers of the LEV and TEV have
moved away from the bottom surface while at the same time the wing is rotating due to advanced
rotation. Similar to the native kinematics, as the wing approaches the end of the upstroke, t*=0.5,
the combination of the mode 1 kinematics and the wing conformation leads to effective angles of
attack at both the leading and trailing edge such that a LEV and TEV are formed on the wing top
surface.
Compared to the native bat wing kinematics, mode 1 replicates the principal LEV and
TEV during the upstroke. But their evolution differs in the phasing. They are created earlier in
the upstroke and hence their growth and strength is also ahead. The mode 1 wing kinematics also
delay the separation of the vortices such that the shed vortices are still close to the wing bottom
surface till later in the upstroke compared to the original stroke.
5.7.1.2 Variation of Camber
The difference in phasing, cambering, and advanced rotation between mode 1 and the
native kinematics are better inferred through the comparison of the pressure contours in the three
cutting planes at z* equal to 0.25 (Figure 5.27), 0.37 (Figure 5.28), and 0.5 (Figure 5.29) of the
maximum span-wise extension from the wing root. Since mode 1 and all further modes are lower
dimensional descriptors of the original motion and the original motion can be reconstructed from
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the linear combination of these modes, we use the same physical cutting planes as the original
motion, across all modes, to compare the fluid flow. This means the maximum span-wise
extension chosen is always from the native bat kinematics.
Comparing the plane closest to the body between mode 1 (Figure 5.27) and the native
kinematics (Figure 5.18), the difference in the chord-wise camber can be clearly seen at t*=0.1.
The cut profile of the wing in mode 1 has significantly reduced cambering. This view also
clearly shows the difference in the forward sweep of the wing tip and the amount of span-wise
rotation. In mode 1, due to the absence of stroke deviation, the wing tip is already sweeping back
at t*=0.1 while in the native kinematics more forward sweep is enabled through the action of
stroke deviation. The rotation about a span-wise axis at the wing tip occurs to a greater degree in
the original kinematics at t*=0.1, while mode 1 is subtending a lower angle measured from the
horizontal plane. In both cases the wing tip is more rotated than the section closer to the wing
root. As seen earlier, the evolution of the flow in mode 1 is ahead of the native kinematics and at
t*=0.1 the low pressure zones are being created on the wing bottom surface with none on top.
Since camber is absent, the wing is also cutting all three planes and presenting a bigger surface
projection on the horizontal plane that increases lift contribution.
By t*=0.2, the wing is almost level with the horizontal and the low pressure zones show
the vortices have evolved in strength. The advanced rotation of the wing is ahead of that seen in
the native kinematics (Figure 5.18). At t*=0.3 the interacting LEV and TEV begin to get unstable
and separate near the wing tip. The low pressure zones on the wing bottom surface increases in
area with the vortices getting unstable and separating. By t*=0.4, all three planes show that the
vortex centers have completely separated from the bottom surface and have maximum separation
at the wing tip. They are at a distance such that they do not create low pressure zones near the
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wing bottom surface. The advanced rotation has by now rotated the wing sufficiently such that
the top surface is oriented towards the incoming flow. The wing top surface now has small zones
of low pressure created near the leading edge. In the native kinematics at t*=0.4 (Figure 5.18,
Figure 5.19, and Figure 5.20) the low pressure zones span the whole top surface near the wing
root and these regions have lower pressure. These low pressure pockets on the top surface in
mode 1 are created due to a similar scenario as in the original wing motion. The combination of
the mode 1 kinematics and incoming flow direction as well as the wing conformation is creating
the appropriate effective angle of attack at the leading edge such that the flow accelerates over
the top surface and due to the inherent 3D nature of the flapping, this angle of attack varies in the
span-wise direction. At the end of the upstroke, the low pressure zones due to the presence of
new LEV and TEV being formed, are only on the wing top surface and the bat is already
generating positive lift and thrust before the downstroke starts.
5.7.1.3 Variation of Surface Area
The variation of the wing surface area for mode 1 has a sinusoidal profile. As inferred
from the trajectories of the reference points, the area has maxima near the beginning and end of
the upstroke and a minimum toward mid-upstroke. Near mid-upstroke when the forces have a
peak due to the effect of the vortices at full strength, the area is minimum, having a value of 0.97
that is a 20% decrease from the average, with similar magnitude as the native wing kinematics
but offset in phase to earlier in the cycle. After mid-upstroke the area again increases in
preparation for the downstroke. Since the peak in forces during upstroke contribute towards
negative lift, it is desirable to have a minimum area across which it is acting to mitigate the
effect.
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5.7.2

During Downstroke
The downward translational motion occurs from t*=0.5 till t*=1.0. Unlike the native

kinematics, there is no span-wise cambering towards the end of the stroke to fold the wing close
to the body. Advanced rotation about span-wise axis happens throughout the downstroke such
that from the pronated orientation at the beginning, t*=0.5 (Figure 5.23), the wing completes
supination by the end of the stroke, t*=1.0.
For mode 1, the upstroke and downstroke trajectories of the reference points projected in
the vertical (Figure 5.24) and horizontal (Figure 5.25) planes coincide. Hence the downstroke
primarily comprises of translational motion combined with advanced rotation without any stroke
deviation or dynamic cambering in the span-wise directon. Similar to the upstroke, the
trajectories dictate that the area of the wing should change to accommodate the kinematics.
5.7.2.1 Formation of Flow Structures
As seen in upstroke, the evolution of the flow during the downstroke for mode 1 is also
ahead in phase from the native kinematics. At the end of the upstroke, a LEV and TEV already
exists on the wing top surface and these continue to evolve. Comparing t*=0.6 between mode 1
(Figure 5.26(d)) and the original wing (Figure 5.17(d)) the difference in phase is immediately
clear. Both the initial LEV and TEV for mode 1 have separated from the wing surface, with the
separation increasing from root to wing tip, and is at a distance above the wing. While for the
native kinematics at the same phase, the separation is evident only near the wing tip with the rest
of the LEV and TEV still close to the surface. Mode 1, at t*=0.6, shows additional smaller
vortices being formed on both the leading edge and trailing edge close to the wing tip but not
near the wing root. These smaller vortices have very short attachment periods and are shed into
the wake very quickly. By t*=0.65, the initial TEV, still close to the wing at the root, has
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convected far above the wing surface. The initial LEV has continued separation as well and is
convecting downstream rolling over the wing surface while still interacting with the TEV above
the wing. At this phase a secondary LEV begins to form from approximately mid-span till the
wing tip at the leading edge. No significant secondary vortex is formed at the trailing edge. The
secondary LEV continues to evolve in strength along the span until t*=0.8 past which it starts
separating and sheds completely into the wake by the end of the downstroke.
5.7.2.2 Variation of Camber
As is the case for upstroke, mode 1 does not show significant dynamic cambering along
the span during the downstroke. However, At t*=0.6, each of the cut planes (Figure 5.27, Figure
5.28, and Figure 5.29) have similar chord-wise profile. The pressure distribution around them is
dominated by the vortex structures on the wing top surface and the bigger region of low pressure
marks how the evolution of the vortices are ahead in phase compared to the native kinematics.
By t*=0.7, the low pressure regions are still on the top surface created through the interaction of
the initial LEV and TEV as well as several smaller vortices which are formed and shed quickly.
Advanced rotation progresses as the wing sweeps forward into the incoming flow with no change
in camber. From t*=0.7 to 0.8, the initial vortices have shed from the top surface and the low
pressure core of the secondary LEV formed can be clearly discerned at the leading edge growing
in strength from root to wing tip. At t*=0.8, the camber of the cut profile of the wing in the first
plane (closest to wing root) resembles the profile of the original wing (Figure 5.18) but its
orientation is different due to the difference in phase of the advanced rotation. At the same time,
low pressure zones are being created on the wing bottom surface near the wing root similar to the
native kinematics (happens close to t*=0.9) even though their evolution is ahead in phase for
mode 1. These low pressure zones are not due to coherent vortex formation. We posit that the
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existing camber from the wing conformation and the mode 1 kinematics create effective angles
of attack at the leading edge near the wing root for the flow to accelerate past the wing bottom
surface and create low pressure zones. This effect is reduced in the span-wise direction
approaching the wing root. This span-wise variation is expected since for a given root hinged
flapping motion, the angle of attack due to the wing translation has to vary in the span-wise
direction.
By t*=0.9 the top surface vortices have shed with only the farthest plane (Figure 5.29)
from the wing root showing residual vortices on top near the wing tip. At the end of the
downstroke, the low pressure zones on the bottom surface continue to exist while none of the
cutting planes show residual vortices on the top.
5.7.2.3 Variation of Surface Area
For mode 1, the surface area varies similarly in upstroke and downstroke unlike the
native kinematics. At the beginning and end of the downstroke, the surface area is maximum
while it has a minimum close to mid-downstroke. This variation is not desirable since the peak
forces during downstroke is required to sustain high lift and thrust through the flapping cycle and
so it is beneficial to have increased area during the downstroke. The original wing does not have
a minimum in area during the downstroke.
5.7.3

Lift and Thrust Production
The instantaneous lift, thrust, and z-force coefficients over a cycle for mode 1 are shown

in Figure 5.26. The two peaks in lift during the downstroke as well as the lack of positive thrust
generation during the upstroke immediately set it apart from the native kinematics. Furthermore
due to the difference in phasing for mode 1, corresponding peaks in force are also offset in time
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with the peaks occuring earlier in the cycle for mode 1. The transition from upstroke to
downstroke is similar for the two cases while downstroke to upstroke again comprises of a
quiescent period where there is minimal force generation. The quiescent period is offset to earlier
in the cycle and lasts from t*=0.8 till t*=1.0. The cycle averaged coefficients of lift and thrust are
2.5 and 1.8. These numbers are a steep decline from the averages for the native kinematics.
Hence mode 1, by itself, cannot deliver the performance of the native kinematics.
There is no quiescent period at the beginning of the upstroke unlike the native kinematics
since mode 1 is ahead in phase. The upstroke starts with negative lift and the lift decreases till a
minimum occurs at t*=0.22. This minimum coefficient of lift has a lower value, -27, than the
original wing (higher negative lift). This can be attributed to the wing having less span-wise
camber (Figure 5.26(b)) and being ahead in phase during advanced rotation such that more of the
wing surface is parallel to the horizontal increasing the contribution to lift from the suction
vortices on the bottom side and correspondingly decreasing the contribution in the flight
direction. The lack of positive thrust during the upstroke is very undesirable for sustained
forward flight. The variation of the surface area (Figure 5.21) during upstroke has a minima at
t*=0.22 decreasing the area over which the forces act. But the pressure difference across the
level wing leads to increase in negative lift even with the smaller area.
From t*=0.22 till the end of the upstroke, the lift steadily increases crossing into the
positive lift region around t*=0.4. The vortices on the bottom surface move away from the wing
surface after the minimum and the low pressure regions forming on the top surface (Figure 5.27)
past t*=0.4 lead to the increase in the lift. However, until t*=0.4, the wing is mostly level to the
horizontal and hence the lack of positive thrust. Past t*=0.4, the advanced rotation orients the
wing with the top surface facing the incoming flow and, even in the absence of attached vortices,
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the low pressure zones created through the combination of the appropriate angle of attack and the
wing conformation on the top surface generate positive lift and thrust. Simultaneously, from
Figure 5.21 , for mode 1 the wing surface area is increasing till the end of upstroke enhancing the
positive forces.
The downstroke for mode 1 has the distinguishing feature of two separate peaks in lift at
t*=0.6 and t*=0.7 after which the forces rapidly decline and enter the quiescent period at t*=0.8.
From the very beginning of the downstroke, the cut planes (Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28, and Figure
5.29) show low pressure regions on the wing top surface driven by starting LEV and TEV on the
top surface. These vortices do not remain attached for long and progressively separate from the
wing, with maximum separation near the wing tip by t*=0.6 (Figure 5.26(d)). Simultaneously,
small vortices are created along the span on the top surface close to the wing tip. We infer that a
combination of the initial LEV and TEV interaction along with the smaller vortices being formed
lead to the first peak in the lift and the thrust. As discussed before, between t*=0.6 and t*=0.7, a
secondary LEV is formed (Figure 5.26(e)) attached to the leading edge for the majority of the
span till the wing tip. At t*=0.7 the wing is again level with the horizontal due to the advanced
rotation and the forces have maximum contribution along the vertical direction. The
development of the secondary LEV and the wing orientation leads to the second peak in the lift
while there is no contribution of forces in the forward flight direction. Both peaks have a
coefficient of lift of approximately 37. Simultaneously, from Figure 5.21, the surface area has
been decreasing since the beginning of the downstroke and again reaches a minimum coinciding
with the second peak in the lift. Both downstroke peaks have a lower lift coefficient than the
native kinematics.
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After the second peak, the forces decline rapidly entering the quiescent period at t*=0.8.
With the secondary LEV still developing on the wing top surface, it seems counter intuitive for
the forces to be declining. But from the pressure contours around the wing in the cut planes
(Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28, and Figure 5.29) we see that, past t*=0.8, the low pressure zones on
the bottom surface of the wing have already formed decreasing the pressure difference across the
wing surface. Towards the end of the downstroke, negative lift is created since residual vortices
on the top surface have completely separated and the bottom surface now has the low pressure
zones.
5.8 Mode 2 Analysis
Mode 2 is the second most energetic movement from the native kinematics that POD
returns with an approximate contribution of 29% (Figure 5.6). Figure 5.30 shows the snapshots
of the wing kinematics over a cycle for mode 2 and it is clear that the mode primarily captures
the span-wise cambering action, from the native kinematics, responsible for the distinctive
arched wing conformation (in front view) seen towards the end of the downstroke and through
most of the upstroke and the span-wise stretching-out of the wing during the downstroke. Any
flapping movement (vertical translation) is absent. As a consequence of the dynamic span-wise
camber or ‘cupping motion’, the wing tip moves in the horizontal plane between two extrema
locations. One extrema occurs during the upstroke where the wing tip approaches closest to the
bat body in the horizontal plane. The other is during the downstroke when the wing is at
maximum extension. There is twisting of the wing about a span-wise axis evident from the
snapshots. The wing chord close to the tip rotates about a span-wise axis, with the wing root
stationary, causing the wing surface to twist. This twisting motion alternates its sense through the
flapping cycle and its phasing is different from the advanced rotation. The torsional motion
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reverses at the phases where the wing tip reaches the extrema locations. Hence, from the
maximum wing extension till the end of the ‘cupping motion’ the wing tip is undergoing anticlockwise rotation, viewed from the root side, and then clockwise rotation for the reverse
motion. While undergoing the above movement, the segment of the wing from root till
approximately before the quarter span remains very rigid showing only subtle movement to
enable the rest.
From the beginning of the upstroke, t*=0, till t*=0.16 the span-wise camber increases
(Figure 5.30) with the wing tip continuously moving towards the bat body in the horizontal
plane. During this phase the wing chord near the tip rotates clockwise (seen from root side) and
this torsional motion combined with the span-wise bending causes the wing segment near the tip
to have its bottom surface facing the flow while the segment near the wing root has its bottom
surface face away from the flow. Past t*=0.16, the torsion reverses as well as the cambering with
the wing tip moving out in the span-wise direction away from the body. This continues till
t*=0.74 (downstroke) when the wing has reached maximum extension and the reverse torsion
has completed with the wing tip side facing away from the flow now. The wing tip then again
starts moving towards the body. Hence for 58% of the time in mode 2, the wing is extending
away from the body with the majority of that time spent in the upstroke. For 42% of the mode 2
cycle, the wing is folding-in with the majority of it happening towards the end of the downstroke.
From the snapshots, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the area change. Mode 2
by itself is then a twisting motion about a span-wise axis and a bending motion of the wing in the
span-wise direction combined. To understand the aerodynamic benefits of mode 2, modes 1 and
2 are combined and simulated as a cumulative mode, contributing 86% of the wing motion,
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whose performance can then be compared against the native kinematics and mode 1. The
following descriptions are of the cumulative kinematics of mode 1 + 2.
5.8.1

During Upstroke
Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 shows the vertical plane (XY) and the horizontal plane (XZ)

projection of the trajectory of the three reference points for the cumulative mode 1 + 2. With
mode 1 and 2 added together, the cumulative resulting trajectory projections now begin to
resemble the projections of the native kinematics and hence stroke deviation is now present.
Comparing the vertical plane projections (Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.15) the trailing edge point,
tip of digit V, is seen to have almost a similar trajectory whereas the wing tip and the wrist point
have distinctively different closed curves than the native kinematics. For the mode 1 + 2
kinematics, the wing tip trajectory is very close to a simple ellipse. The upstroke curve is still
anterior to the downstroke and it is a simple backward sweeping motion. For the native
kinematics, the wing tip sweeps back at a larger angle from the vertical and, towards the end of
the upstroke has a rapid flip up motion, none of which are manifested in the cumulative mode.
The leading edge point (wrist) trajectory, in contrast, has a larger angle in upstroke for the
cumulative mode versus the native kinematics. The vertical plane projection clearly shows
advanced rotation similar to the native kinematics. The span-wise twisting and bending motion
of mode 2 combined with straight-line motion of mode 1 results in stroke deviation, which along
with the advanced rotation affect the performance.
In comparing the horizontal plane projections (Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.16) the trailing
edge point again has a similar trajectory as the native kinematics. Whereas the wing tip and the
wrist have clear differences in their trajectories compared to the native kinematics. The wing tip
in the native case is going through clear phases during the upstroke such as an almost straight170

line backward sweep phase followed by a rapid change in direction into a span-wise extension.
The cumulative mode horizontal projection is a simple curve transitioning into the downstroke
that matches with the wing sweeping backward while at the same time extending in the spanwise direction through the majority of the upstroke. The wrist point also behaves similar to the
wing tip during the upstroke with a more curved trajectory than a straight-line one during the
upstroke.
5.8.1.1 Formation of Flow Structures
With the projected trajectories, in each plane, of the cumulative mode following a similar
trend as the native kinematics, the evolution of the flow structures is also quite similar. As the
upstroke starts, there are residual vortices on the wing top surface. By t*=0.1 a weak LEV forms
on the bottom surface (Figure 5.33(a)) as the wing tip is still coming into the body and the wing
is sweeping backward during the upstroke. At t*=0.2, both LEV and TEV are present and
growing in strength and attached along the span from root to tip. Just as in the native kinematics,
both vortices interact at the center of the bottom surface as the upstroke progresses. Past t*=0.3,
the vortices create a low pressure zone covering the whole bottom surface and separation occurs
close to the wing tip (Figure 5.33(b)). The separation continues spreading towards the wing root
and by t*=0.4, both LEV and TEV have moved away from the bottom surface. At the very end
of the upstroke, the wing kinematics and the wing conformation lead to effective angles of attack
that lead to the creation of a LEV and TEV on the top surface.
5.8.1.2 Variation of Camber
Mode 2 characterizes the variation of the span-wise camber and the torsional motion that
twists the wing surface, with a different phase than the advanced rotation in the native
kinematics. As seen above from the formation of the flow structures, combining mode 2 to the
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translational and rotational motion of mode 1 returns almost similar flow phenomena as the
native kinematics.
The pressure contours in the three cutting planes at z* equal to 0.25, 0.37, and 0.5 of the
maximum span-wise extension from the wing root are shown in Figure 5.34, Figure 5.35, and
Figure 5.36 respectively. Comparing the plane closest to the body (Figure 5.34) with the native
kinematics (Figure 5.18), at t*=0.1 there is a difference in the chord-wise camber in the cut
plane. The native kinematics has slightly more forward sweep from visual inspection. The
pressure contours indicate no residual vortices for the cumulative mode on the wing top surface
at t*=0.1. In the second plane at t*=0.1, the cumulative mode wing has more span-wise extension
unlike the native kinematics. These are not substantial differences since the pressure contours are
not radically different.
At t*=0.2, the pressure contours in all three planes between the cumulative mode and the
native kinematics are very similar. Both show the low pressure zones due to the formation of the
LEV and TEV on the wing bottom surface. However, the amount of torsional rotation of the
segment near the wing tip is visibly different. In the first two planes closest to the body (Figure
5.34 and Figure 5.35), the native kinematics wing is oriented closer to the vertical near the wing
tip than the cumulative case. Hence even with the torsional twist present in mode 2, the
cumulative case is not completely capturing the full rotational kinematics.
For the rest of the upstroke, from t*=0.3 till the end, the pressure contours in the cut
planes are very similar to the native kinematics case while the wing torsional rotation differs.
The native case is undergoing more rotation at each phase. The pressure contours show the
bottom surface vorticity having shed from the wing by t*=0.4 and thus the low pressure zones
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have moved away from the bottom. At the same time, similar to the native kinematics, low
pressure zones develop on the wing top surface due to the angle of incidence of the incoming
flow and the wing conformation.
5.8.1.3 Variation of Surface Area
From the beginning of the upstroke the wing surface area is decreasing for the cumulative
mode 1 + 2. It reaches a minimum at t*=0.25 and magnitude is the lowest among all the
cumulative modes and the native kinematics. The minimum in non-dimensional area is
approximately 0.8 which is a 38% reduction from the cycle averaged value of 1.3. Past the
minimum peak, the area increases at a faster rate than the native kinematics, till the end of the
upstroke. Hence cumulative mode 1 + 2 has the largest mitigation of the forces generated during
the upstroke through the reduction of the surface area.
5.8.2

During Downstroke
Comparing the vertical plane projections (Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.15) for the cumulative

mode versus the native kinematics, the downstroke trajectory of the trailing edge point, tip of
digit V, is similar whereas the wing tip and the wrist point have distinctively different curves.
The trajectory of the wing tip is a simple forward and downward sweep posterior to the upstroke
trajectory. But in the native kinematics, the wing tip does a lot more as previously described. For
the point on the leading edge, the trajectory is more vertical, having less forward sweep,
compared to the native kinematics. The stroke deviation is almost symmetrical for the trailing
edge point and the wing tip for this mode.
From the horizontal plane projections (Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.16) the trailing edge
point trajectory again does not differ much from the native kinematics. The wing tip again has a
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simpler trajectory, without rapid changes in movement, for the cumulative mode in the
horizontal plane. The leading edge point trajectory differs slightly from the native kinematics. In
essence the cumulative mode 1 + 2 is a simplified version of the native kinematics and this is
essentially the aim of POD analysis, to extract lower order kinematics.
5.8.2.1 Formation of Flow Structures
Immediately at the start of the downward motion (Figure 5.33), t* = 0.5, a LEV and a
TEV form on the top surface. The TEV stretches from the wing root till the wing tip. The LEV is
weak near the wing tip and gains strength only past mid-span. Both vortices grow in size from
root to wing tip forming spiral structures that interact near the wing tip. As the downstroke
progresses, this interaction leads to instability and separation starts near the wing tip around
t*=0.6. The TEV sheds into the wake rising above the wing surface while still being attached
close to the root. By t*=0.7, the initial LEV begins shedding and the formation of a secondary
LEV begins. There are no secondary TEVs formed. The secondary LEV grows in strength till
around t* = 0.8 at which point it starts separating close to the wing tip. The initial LEV has
mixed into the wake above the wing. By t* = 0.9 even with the secondary LEV shed, there are
still smaller attached vortices at the leading edge interacting with the wake above the surface. At
the end of the downstroke, residual vortices remain on the top surface close to the wing tip.
5.8.2.2 Variation of Camber
Comparing the vertical plane trajectory of the leading edge point (wrist) in Figure 5.31
and Figure 5.15, it is clear that for the cumulative mode the loci of the wrist is more vertical
compared to the native kinematics during the downstroke. With this subtle change the effective
angle of attack of the incident flow on the wing and the variation of the chord-wise camber in the
cumulative mode during the downstroke will be different from that of the native kinematics.
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From visual inspection, it is difficult to see the difference in the variation of the spanwise camber and the chord-wise camber from the native kinematics as seen in the comparison of
the three cutting planes (Figure 5.34, Figure 5.35, and Figure 5.36 versus Figure 5.18, Figure
5.19, and Figure 5.20). Unlike the upstroke, there is no visible difference in the torsional rotation
of the wing in all three planes. So the cumulative mode is almost replicating the native
kinematics on the downstroke but from the projected trajectories it is known there are
differences.
At t*=0.6 the pressure contours in all three planes show the initial LEV and TEV on the
wing top surface. The low pressure vortex cores are attached at the leading edge and trailing
edge and growing stronger in the span-wise direction. They interact near the wing tip, as seen in
the last plane (Figure 5.36), and the interaction leads to separation starting near the wing tip. The
snapshot at t*=0.7 shows the TEV having already shed into the wake for a majority of the span
except near the wing root. The LEV is also nearing separation and the pressure contours are still
dominated by the flow vortices similar to the native kinematics. But at t*=0.8, the pressure
contours in the cutting planes differ from the native kinematics. The phenomena on the wing top
surface is similar with a secondary LEV vortex core developing and the previously shed vortices
convecting downstream leading to low pressure regions on the wing top surface. However the
cumulative mode shows low pressure regions on the wing bottom surface which are not due to
the presence of developed vortices. So the cumulative mode kinematics and the wing
conformation are creating a flow such that low pressures zones form on the bottom surface ahead
of phase compared to the native kinematics. This implies the pressure difference across the wing
surface should decrease earlier in the flapping cycle for the cumulative mode.
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Past t*=0.8, the secondary LEV has shed and only residual interacting vortex structures
remain attached to the leading edge on the top surface from mid-span till the wing tip. The spanwise camber is increasing as the wing approaches the end of the downstroke. Pressure contours
show low pressure zones in the regions of still attached vorticity on the top surface at t*=0.9
while the angle of attack driven low pressure zones on the bottom surface have decreased. This
continues till the end of the downstroke and compared to the native kinematics, the cutting
planes show the presence of more low pressure regions on the top surface for the cumulative
mode which implies a higher pressure difference across the surface.
5.8.2.3 Variation of Surface Area
Unlike mode 1, Figure 5.21 shows the surface area increasing during the downstroke.
From t*=0.5 till t*=0.82, the area increases and then decreases till the end of the stroke.
Compared to the native kinematics, the peak in area occurs at a different phase and the area
increase and decrease occur at a slower rate. The peak has a value of 1.55, which is a 19%
increase over the cycle averaged value of 1.3. Since positive lift and thrust is produced during the
downstroke, the increase in area is beneficial for the overall performance of the cumulative
mode.
5.8.3

Lift and Thrust Production
The instantaneous lift, thrust, and z-force coefficients over a cycle for the cumulative

mode 1 + 2 are shown in Figure 5.33. The cycle averaged coefficients of lift and thrust are 10.6
and 7. By combining the first two POD modes, one is able to get almost comparable performance
as the full native kinematics. The first two modes represent translational motion, advanced
rotation, dynamic span-wise cambering, and torsional rotation of the wing about a span-wise axis
leading to the twisting of the wing surface. These factors combined with the variation of the
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surface area, gives a simpler template for replicating the performance of the native kinematics.
There is however differences in the phasing of the instantaneous profiles and the number of
peaks compared to the original wing.
Unlike the native kinematics and mode 1 there is no quiescent period present for the
cumulative mode 1 + 2 transition from downstroke to upstroke. The two significant peaks during
downstroke also differentiate it from the native kinematics. The upstroke has a single peak and
the transition from upstroke to downstroke is similar to the original kinematics.
At the beginning of the upstroke, the lift transitions from positive to negative lift. This
coincides with the low pressure regions on the top surface at the beginning of the stroke (t*=1.0
in Figure 5.34). The new vortices begin to develop during the upstroke on the bottom surface
(Figure 5.33(b)) and the lift decreases till it reaches a minima around t*=0.27 with a coefficient
of lift value of approximately -15. This is mid-upstroke and corresponds to the growing LEV and
TEV on the bottom surface interacting and covering the surface for the whole span. The peak in
upstroke for the native kinematics has the same phase and the coefficient of lift value of -16 is
close to the minimum of the cumulative mode unlike mode 1. The minimum in the surface area
during upstroke also occurs at t*=0.27 to minimize the effect of the negative force peak. From
t*=0.27 and till the end of the upstroke, the lift and thrust steadily increase crossing into the
positive lift region around t*=0.36. The vortices on the bottom surface are moving away from the
wing surface after the minimum and the low pressure regions forming on the top surface (Figure
5.34, Figure 5.35, and Figure 5.36) past t*=0.4 lead to the increase in the lift. Simultaneously,
from Figure 5.21 , for the cumulative mode 1 + 2 the wing surface area is increasing till the end
of upstroke enhancing the positive forces.
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The downstroke has two significant peaks for both lift and thrust at t*=0.56 and t*=0.72
after which the forces rapidly decline. The cut planes (Figure 5.34, Figure 5.35, and Figure 5.36)
show low pressure regions on the wing top surface driven by the starting LEV and TEV on the
top surface at the beginning of the stroke. Similar to the native kinematics, these vortices
progressively grow and separate from the wing, with maximum force generation by t*=0.56
(Figure 5.33(d)). Between t*=0.6 and t*=0.8, the secondary LEV evolves (Figure 5.33(e))
attached to the leading edge for the majority of the span till the wing tip. As it approaches middownstroke the wing is again level with the horizontal due to the advanced rotation and the
forces have maximum contribution along the vertical direction. The development of the
secondary LEV and the wing orientation leads to the second peak in the lift. The coefficient of
lift peak has a magnitude of 48 that is lower than the downstroke peak for the native kinematics.
Unlike mode 1, both downstroke peaks contribute to thrust production. Simultaneously, from
Figure 5.21, the surface area has been increasing since the beginning of the downstroke and
reaches a maximum past both peaks at around t*=0.82.
After the second peak, the forces decline rapidly till t*=0.8 past which they decrease
gradually transitioning into the upstroke. As discussed before, the development of the low
pressure regions on the wing bottom surface leads to the decreasing pressure difference across
the wing which continues till the end of the downstroke (Figure 5.34, Figure 5.35, and Figure
5.36).
5.9 Mode 3 Analysis
Mode 3 has the third largest contribution to the native kinematics, from POD, with a
value of approximately 4.5% (Figure 5.6). ompared to modes 1 and 2, mode 3 is relatively less
important based on the normalized eigenvalue contribution to the overall kinematics.
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Appropriately the mode 3 movements are very subtle and again concern the dynamic change in
span-wise cambering during the flapping cycle.
Figure 5.37 shows the snapshots of the wing kinematics over a cycle for mode 3. The
wing conformation is a permanently cambered form that changes the camber by a bending action
that increases the camber in the center of the wing while pushing the wing tip downward and
slightly outward to accommodate the bend. Vertical translation, and advanced rotation are again
absent.
From the beginning of the upstroke till t*=0.27 the span-wise camber is increasing due to
the bending action of the wing. The wing tip is simultaneously moving down and outward
(Figure 5.37). Past t*=0.27, the action reverses with the wing surface straightening out while the
wing tip moves upward and inward. The straightening motion lasts till t*=0.5. The bending
recommences from the mid-point of the flapping cycle till t*=0.66 when the span-wise
cambering reaches a local maximum. The wing surface again starts straightening for a very short
period till t*=0.7. From t*=0.7 till t*=0.8, the bending motion happens again and the wing tip is
moving downwards. Past t*=0.8 till the end of the cycle, the camber decreases with the
straightening motion happening and the wing tip moving up back up.
The vertical (XY) and horizontal (XZ) plane projections of the trajectory of the reference
points are shown in Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.39. In the vertical plane, the trailing edge point
trajectory is almost identical with the native kinematics (Figure 5.15). The wing tip and leading
edge point trajectories are converging towards the native kinematics. The locus of the wing tip
towards the end of the upstroke and the beginning of the downstroke is different between the
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two. The similar narrative is seen in the horizontal projections. All three trajectories are
converging towards the native kinematics with the addition of each mode.
With such subtle movement during the flapping cycle, it is difficult to pinpoint changes
in the evolution of the flow structures due to the influence of just mode 3. To understand the
aerodynamic benefits of mode 3, the cumulative mode 1 + 2 + 3, contributing approximately
90% of the wing motion, is simulated and then compared against the native kinematics and the
prior cumulative modes. The three cutting planes are not used to analyze mode 3 since it matches
the native kinematics very closely and does not add much to the discussion. The fluid mechanics
for the cumulative mode are similar to the native kinematics, and hence instead of describing the
flow features again, we tackle only the areas of differences.
5.9.1

Formation of Flow Structures
The primary difference between cumulative mode 1 + 2 + 3 and the prior cumulative

modes occur during the downstroke (Figure 5.40). In each of the prior modes, the initial LEV
and TEV at the start of the downstroke quickly evolve and separate from the wing surface by
mid-downstroke and a secondary LEV forms. Instead, for the current mode, Figure 5.40(d) and
Figure 5.40(e), the separation of the initial vortices is delayed. Both the LEV and TEV grow in
strength and form spiral structures attached along the span from root to tip. The TEV starts
shedding near the wing tip by t*=0.6 similar to the prior cumulative modes. But the LEV
remains attached and evolves past t*=0.75. A secondary LEV forms only after that when the
initial LEV begins to shed. Hence the subtle span-wise cambering action delays the separation of
the initial LEV during the downstroke and this is similar to what happens during the native
kinematics.
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5.9.2

Variation of Surface Area
From Figure 5.21, the variation of the surface area follows a similar profile as the native

kinematics. There is a minimum during the upstroke and a maximum in the downstroke. The
upstroke minimum peak has a value of 0.95, which is a 27% reduction from the cycle averaged
value of 1.3. The downstroke maximum has a value of 1.6, which is a 23% increase. The phase
of the peaks are different from the native kinematics.
5.9.3

Lift and Thrust Production
Compared to the prior cumulative modes, it is easily seen that the current mode has a

different force profile during the downstroke (Figure 5.40). The two peaks in the force
generation corresponding to the evolution and separation of the initial LEV and TEV and then
the secondary LEV are absent. Since, as described above, for the current mode the initial LEV
separation is delayed and the secondary LEV follows immediately almost merging with the
initial structure, the force curves reflect one gradual peak. The native kinematics exhibits the
same phenomena with slightly different phasing. As expected, with more modes added, the force
profiles approach the native kinematics lift and thrust generation.
5.10

Power Requirements

Table 5.3 Power requirements for the native kinematics and cumulative modes

Native	
  Kinematics	
  
Mode	
  1	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  +	
  3	
  

Upstroke	
  Peak	
  

Downstroke	
  Peak	
  

Average	
  

-‐46.5	
  
-‐56	
  
-‐36.3	
  
-‐41	
  

-‐152	
  
-‐94	
  
-‐119	
  
-‐112	
  

-‐35.2	
  
-‐25.2	
  
-‐32.5	
  
-‐35.4	
  

Propulsive	
  
Efficiency(%)	
  
10.65	
  
3.6	
  
10.75	
  
10.6	
  

The instantaneous variation of the power requirement (normalized based on fluid density,
forward velocity, and the maximum area of the wing) is shown in Figure 5.41 for the native wing
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kinematics as well as the cumulative modes. Power is calculated as the sum of the dot product of
the force acting on the surface of each unstructured triangular element of the bat wing and the
velocity of the element. Negative power implies the fluid is extracting power from the flapping
wing or the wing has to work against the fluid forces. The profile of the power curve for each
case follows closely from their respective force curves. Typically, the phases in each case where
the force output, lift or thrust, has a peak corresponds to a peak in the power requirement at the
same phase. The higher the pressure difference across the wing, the more the wing has to work to
overcome the fluid forces.
Table 5.3 shows the peak values of the instantaneous power requirements for each case as
well as the cycle averaged values of power. The propulsive efficiency, calculated as

𝜂 =   

𝐹! ∗ 𝑈
	
  
𝑃

where 𝐹! is the thrust force in the flight direction, U is the forward flight velocity, and P
is the average power input for the cycle, is also shown. From Figure 5.41 it is seen that the native
kinematics has the highest peak magnitude of power (give in Table 5.3) over a cycle during the
downstroke, while all other peak values lie between mode 1 and the native kinematics peak.
Since the downstroke is the main positive lift and thrust generating phase of the cycle, it is
intuitive that maximum energy is spent generating these forces. Similarly it is desirable to have
the least energy spent during upstroke when the negative lift is generated, as well as positive or
negative thrust depending on kinematics, and hence the smallest peak magnitude of power
should manifest in this phase. During the upstroke, mode 1 has the highest peak magnitude
across all cases. Clearly the overall goal over the cycle for every case is always to minimize the
total power consumption while maximizing performance. For the given native kinematics and all
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its extracted lower order cumulative kinematic modes, mode 1 peak seems to be the upper bound
for the peaks in the upstroke phase and the lower bound for the peaks in the downstroke phase.
The cycle averaged non-dimensional power of approximately 35 for the native
kinematics translates to 0.97 W for the single wing assuming forward flight speed of 1.2 m/s. For
rectangular planar flapping wings at Re=10,000 with coefficients of lift and thrust of 0.59 and
0.33, the average non-dimensional power expended was 1.6 that correspond to 0.4 W for a wing
of 8 cm semi-span. Hence with the bat kinematics and geometry, the power consumption higher
but so is the performance output. The mode 1 average power reflects the symmetric nature of the
mode kinematics with large aerodynamic forces generated in both upstroke and downstroke. The
average power of 25 corresponds to 0.63 W for a flight velocity of 1.2 m/s. These values fall in
the range of average power, 0.8 W, measured by Bahlman et al[25] for a robotic version of the
fruit bat wing that has the same characteristic length of 0.09 m as the current specimen.
The cycle averaged non-dimensional power for the different cases have values close to
the native kinematics except for mode 1 that has a lower value. The cycle averaged performance
values of the different cases, other than mode 1, also return performance close to the value of the
native kinematics and hence a similar trend in power consumption is not unreasonable. Mode 1
power profile represents the work expended in the absence of any wing camber. When wing
folding is enabled during upstroke in the cumulative mode 1 + 2, the peak in power drops by
approximately 36% from the mode 1 requirement during the upstroke. This indicates that the bat
is employing wing folding as a power saving feature and consequently also reducing the impact
of the negative lift forces similar to the behavior observed by Bahlman et al.[25]
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The propulsive efficiency values for the different cases are again similar to each other
except for mode 1. For forward flight, the propulsive efficiency of approximately 10% is low.
Only 10% of the input energy is being expended on sustaining thrust. Hence the native
kinematics from the measured data is not particularly suited for efficient cruising flight and this
is expected in light of the high Strouhal number and that the bat is actually in climbing flight.
Since the average values of the power consumption and the propulsive efficiency are all in a
narrow spectrum across the different cases, except mode 1, none of the other modes or the native
kinematics differentiates themselves based on average values. The profile of the instantaneous
variation of the power over a cycle and the local peaks then becomes the differentiating factor.
From the perspective of power consumption, the only advantage in choosing one of the
cumulative mode kinematics over the native kinematics is if there are constraints on the
magnitude of the peaks in power over a cycle and the number of peaks desired. Otherwise,
except for mode 1, all the cases are interchangeable from power consumption considerations.
5.11

Summary and Conclusions

In the present work a digital model of the bat flight kinematics is constructed for data
obtained on a fruit bat (C. brachyotis) at Brown University. The inconsistencies in the recorded
field data were fixed through post processing techniques to extract the kinematics of interest of
the bat wing, which is straight-line flight in the current study. In the recorded data, the bat is in
climbing forward flight, at an ascend angle of 21o, for three flapping cycles and then goes into a
banking turn. The most linear segment is chosen as the representative data for straight-line flight
flapping kinematics. A 3D surface mesh with triangulated cells represents the bat wing and datafitted Fourier series specify the spatio-temporal location of each point on the mesh, during the
flapping cycle. Together it constitutes the digital model of the flapping wing that is input into the
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IBM framework. Such a model gives the flexibility to refine the spatio-temporal resolution as
needed for the CFD simulation.
The Strouhal number for the given data is calculated to be 2.86. The high value implied
that the unsteady flow field, created by the flapping of the bat wing, would dominate the lowspeed steady flow forward movement of the wing. This is found to be the case with a range of Re
simulations, from 433 till 5625, returning the same coefficient of lift and thrust force profiles as
well as phase matched flow features in all the simulations.
From the digital model of the bat kinematics obtained, the wing conformation is seen to
change continuously, with the wing dynamically altering the area and the span-wise and chordwise camber, throughout the flapping cycle. Dynamic control of the wing surface area, and the
phasing and amount of camber are key features of bat flight determining the wing conformation,
which proved to have a strong influence on the aerodynamic performance of the extracted bat
kinematic model. These factors along with the translational motion, span-wise axis rotation, and
the stroke deviation of the wing produced leading edge and trailing edge vortex structures both in
the upstroke and the downstroke. The instantaneous force generation is seen to depend strongly
on the formation, evolution and separation of these vortex structures as is common in flapping
flight. Simulations showed the presence of both LEV and TEV on the wing bottom surface,
creating a low pressure zone, during the upstroke. The downstroke again has an initial LEV and
TEV forming and shedding along with a secondary LEV being formed later in the half stroke on
the wing top surface.
Along with the phasing of the vortices, the dynamic wing conformation and the effective
angle of attack of the flow incident on it, decided by the instantaneous kinematics and the wing
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conformation itself at each span-wise location, is seen to turn the flow around the wing in such a
manner as to create regions of flow acceleration and low pressure in the absence of any vortex
structures. During both the upstroke and the downstroke, the bat is seen to use this level of
control to modulate the instantaneous force generation in the transition phases between the two
half-strokes. The kinematics is able to create low pressure regions on the wing top surface
towards the end of the upstroke, in the absence of vortex structures. This allows the bat to
produce positive lift for the latter one fifth of the upstroke while transitioning into the
downstroke. Similarly, for the downstroke to upstroke transition, the kinematics create low
pressure regions on the wing bottom surface negating the effect of the coherent vortices on the
top surface, and essentially creating a ‘dead-zone’ period in the instantaneous force curves where
there is minimal force production. The usefulness of such a zone is not readily apparent.

Table 5.4 Values of non-dimensional area for each of the cases.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Area	
  
Maximum	
   Average	
   Minimum	
  
Native	
  Kinematics	
  
1.65	
  
1.3	
  
0.97	
  
Mode	
  1	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  +	
  3	
  

1.5	
  
1.55	
  
1.6	
  

1.22	
  
1.3	
  
1.3	
  

0.97	
  
0.8	
  
0.95	
  

	
  

Active control of the wing surface area (compiled for all cases in Table 5.4), thereby
directly influencing the magnitude of the force generation, is another aspect of the kinematics in
which the bat displays a high degree of skill. Instantaneous variation of the surface area for the
native kinematics show the bat decreasing the impact of the negative lift forces, and hence
energy expended, during the upstroke by reducing the surface area by as much as 23% from the
cycle average value. Similarly during the downstroke, the bat is seen to increase the area, with a
peak increase of 27% from the average, to maximize the positive lift and thrust generated. The
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profile of the instantaneous surface area of the wing during the kinematics is highly correlated
with the force generation profiles.

Table 5.5 Coefficient of lift and thrust values for different cases.
Average	
  coefficient	
  of	
  
Native	
  Kinematics	
  
Mode	
  1	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  
Mode	
  1	
  +	
  2	
  +	
  3	
  

Lift	
  
10	
  
2.5	
  
10.6	
  
10.4	
  

Thrust	
  
7.5	
  
1.8	
  
7.0	
  
7.5	
  

The simulation of the native kinematics give cycle averaged coefficient of lift of 10 and
coefficient of thrust of 7.5 (Table 5.5). Assuming a forward flight velocity of 1.2 m/s, this gives a
lift of 0.23 N and a thrust of 0.17 N. Since the bat is in climbing flight at 21o ascend angle,
known from the given data, the actual weight that can be supported is approximately 28 grams
that is in the common range for this species of bat. The average non-dimensional power
requirement for the native kinematics is -35.2 that translates to 1.94 W (for both wings) with a
calculated propulsive efficiency of 10.6%.
To deconstruct the native kinematics into simpler linear modes, POD analysis is carried
out of the native kinematics. The first three modes are seen to cumulatively represent
approximately 90% of the bat wing kinematics. The first mode primarily is the translational
motion of the bat wing in root hinged flapping motion along with advanced rotation. The
variation of the span-wise camber and the twisting of the wing surface with a different phase
than the advanced rotation characterize mode 2.The second mode characterizes the dynamic
cambering of the wing in the span-wise direction and the periodic torsional motion that twists the
surface of the wing. The third mode is a dynamic bending motion of the bat wing, again,
increasing the span-wise camber in the central part of the wing. The wing root is fixed and the
wing tip moves up and down to accommodate the bending motion. The familiar theme that
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emerges from the reduced order kinematic modes is the importance of the wing camber in
affecting the aerodynamic performance. By contrasting mode 1, the only mode without active
cambering, with all the other cases one is able to see the benefit of the wing folding in during the
upstroke through the power requirements (Table 5.3). Mode 1, with a symmetric stroke, has the
highest power requirement during the upstroke. All the modes display dynamic change in surface
area during the cycle. Table 5.4 shows the values of the surface area for the cumulative modes.
Other than mode 1, the cumulative modes have a constant non-dimensional value of 1.3 as the
cycle averaged area while the maximum and minimum values are different. Table 5.5 shows the
aerodynamic performance of the cumulative modes compared to the native kinematics.
Combining the first two modes returns almost the same cycle averaged performance as the
original kinematics. This is not unexpected since both together comprise 86% of the movement
of the native kinematics. From a mechanical viewpoint, this is important since one is able to
approach the aerodynamics of the complex bat kinematics as a linear combination of the two
simpler modes.
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Figures

	
  

Figure 5.1 Image of Cynopterus brachyotis in flight. Reference markers are: anterior sternum (a), wrist
(e), the tip of digits III (h) or wing tip, and V (n). Reprinted from Publication[7], Copyright (2008), with
permission from Elsevier
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Figure 5.2 Kinematics of a representative two-dimensional slice of a wing showing the downstroke and
upstroke together with wing rotations (change in torsional angle) in a vertical stroke plane.
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I  then  compared  the  chosen  line  to  Matt’s  anatomical  breakdown  of  the  bat wing data shown in Figure
14.  I  notice  that  the  middle  line  I  identified  corresponded  to  the  “main finger”  of  the  bat  wing.  If  the  
middle chord length is indeed a bone, it makes sense that the length of the line would stay relatively
constant.

	
  

	
  
	
  
Figure 14- Anatomical view of bat wing data

(a)	
  

(b)	
  

Figure 5.3 Left shows the marker points on the left wing clubbed according to areas of interest. Right
shows the corresponding numbering for these same points.
	
  

Figure 5.4 Full path of reference point 34 in the XY plane. (Y is vertical)
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Figure 5.5 Triangulated surface mesh of the bat wing.
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Figure 5.6 Cumulative energy versus mode number

	
  
	
  

Figure 5.7 Schematic of IB surface (bat wing) with IB nodes and corresponding probes and virtual mesh
for inner layer modeling. Not to scale.
	
  

	
  

Figure 5.8 Comparison of thrust coefficient predicted by IBM calculations with body-fitted grids for the
case of a plunging airfoil.
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of IBM results with body-fitted results for thin surface rectangular flapping wing
at Re = 10,000 and advance ratio J = 0.5
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Figure 5.10 Grid spacing in x direction

	
  
	
  

Figure 5.11 Grid spacing in y direction

	
  
	
  

Figure 5.12 Grid spacing in z direction

	
  
Figure 5.13 Comparison of coefficient of lift for two different Reynolds numbers
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Figure 5.14 Time history of the native wing kinematics. Flow is in the positive x-direction. Flow arrow is
only representative.
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Figure 5.15 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and tip of digit
V point 31 on trailing edge in the vertical XY-plane viewed from wing root. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.16 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and tip of digit
V point 31 on trailing edge in the horizontal XZ-plane viewed from top. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.17 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the bat wing. Bottom plot shows lift and
thrust coefficient variation for a flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of coherent vorticity =
20.
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Figure 5.18 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(25% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.19 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(37% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.20 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(50% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.21 Variation of wing surface area over a flapping cycle for the full kinematics bat wing and each
mode.
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Figure 5.23 Time history of the wing kinematics for mode 1. Flow is in the positive x-direction. Flow
arrow is only representative.
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Figure 5.24 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the vertical XY-plane viewed from wing root. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.25 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the horizontal XZ-plane viewed from top. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.26 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the bat wing for mode 1. Bottom plot
shows lift and thrust coefficient variation for the flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of
coherent vorticity = 20.
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Figure 5.27 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(25% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction. Flow is in
positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.28 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(37% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.29 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(50% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.30 Time history of the wing kinematics for mode 2. Flow is in the positive x-direction(into the
page). Arrow shows the direction of movement of the wing tip.
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Figure 5.31 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the vertical XY-plane viewed from wing root. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.32 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the horizontal XZ-plane viewed from top. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.33 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the bat wing for mode 1 + 2. Bottom plot
shows lift and thrust coefficient variation for the flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of
coherent vorticity = 20.
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Figure 5.34 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(25% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.35 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(37% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.36 Pressure contours in vertical z-plane at z=(50% of maximum span length). View is from wing
tip side with wing root on the other side of the cutting plane. Flow is in positive x-direction.
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Figure 5.37 Time history of the wing kinematics for mode 3. Flow is in the positive x-direction. Arrow
shows the direction of movement of the wing tip.
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Figure 5.38 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the vertical XY-plane viewed from wing root. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.39 Projection of trajectories of wing tip point 27, wrist point 24 on leading edge, and the tip of
digit V point 31 on trailing edge in the horizontal XZ-plane viewed from top. The bat is flying right.
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Figure 5.40 Time history of coherent vortex formation around the bat wing for mode 1 + 2 + 3. Bottom
plot shows lift and thrust coefficient variation for the flapping cycle over normalized time. Iso-surface of
coherent vorticity = 20.
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Figure 5.41 Normalized power for the native kinematics and the different modes cumulatively till mode 3.
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